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^nttoiuttion.

HE opening of the twentieth century brings us face

Mto face with several facts which some of us are

rather too conservative, perhaps, to acknowledge
with that magnanimity which is characteristic of the Am-
erican. One of these facts is that we are industrially and
socially a competent people, but we do not act as if we
believed we were. I am aware of the fact that we do not

often express this belief in general conversation, and it

would be proper to admit that we are not, as a people, so

overwhelmed with modesty that we habitually underesti-

mate our own ability.

We also fail to fully inform ourselves, at times, and,

as a consequence, are not wise in our judgment ; this is

another fact we have to face. The "Oregon" surprised

u« by her splendid sail around the southern continent, but

I doubt whether her builders were at all surprised. The
suddenness of the " Merrimac " incident, the breathless

advance upon Santiago, the almost instant destruction of
the two Spanish fleets, these events astonished us as much as

they did foreigners ; but there was no need of it, we
should have remembered the old " Monitor's " brave fight,

and also remembered the resolute words of Captain Coffin,

who, as he was towing the remarkable craft, in the midst

of a threatening storm., to her fighting ground, replied to

those who advised him to put into a near port for safety,— " I'll proceed if we all have to go to the bottom
together."
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There is a time when an American must act indepen-

dently, and must shoulder his own responsibility without

listening to advice. Now this rule I firmly believe ap-

plies quite as well to our social life ; we have no excuse

for yielding to the prejudice and conventionalities of the

Old World ; the time has come when we must apparently

stand by republican ideals. We are at liberty to take any-

thing from old-world customs which may prove for our

good, but we are not at liberty to appropriate anything

else. Circumstances alter cases, and we must admit that

our environment in America is distinctly different, socially

as well as geographically, from that of the English, French,

or German peoples ; but this fact in no wise exempts us

from certain irrefragable social rules which are founded

upon simple Christian courtesy. There is no reason, for

instance, why an American should curtail established for-

malities connected with the visiting card, and the note or

card of invitation ; but he does so to a surprising degree,

and one wonders whether the estimable friend is suffering

from an acute attack of economy or indifference. He
is surely not copying foreign custom, nor is the omission

characteristic of American independence, because that

would discount both the quality and dignity of the latter.

There is, indeed, a lofty quality to our social as well as

political independence. Our mode of life is adapted to

convenience, and we do not allow ourselves to be ham-
pered by tradition. Ours is a life in which innovation,

not conservatism, is the rule. Hence, even in so small

a matter as orthography, we do not propose to spell honor

with a z^, and program with me ; we can afford to prune

away all uselessness, whatever its nature ; but we never

could be justified in pruning common courtesy.

It is not true to say in excuse of such a want of cour-

tesy that this, that, or the other thing is never omitted in

" polite society "
; we deceive ourselves ! There are count-
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less blunders committed in every separate phase of so-

ciety in America, whether through ignorance or not it

would scarcely be worth while to demonstrate. If we
Americans do not do things as nicely as they can be done^

it behooves us to mend our manners as quickly as possi-

ble ; it is from no lack of ability that we fail to do the

best, and we need not copy foreign manners.

Diplomatic etiquette in Europe appoints French as the

Court language ; we have no Court, and we are under no

obligation to conform to Court etiquette. In that regard,

at least, our national manners are independent and exempt

from criticism. I hardly think we can plead correct form

and fashion in support of many details of a foreign flavor

which enter into our social intercourse. Sooner or later

we will absorb the last thing that is good in foreign form,

and then with everything else it will be remodeled to fit

American needs. Ultimately we shall adopt our own
form and establish our own standard, and we might as

well understand now, that the intelligent social forces at

work in this great republic are not likely to be guided

by a clique of " four hundred," who have set themselves

rigidly to the task of copying foreign conventionalities.

For that reason the following pages are marked by an

avoidance of everything useless to our needs and belong-

ing to old-world principles. It is scarcely necessary to

add that the book is a plea for American originality, and

an urgent appeal for the patronage of those estimable pro-

ducts of home industry which should properly furnish the

American writing table of the twentieth century. It must

also be apparent that it would have been impossible for

me to gather together so much material of an authentic

character without the assistance of many who took a

kindly interest in the work. I am indebted to the atten-

dants of the Boston Public Library for their most courte-

ous attention, and for the prompt way in which valuable
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books were placed at my disposal for consultation. I am
also indebted to Mr. Edward Robinson of the Boston

Art Museum for his assistance, and for the privilege of

photographing the antique coins and gems. To Mrs.

Alan Van Rensselaer Strong I am indebted for the

interesting copy of the Van Rensselaer arms, and to Mr.
Will Bradley for the examples of his quaint designing.

V/ithout the help of the Messrs. Crane, the famous paper

makers of historic Dalton, Mass., I never could have so

thoroughly investigated the manufacture and merits of Am-
erican writing papers.

As regards the various well-known and high authori-

ties consulted I must gratefully acknowledge the assist-

ance received from the works of Sir Bernard Burke, and

the authoritative volume on armigerous English families

by Mr. Fox-Davies, as well as the beautiful work on

Heraldry by Messrs. Woodward and Burnett. For copies

of many of the beautiful bookplates by modern artists I am
indebted to The Studio.

Regarding Heraldry, I must insist that we can not re-

ject it on republican principles. We can not repudiate

cur ancestors, and it must not be forgotten that if we go

back about three centuries or so we find one who was not

A.merican, but who bore a coat of arms.

Whether he bore it justly or not is no matter which I

propose to discuss : in the words of the diplomatic old

Scotchman, I would reply to such a question, " Sattle

that foryerseP, mon." In London the College of Arms
decides all such questions as far as it is able, but its

authority does not extend beyond English shores.

It would, however, be perfectly proper and just for

me to say that the opinions expressed in that division of

this book entitled Heraldry are in no wise founded upon

those of the English authorities quoted above ; the point

of view is distinctly American, as follows :

—
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|OR Americans, coat armor may be considered a

sort of national inheritance, because of its close

relationship with history, genealogy, and art.

We have nothing whatever to do with it so far

as its essential principle is concerned ; that is a thing which

long years ago lost all its vitality in the formation of this

great Republic.

To separate the coat of arms from the principle in

which it has had its origin is to invite both criticism and

protest from those who insist upon an adherence to anti-

quated customs. Naturally the English might say to us,

" You have no right to coat armor, because you renounced

everything connected with it when the Declaration of In-

dependence was signed."

Precisely so, we have done this in the truest sense of

the word ; our laws ignore the very existence of such a

thing as coat armor. But the nation, the state and the

city have assumed seals the character of which is abso-

lutely heraldic. There is no need to apologize for the

assumption. Even if we had chosen to take a lion passant

for our national escutcheon, it would still have been a

republican and not a royal lion. Our connection with

the whole principle of aristocracy as represented by the

coat of arms is completely severed, but we have not yet

severed our connection with our ancestors ! For some

worthy person in the old country to claim an exclusive

possession of a particular lion or eagle, and say that we
have no right to it, is plainly a matter involving the point

of view. Neither in this country, nor in any other, is

there a law which may dispossess us of the eagle, or any

proof that it is exclusively possessed by anyone else. It is

absurd, therefore, to say, that an American has no right

either to an eagle or a coat ofarms. That is at least the Am-
erican point of view, and it is de facto the only correct one.

Now, it is a very natural question for one to ask why a

citizen of this great Republic should assume a coat of
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arms when he ignores what he chooses to call its defunct

principle. It seems a very inconsistent thing to do ; but

let us inquire into his motive. At most he has the arms

stamped upon his stationery, printed upon a book-plate,

and painted upon a wall or window. He has not recorded

the design in the registrar's office, it is valueless as an

indication of rank, it will not avail to give him an entrance

into society, and it is no voucher even for his character as

a gentleman. But at the same time, as it is a thing which

commanded the respect and reverence of his ancestors, he

naturally respects it also, and is not disposed to bury it be-

cause it happens to represent an ancient and decayed

aristocracy. He is quite willing to bury the aristocracy,

but not the coat of arms ! It does not matter in the least

whether the London College of Arms recognizes his right

to the relic or not. One thing he knows and rejoices in,

the strange device he beholds is the same as that which

appeared upon the ancient fields of Crecy, Agincourt, or

Bosworth, with his ancestors, and they saw and followed,

if they did not actually carr)^ it upon their own shields.

For any one to assume a coat of arms in this country

in accordance with the old principles, and under the estab-

lished English code, is manifestly impossible. No one

can either legally or illegally bear coat armor here. Those
of us who would assume arms under the English law must

practically become British subjects; there is no half-way

course. The individual who endeavors to urge the pro-

priety and acceptance in this country of the English law

and system must eventually discover himself in the awk-
ward position of a rider astride of two horses which he can-

not possibly keep abreast!

It appears, then, that we are not obliged upon principle

to reject coat armor, nor do we need to accept it on any

other ground than that of either art or sentiment. We
cannot throw it away, for it is too closely connected with
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the arts. We cannot ignore its historical interest, be-

cause our common ancestors were too intimately associated

with it. The fact is, we have arrived at a time when we
must acknowledge its true value or admit that we are the

victims of an unreasonable prejudice.

It is a patent fact that the connection between coat

armor and American families is somewhat attenuated. A
great many claim arms, but few can show proofs sufficient

to meet the requirements of the English law. At the same
time it is true that Sir Bernard Burke has most considerately

given full credence to many American genealogies where
the premises might have been rudely shaken up by a lawyer.

It is far from remarkable that there should be broken

links in the chain of evidence of American descent as far

back as the first half of the turbulent seventeenth century ;

and it should occasion no surprise to one who is familiar

with the unsettled state of English society in the time of

Oliver Cromwell to find that between the Puritan, the

Quaker, parliament, the king, and the uprising com-
moner, law and order, especially as they applied to the

records of armigerous families, were brought to the verge

of chaos. As a consequence many of those who might

have been entitled to bear arms neglected to record the

right, others assumed them without proper authority, and
still others for political or religious reasons renounced them
altogether. Besides these there were a very large number
of persons whom Oliver Cromwell actually dispossessed.

The truth is, the heralds of that period could not perform

their duties with any considerable degree of completeness,

and, as a result, the records of the College of Arms were
so defective that the less one attempts a defense of them
in statu quo the better.

In this new country, too, we must make a full allow-

ance for the imperfect records of those who were evidently

connected with distinguished families in England, but
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failed to leave us anything more tangible than tra-

dition to establish the fact. But that is less surprising

when we note the spirit of self-reliance and independence

which manifested itself so early among the colonists.

There was no reason why they should cling to coat armor

in a new country where class privilege was rapidly on the

wane; without the immediate presence of the king and

his peers, social privilege and distinctions languished.

But if titles were few in the early days of the colonies,

the names of distinguished old English families were not,

and that in itself is a very significant fact. We can never

know how many members of titled families came to this

country in the time of Oliver Cromwell who were dispos-

sed by him; nor when Charles II ascended the throne,

after the brief life of the Commonwealth, would it be

expected that he would distribute many armorial favors

among the privileged class on this side of the Atlantic.

Some wise judge in this country has also significantly

said that all our English ancestors of the seventeenth cen-

tury who could read and write were unquestionably gentle-

men, and not yeomen! But it is evident that the gentry

and yeomanry of England cannot be arbitrarily separated

After all, English coat armor, nowadays, is resolved

to a badge of honor rather than sustained as the insignia of a

privileged class, and naturally so, because the latter is not

absolutely exclusive. In this respect, therefore, the English

aristocracy is advantageously distinguished from the aristoc-

racy of other countries. Macaulay says of it :
" It was con-

stantly receiving members from the people, and constantly

sending down members to mingle with the people. Any
gentleman might become a peer. The younger son of a

peer was but a gentleman. . . . Pedigrees as long, and

escutcheons as old, were to be found out of the House of

Lords as in it. There were new men who bore the high-

est titles. There were untitled men well known to be
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descended from knights who had broken the Saxon ranks

at Hastings and scaled the walls of Jerusalem." Indeed it

is perfectly apparent that English law was so far sensible in

olden times that it considered good blood in no respect

especially and exclusively connected with the peerage; and

to-day civil and social liberty, as a consequence, are enjoyed

equally by esquires, farmers, and storekeepers. To quote

Macaulay again : "The knight of the shire was the con-

necting link between the baron and the shopkeeper. On
the same benches (in parliament) on which sat goldsmiths,

drapers, and grocers ... sat also members, who, in any

other country, would have been called noblemen, hereditary

lords of manors, entitled to hold courts and to bear coat

armor, and able to trace back an honorable descent through

many generations. Some of them were younger sons

and brothers of lords, and others could boast of even royal

blood."

It seems as though we were forgetful of the fact that

England's aristocracy is quite as democratic as her democ-
racy is aristocratic, and that coat armor is not related to

either condition. But it is quite evident that the contest

always waging between the champions of aristocracy and

those of democracy has been instrumental in dragging the

poor battered shields of our ancestors upon a field of battle

where they never belonged ! In other words, it is per-

fectly plain that the time-honored escutcheon is no defense

for the social pugilist. The time has come when we
must estimate coat armor at its true value, and as soon as

we shall do that, remembering that it has been inseparably

connected with the history of our growth as a great people,

we shall take the first step toward breaking down a foolish

and ungenerous prejudice against it. We do not pride

ourselves upon an aristocratic ancestry, but we do take a

most commendable pride in our common Anglo-Saxon

ancestors, and the time has come when we are discriminate
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ing enough to believe that they were made of pretty good
material or they never would have produced a race which

is fast taking the reins of the government of the whole

world into its hands.

There is one really good point about coat armor in

England : it cannot possibly be construed as a mark of

distinction for so invidious a thing as caste, and of late

years attempts to protect even its exclusive character by

legal proceedings have become more and more distasteful

to the English people. Years ago heralds used to traverse

the old country and compel those who could not show a

just title to arms to abjure the same, and submit to some
humiliating denouncement by the public crier in the mar-
ket place. To-day it would be difficult, if not impossible,

legally, to dispossess one of coat armor borne without

authority.

In this country we estimate a coat of arms as lightly as

we do a monogram or a water-color sketch ; arms and the

man are separated! A man is distinguished for what he

is, not for what he assumes to be. There are a great num-
ber of Americans who are directly descended from the

English royal families; their names are upon record, but

it does not appear that they presume to be distinguished

otherwise than as simple American citizens.

The growth of a new aristocracy the higher law of

which is absolute moral and intellectual superiority in the

individual, both in this country and England, is in unmis-

takable evidence. The old aristocracy is being pushed

against the wall. In no regard is this fact more perfectly

demonstrated than by the results of the recent Spanish-

American war. It was quality^ not quantity, which was
the irresistibly strong factor on the winning side, and it

was that which brought overwhelming defeat to Spain,

whose proud aristocracy at one time ruled the better part

of Europe.
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Regarding the coats of arms which have been selected

for this book from an exceedingly long list of authentic

examples, it would be just to say that the selection is of

necessity a limited one, and although in nearly every case

the families chosen are those possessed of documentary

and other evidences of a true inheritance, there are nu-

merous families not mentioned here which have a like

possession.

As we are likely to be most interested in the shields of

our common, ancient ancestors, it is sufficient to call at-

tention to the fact that the selection has been made with

this idea primarily in view.

F. Schuyler AIathews.

El Furkidis, Blair, Campton, N. H.,

September 1899.
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3fir6t prindplee of Iberalbri?

F Heraldry is to be relegated exclusively

to a position among the arts, as I am
sure it must, in the immediate future,

the change will furnish us with no ex-

cuse for disregarding its spirit; we may
be at liberty to ignore the original pur-

pose which it served, but we cannot con-

sistently ignore the rules by which it is governed.

It is a common practice in this country, I regret to

say, to disobey these rules without a serious thought of

the consequences. For instance, a lady bears on her

note-paper a crest, helmet, motto or shield, as if she were

a full-fledged Valkyrie ! That is all wrong, it is abso-

lutely inconsistent with the principle of coat-armor, even

though the lady accepts the latter simply on the ground

of antiquarian interest, for her to bear any warlike

emblems. Whatever insignia she adopts should be borne

within a lozenge or an ellipse ; her husband carries the
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shield, helmet and crest, and he alone can indulge in a

war-cry— which is really what the motto is!

Nor is it possible for a gentleman to display any other

than a certain restricted kind of arms ; otherwise he

might be mistaken for something more than he is— a

king, we v/ill say, or a peer of the realm.

It must be remembered that Heraldry is not a thing

made up of signs and symbols devoid of an exact meaning;

it has something to say, and its method of expression is

perfect. It developed into a complete system early in the

fourteenth century (a period of the most excellent medi-

aeval art), and immediately afterward it advanced to the

condition of an exact science. It is not possible, there-

fore, to break any rule of Heraldry without perverting its

meaning.

The College of Arms of London was incorporated in

1483, in the reign of Richard III. At that time the entire

arms of the British Kingdom were placed under its super-

vision and control, accurate accounts were taken of all

and adjusted so as to avoid duplication, and none were

allowed without authority. Heralds were also sent

throughout the kingdom every twenty or thirty years, and

a complete genealogical record was in this way established

and maintained.

The term arms is derived from the shield and the de-

vices displayed upon it, which, in the middle ages, served

to identify the noble on the field of battle. He bore

them just as a soldier nowadays bears his medals of dis-

tinction.

The term coat-armor is derived from the simple fact

that heraldic devices were embroidered on the surcoat.

This garment was worn over the armor especially at the

times of the great tournaments.

The term blazon^ now meaning a word description of

coat-armor, is derived from the German hlasen^ to blow.



It was customary in olden times for the herald to blow a

trumpet and then announce a Prince, Knight, or Esquire

by his armorial bearings; for contesting Knights at battle

or tourney, with helmets closed, were difficult if not im-

possible to recognize.

A complete coat of arms comprises the shield, helmet,

crest and wreath, mantling, supporters (if there are any),

and motto. The design of the shield with its accessories,

is variable according to the period in which the coat of

arms happened to be painted ; the nature of the rendering

of the arms is, therefore, of no importance aside from the

hereditary character of the arms. In other words, if we
correctly follow the bla%on we may render the design in

any way we please.

The blazon is strikingly systematic; that is a good

thing ; first is mentioned the field color, or variation of it

;

second, the honorable ordinary (see chapter on honor-

able ordinaries), third the minor charges upon the field,

fourth the minor charges upon the ordinary ; and lastly

(if there is one) the bordure with its charges, or the canton

with its charges. Words are ftot repeated; if the field

color is axure and a charge upon an ordinary is azure^ the

charge is blazoned of thefield or of the first. First, second,

third, or fourth, apply respectively to the tinctures as they

occur in the blazon in that order. Numbers are always

spelled (unless referring to the quarters of the shield, like

I and 4 or 2 and 3) and never repeated. If there are

three martlets and just as many bezants., the blazon will say

— and as many bezants. An honorable ordinary is always

mentioned as between when it stands between several

minor charges on the field of the shield. Furthermore,

the horizontal arrangement of these minor charges is

always specified, thus ; four, three, two, and one, or vice

versa. For all other arrangements, the blazon if it is

correct, is absolutely specific : it cannot be ambiguous with-
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out being hopelessly defective and exposing the careless-

ness or ignorance of the writer. Again, punctuation

marks must be few, and used preferably to separate divi-

sions of the blazon, not sentences.

But I have been particular in the following progressive

explanations to illustrate every phase of the blazon

;

what I may say which seems abstruse now, will become
quite plain hereafter, so it should not be difficult, shortly,

for us to interpret the rather quaint and obscure language

of heraldry.

_
The surface of the shield is called

the field and upon this the various

devices are placed which are called

charges. This field of the shield is

divided into nine different positions,

and it is important to remember that

the right and left sides relate to

the bearer of the shield who, of

course, is supposed to be behind it.

DEXTER
CHIEF "c'hTf" sinister

HONOR- POINT

TESSE-POINT

NOMBRIL- POINT

DEXTER f^,_-,_ SINISTER
^ASE "'^^"^ BASE.BASE

Consequently, for the observer,

the right and left sides are reversed. There are certain

degrees of rank, also, assigned to different positions on the

field; the dexter (right) side is considered more honor-

able than the sinister (left) side, and the chief more

honorable than the base.

TINCTURES. In olden times the shield was decor-

ated with different metals, colors, and furs ; these were

called tinctures, which, when they were not shown in their

natural colors, were signified by a series of lines or dots.

The use of this system, when coat-armor is represented in

monotint, is an absolute requisite in heraldic designs.

Anything represented in the full colors of nature is

blazoned proper^ or />/>r., but the metals, colors, and furs,

are distinguished apart as follows :
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t * r *
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PEAN.
Black.

Gold
Pattern.

VAIR.
Silver and

Blue. Bell-

Shaped

Figures.

(Angular or

Curved.)

VAIR.
(Curved

Figures.)

COUNTER
VAIR.
Silver and Blue

Figures the

same as Vair,

but point to

point and base

to base. Other

tinctures in

this pattern

are called

Vair6.

POTENT.
Silver and Blue

T Figures set

like Vair.

COUNTER
POTENT.
Silver and Blue

T Figures set

like Counter

Vair.

^ST

cover its field.

'*Per pale" and

PARTING LINES
The Shield is also divided, or parted, by certain abso-

lute lines when more than one tincture is employed to

From this method of parting the terms
" Per fess, " etc., are derived.

The division per Pale^ perpendicular, is

illustrated by the arms of the Phillips

family of this country. The blazon is,

per pale az. and sa., within an orle

of fleur-de-lis arg. a lion rampant

erminois ducally crowned and holding

between the paws a mascle or, a canton

ermine. The nature of the orle, mascle,

PHILLIPS and canton, are explained farther along.
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An excellent and simple example of a

division of the field per pale^ showing

also the contents of the shield counter-

changed, that is, metal and color inter-

changed reciprocally, appears in the

arms of the Alexanders, which are, per

pale arg. and sa., a chevron, and in base

a crescent all counter-changed. There
are representatives of this family in this

country. Also the American family of

Hunt, bear, per pale arg. and sa., a

saltire counter-changed.

The division Per fesse^ horizontal, is

illustrated by the arms of the Stuyvesant

family of this country. The blazon is,

per fesse or and gu., in chief a hound
following a hare, in base a stag courant,

all ppr. and contourne. The last means
passing each other ; i. e, facing in op-

posite directions. Courant is running

full speed.

The division Per cross or ^arterly is

illustrated by the arms of the famous
Hohenzollern family of Germany which
are, per cross sa. and arg. ; and by

the Henshaw family, U. S., which
are quartered with those of Houghton.
The blazon is. Quarterly ; 1—4 arg.,

a chevron between three heron-shaws

sa. for Henshaw ; 2-3 sa., three bars

arg. for Houghton. (See next page.)

The divisions are indicated in the order

of occurrence exactly as one reads. In

^arterly of eight, four divisions, i, 2,

HUNT

STUYVE3ANT

HOHENZOLLERN
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3, 4 are above the fesse line, and the

others, 5, 6, 7, 8 below it. The divi-

sion called Quarterly quartered is simply

the quarter again quartered ; in con-

tradistinction to this a division not quar-

tered is called a grand quarter.

The division Per bend is illustrated by

the arms of Crane, vi^hich are, per bend

or and az. These are borne by an

English family with representatives in

America.

The division Per salttre is illustrated by

the arms of the family of Redinghurst,,

England. The blazon is, per saltire

or and az.
CRANE

REDlNGHUaST

The division Per chevron is illustrated

by the arms of Aston, which are, per

chevron sa. and arg. It should be
remembered that the tincture which is

in the dexter chief position, uppermost^

takes precedence in the mention by the

blazon. This is a rule which one

is perfectly justified in following,

through numerous correct examples of

ancient heraldry. Any lack of agree-

ment, on this point, between the blazon

and the painting, is a sure indication of

error in either the one or the other.

These divisions are often defined by

parting lines of diverse patterns which
contribute largely to variety in the ap-

pearance of the shield, and greatly en-

hance its decorative character.



ORNAMENTAL PARTING LINES.

The parting lines may be plain or ornamental ; vari-

ous forms of the latter are used. These are :—

Dancette (but

Raguly. three indenta-

tions).

\/\/V\A/ Indented.

Invected.

Wavy. ^\./V/\^\

Engrailed. Nebulee. _) O O O
Embattled.

\ / \ / \ /. Dove-tailed.

Potente. ESESZS'

The following shields show the practical application

of ornamental lines.

Per pale indented arg.

and az., is the coat of the Hickmans,
Earls of Plymouth.

HICKMAN
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BOYLE

Per bend embattled arg. and

gu., is the coat of the Irish family of

Boyle.

''* i^^i^i/ P^"* fesse dancette

erm. and sa.

HONORABLE ORDINARIES.

The Ordinaries are divisions of the field arranged

on the principle of the parting lines, which were ordinarily

in use as the simplest of heraldic devices, and they are

presumed to have had their origin from the pieces of wood
or metal which crossed the shield to strengthen it, or from

the belt or scarf worn over the armor. They may be

defined by either straight lines, or any of the ornamental

ones. There are nine Honorable Ordinaries as follows:

—

THE CHIEF. Occupies one third of

the shield at the top, and is considered

the most honorable ordinary, because it

shows only one dividing line on the

shield, and occupies the head position.

It may be borne in combination with

most of the other ordinaries. The
United States bear, paly of thirteen gu.

and arg., a chief az. There should beUNITED STATES
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no stars on the chief. The stars form

the crest.

THE PALE. Occupies one third of

the shield in the centre. It typifies the

pales of wood used by the Crusaders.

The Pale is of infrequent occurrence in

heraldry. It appears, however, in the

arms of the French Republic, and in the

arms of the Nicholson family of this

country, which bear, erminois, on a

pale sa. three martlets or.

THE BEND. Occupies one third of

the field when charged, but only one

fifth when plain. It is said to repre-

sent a shoulder belt or scarf. Two
uncharged bends may appear on one

shield. The Hayward family in this

country bear, gu., three lions passant

in pale arg., over all on a bend sa.,

three mullets or. I have rendered gules

in white for greater distinctness.

THE BEND SINISTER. The re-

verse of the Bend. This is sometimes

erroneously called Bar Sinister. The
family of Benigni, Rome, bear, arg.,

a bend sinister sa., also in the arms of

Paul Revere there is a sinister bend.

(See Colonial and Modern Engraving.)

THE FESSE. Occupies one third of

the field in the centre, horizontally, and

represents a girdle round the armor at

the waist. The old family of Penn of

Pennsylvania bear, arg., upon a fesse

sa. three plates.

NICHOLSON

HAYWARD

BENIGNI

PENN
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LE BARRIER

THE BAR. Occupies one fifth of the

field, and may be placed in any part of

it except absolutely in the chief or the

base. It is never borne singly alone,

and a greater number than four should

not appear on one field. The Scotch

family of Cameron, which is well rep-

resented in this country bear, arg.,

three bars gu. The Houghton family

bear, arg., three bars sa.

When two bars alone appear on the

field they invariably occupy a middle

position. Arg., two bars sa. is the coat

of the Le Barbiers, Marquises of Ker-

jan, Brittany.

THE CROSS. Occupies one third of

the field when charged, and one fifth

when plain. The American family of

Thomas bear, arg., upon a cross sa.

five crescents of the field.

THE SALTIRE (St. Andrew's

Cross). Occupies one third of the

field when charged, and one fifth when
plain. The Scotch family of Maxwell,
with many representatives in this coun-

try bear, arg., a saltire sa.

THE CHEVRON. Occupies one

third of the field when charged, and one

fifth when plain. It is said to represent

a war saddle by some, and roof rafters

by others. It may occupy the field in

different positions. Two may appear in

company, or one may be combined withMAXWELL
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a chief. A certain family of Wheeler
in this country bear, or, a chevron be-

tween three leopard's faces sa.

DIMINUTIVES.

The Honorable Ordinaries, with the

exception of the fesse, have what are

called diminutives which hold relatively

the same positions on the field. The
ornamental Hnes may be used for them.

The diminutives are practically the or-

dinaries variously reduced in width

;

they are named as follows :

—

THE FILLET. Diminutive of the

chief, is one fourth of the chief and al-

ways appears in the lowest fourth part.

There are few, if any, instances of its

use in English heraldry.

THE CLOSET. Diminutive of the

bar, is one half of the bar.

THE BARRULET. Diminutive of

the bar, is one fourth of the bar. A fesse

or a bar is often cotised by barrulets.

The arms of Harleston are, arg., a fesse

ermine, cotised sa. The term cotised,

broadly applied to a fesse, bar, or bend

which is bordered with narrow bands, is

derived from the cotise described on the

next page. Barrulets are frequently

grouped in pairs ; they are then called

" bars gemelles." The arms of Hun-
tercombe are ermine, two bars gemelles

sa. (The bars are often gu.)

WHEELER

y

THE FILLET

HARLESTON
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mSpSpE

KX^i^
HUNTERCOMBE

QUESADA

BELASYSE

COOKE

THE PALLET. Diminutive of the

pale, is one-half of the pale; it may be

borne in any vertical position on the

field, and generally appears in threes.

The Spanish family of Quesada bear,

arg., three pallets erminois. Erminois

is rendered in ermine for distinctness.

THE ENDORSE. Diminutive of

the pale, is one fourth of the pale ; it is

generally borne in pairs and often ac-

companies the pale, one being placed on

either side of it, as in the arms of Bel-

asyse, Earls of Fauconberg, which are

arg., a pale, engrailed, endorsed sa.

THE BENDLET. Diminutive of

the bend, is one half of the bend and

generally appears in threes. The arms

of the descendants of George Cooke of

Cambridge, Mass., are, sa., three bend-

lets arg.

THE COTICE. Diminutive of the

bend, is one fourth of the bend, and is

borne in pairs, generally in company
with the bend, one being placed on

either side of it. The
arms of Harley, Earl

of Oxford are, arg., a

bend cotised sa.

THE RIBAND.
Diminutive of the
bend, is one fourth of

the bend, but its ends

are couped, i. e., cutHARLEY
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ofF so they do not touch the edge of the

shield. The arms of Abernethy on

page 48 are the only available ancient

example of the riband.

SCARP. Diminutive of the bend sin-

ister, is one half of the bend sinister.

THE BATON. Diminutive of the

bend sinister, is one fourth of the bend

sinister, and is couped. It generally

denotes illegitimacy ; the descendants of

a king or prince may blazon the baton

or. or arg.^ but all others must blazon

it in colors.

THE CHEVRONEL. Diminutive

of the chevron, is one half of the chev-

ron. Three chevronels are usually

grouped together. Sir Walter de Manny
bears,

sa.

or, three chevronels or chevrons

THE COUPLE-CLOSE. By many
heralds considered a diminutive of the

chevron, and by others estimated as only

a subordinate charge, is one fourth of

the chevron ; the latter is often cotiscd

by couple-closes.

SUBORDINA-
RIES.

There is still

another series of de-

vices in addition to

the Honorable Or-
dinaries and their de manny

THE SCARP

THE COUPLE-CLOSE
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SUTTON

DE CLUSEAU

diminutives, called Subordinaries, with

which the ornamental lines may be used.

They are as follows :
—

THE CANTON. Sometimes called

a Quarter. A square in the dexter

chief (unless otherwise specified) with-

out any determined size. The only

subordinary that can surmount the bor-

dure. It is generally borne over all the

charges of the field, and in blazoning, it

is mentioned last. The arms of Sutton

(Lord Lexington) are, arg., a canton

sa.

THE GYRON. A triangle formed by
the upper half of the bend and the dexter

half of the fesse. It is borne singly,

or six to twelve of them cover the

whole field. It is of Spanish origin

and is of frequent occurrence in Scottish

arms. The arms of De Cluseau in

Limousin are, arg., a gyron gu.

THE INESCUTCHEON. A shield

in the centre of another. Generally
borne by the husband of an heiress (to a

coat of arms). More than one on a

shield makes it rank as a common charge

by the name of escutcheon. The arms
of the old Mortimer family are barry of
six or and az., on a chief of the first,

two pallets between two gyrons of the

second, over all an inescutcheon arg.

There are representatives of the Morti-
mer family in this country.

MORTIMER.

BALLIOL
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THE ORLE. A band one fifth of

the distance from the edge of the shield.

Gu., an orle arg., was the blazon of

arms born by John Balliol. Minor

charges may take the position of the

orle, and are then said to be in orle or an

orle of. See the Phillips arms previous-

ly given.

THE TRESSURE. Regarded as a

diminutive of the orle. It is always

borne double, and appears in the arms

of Scotland, ornamented with fleur-de-

lis, and is blazoned a tressure fleury

counter-fleury. Or, a tressure az. is

the coat of Tromenec of Brittany.

THE LOZENGE. A diamond figure.

It is commonly employed to carry arms

for a lady. As it is a rule that a lady must

not bear armorial accessories of a war-

like nature, the shield, helmet, crest and

motto in her case are discarded, and her

insignia is carried within a lozenge.

The Prussian Count of Schwerin bears,

arg., a lozenge gu.

THE FUSIL. An elongated diamond

figure. The Champney family of

county Devon bear, arg., two fusils in

fesse gu. There are American repre-

sentatives of this family.

THE FRETTE. Composed of a

bendlet, scarp, and mascle interlaced.

Arg., a frette sa., was the coat of the

Tollemaches.

TROMENEC

SCHWERIN

CHAMPNEY

TOLLEMACHE
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THE MASCLE. A lozenge voided,

i. e., perforated so that the field shows

through. Arg., a mascle sa., are the

arms of Loheac de Trevoasec.

LOHEAC DE TREVOASEC

THE RUSTRE. A lozenge with a

circular perforation. The arms of

Custance are, or, a rustre sa.

THE LABEL. A barrulet placed

in the chief, having three or more pen-

dants. The ends of the label in late

years are " couped. " It is employed to

distinguish the arms of the eldest son.

Blandin, of Brittany, bears, arg., a label

of five points sa. John de Laci, Earl

of Lincoln, in 1235, bore a label of four

CUSTANCE points over a bendlet. A seal of the

Nevilles in the time of Henry HI, shows

a label of four points charged upon the

chief of the shield, and Henry Plan-

tagenet, of Bolingbroke, bore on one of

his seals in 1399, arms assigned to the

Confessor differenced with a label of

three points, impaling France and Eng-
land quarterly with a label of five points

BLANDIN of Brittany, impaling Lancaster. For ex-

planation of impalement see chapter on

Marshalling. The pendants of the mod-
H H j ern label are objectionably dovetailed.

THE BILLET. A parallelogram placed

upright, resembling a folded letter.

The arms of the Die Schindel family

are, arg., three billets in pairle, sa. (In

DIE SCHINDEL pairle is Y-shaped.)
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THE BORDURE. A margin of one

fifth of the field, once used to distinguish

one branch of a family from another;

occasionally it has been used to mark

illegitimacy. Or, a bordure engrailed,

sa., is borne by Knight. Bordures are

also borne upon the shields of the Stur-

gis and Paine families of America, the

blazons of which are recorded in the

next chapter.

THE PILE. A wedge extending from

the middle chief to the middle base.

Arg., a pile gu. is the old coat of the

family of Chandos.

THE FLANCH. Part of a circle;

two are borne, one on either side of the

shield. It had its origin in a dress

worn in the fourteenth century. Guil-

lim calls it " a proper reward for a

gentlewoman's services to her sover-

eign." The Hobarts of Buckingham-
shire bear, sa., a star of eight points, or,

between two flanches erminois.

THE FLASQUE. Resembles a flanch,

but is a segment of a larger circle and

covers less of the field. The Hamil-

tons of Scotland, bear gu., three cinque-

foils between two flasques arg. Gibbon
says the flanch and flasque are the same,

but Guillim and Leigh are of a contrary

opinion. Flasques are invariably borne

in pairs as flanches are, one on either

side of the shield.

CHANDOS

HOBART

HAMILTON
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ROUNDELS.
Another series of devices inferior to the Honorable

Ordinaries, and their diminutives and classed among the

Subordinaries, are the Roundels. They are simple circu-

lar charges of common occurrence, named as follows :—

Bezant. Or
named for a coin,

of Byzantium.

Plate.arg.

Hurte.az.

Torteau.gu.

Pomme.vert.

Pomeis is

plural.

the

Golp.purp.

Pellet.sa.

Orange. Tenne.

Guze. Sanguin

(crimson).

Fountain, wavy
lines fesse-wisc,

alternately arg.

and az.

All except the Bezant, Plate, and Fountain, are shaded

to represent relief when they are painted in proper colors.

The Orange and Guze are of exceedingly rare occurrence

and consequently are quite ignored by some heralds.

Roundels may be of any of the furs. They may be

borne as crests, and an unrestricted number may be borne

on the escutcheon.
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The arrangement of the number is

arbitrary. Three are always borne as

in the arms of Courtenay ; which are,

or, three torteaux.

When many are used the number in

each row is specified. The arms of

Babington are, arg., ten torteaux, four,
COURTENAY thrcc, two, and one.

When six are used they are arranged as

in the Stourton arms ; which are, sa., a

bend or between six fountains. The
name of Sturton, or Stourton occurs in

the famous Gore Roll of arms, of this

country.

Roundels may also carry a charge. For
Heathcote Lord Aveland bears, ermine,

three pomeis, each charged with a cross

or. Representative of this family, de-

scended from Col. Caleb Heathcote, are

in this country.

BABINGTON

STOURTON

HEATHCOTE
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Beside the simpler form of ordinary, diminutive and

subordinary, there are also an infinite number of combina-

tions or variations of these, a few ex-

amples of which will serve to demon-
stratethe extent of the principle involved.

A chief may be combined with a bend

or a saltire. The arms of Bruce of

Annandale are, or, a saltire and chief gu.

Representatives of this family are in this

country.

A fesse may be combined with a chev-

ron. The arms of Fitzwalter are, or, a

fesse between two chevrons gu. Those
of the family of Strells are, arg., a fesse,

and in chief a chevron sa.

A canton may be combined with a fesse.

The arms of the Woodvilles are, arg., a

fesse, and canton gu.

Bends may be arched or archee. The
ancient arms of Saxony are, barry often

or and sa., a bend archie coronett^e (oi

trefflee) vert. They are incorporated

in the arms of the Prince of Wales.

A bend is sometimes broken—" fracted*'

wooDviLLE or '' removed."

STRELLS
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A fesse or other ordinary may have its

appearance altered by the use of one of

the ornamental lines. The arms of

the Hicks family (American) are, gu.,

a fesse wavy between three fleurs-de-lis

or. For relief the gu. is rendered in

black.

A bend wavy is borne by the Amer-
ican Beekmans of Dutch descent, whose
arms are, az., a bend wavy arg. between

two roses or. The English Berkmans,

however, bear, gu., a griffin segreant or,

holding between its paws an Esquire's

heimet arg.

A chevron wavy is in the arms of the

New York family of Fish, to which the

Hon. Hamilton Fish belonged. The
blazon is, sa., a chevron wavy between

three fleurs-de-lis arg.

A bend engrailed occurs in the arms of

William Hanbury of Colonial Boston.

He bore, or, on a bend engrailed vert

cotised sa. three bezants.

A fesse cotised nebulee is in the arms
of the Snow family of America. The

SAXONY

A BEND FRACTED

HICKS

HANBURY BEEKMAN
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SNOW

PAINE

blazon is, or, on a fesse cotised between

ij0:^:^.:^\ two bars nebulee sa. a lion passant of

the field.

A fesse engrailed, and bordure bez-

antee are variations both of which ap-

pear in the shield of the American
family of Paine. The blazon is, arg.,

on a fesse engrailed gu., between three

martlets sa., as many mascles or, all

within a bordure of the second bezantee.

Gu. is rendered in black for better

relief.

A bordure engrailed appears in the

shield of Edward Sturgis (Charlestown,

Mass., 1634), who bore, az., a chevron

between three crosses crosslet fitchee

or, a bordure engrailed of the last.

An explanation of the crosses crosslet

is given further along in this chapter.

Az. is rendered in black for relief.

A saltire engrailed is in the arms of the

New England Hawley family. The
right to the arms is attested by Sir

Bernard Burke. (See Hawley Genea-

logical Record.) The blazon is, vert, a

saltire engrailed arg.

Chevrons or chev-

ronels may be braced

or conjoined. The
arms of Bracken-

bury are, arg., three

chevrons braced in

BRACKENBURY baSC, Sa.

STURGIS

HAWLEY



A chevron may be reversed, or it may
be sideways. If one ordinary passes

over another, the one beneath is said to

be surmounted by the other. The arms

of the Bulgarini family are gu., a cross

arg. surmounted of a chevron reversed

az.

The ordinaries may be composed of the

furs, but the pattern on a bend should

be bendwise. The arms of the English

family ofWard are, checquy or and az.,

a bend ermine. The arms of the Pren-

dergasts, Ireland, are, gu., a saltire vaire

or and az. Norton, and Stockton (in an-

other chapter) also have ordinaries com-
posed of the furs decorating their shields.

Norton (an American family) bears,

gu., a frette arg., over all a bend vair.

Gu. is rendered in black for distinctness.

Three piles may meet in point. Lord
Brechin bears, or, three piles in point

gu. The expression in point refers to

a position in the middle base.

Four fusils, or four lozenges may be

conjoined in cross. The illustration

would be blazoned

arg. four fusils in

cross sa. The idea

that four fusils

placed in the

position of a cross.

Four fusils in saltire

would make the de-

sign in form of an X. four fusils

25

BULGARINI

NORTON

are

BRECHIN
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WINSLOW

A number of lozenges may be conjoined

in pale or in fesse, or both and thus

form a cross ; the arms of Lord Stawell

were, gu. a cross of lozenges az. I have

rendered the lozenges in black for the

sake of distinctness.

The blazon of Winslow (Gore Roll of

Arms) is, arg., on a bend gu., eight

lozenges conjoined or. This is mani-

7 festly a wrong blazon though ; it should

properly have been a bend lo%engy. For
distinctness gu. is rendered in black.

A number of fusils may be conjoined in

bend. The arms of Knight, of Bobbing,

county Kent are, vert, a bend of fusils

or. Five fusils may be conjoined in fesse.

The old Percy family bear, az., five

fusils in fesse or. It was Lord Percy,

who, with his regiment, went from

Boston to meet and cover the retreat of

the exhausted British from Concord

and Lexington, in the War of Indepen-

dence. The arms of the Richards family

descended from Capt. Thomas Richards

of New England are, arg., four lozenges

conjoined in fesse gu., between two
bars sa.

A number of mas-

cles may be con-

nected together in

a group upon the

shield. The Am-
erican family of
Quincy bear, gu.,

QuiNCY seven mascles con-

KNIGHT

PERCY
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joined or, three, three, and one. Gu.

is rendered in black for relief.

A field and its charges may be counter-

changed ; that is, metal and color may
be interchanged reciprocally. The arms

of Colleoni are, per pale arg. and gu.,

three hearts reversed counter-changed.

The arms of the English Punchyons

are, per bend arg. and sa. three roundels

within a bordure engrailed, all counter-

changed. The name is Pynchon in this

country. The coats of Alexander and

Hunt are also counter-changed (see per

pale in the previous chapter), and the

American family of Brown of Water-
town, Mass., and Browne, of co. Suffolk,

England, bear, per bend arg., and sa.,

three mascles in bend counter-changed.

A most complicated appearance of the

counter-change is seen in the shield of

the Clevelands (American), who bear,

per chev., sa., and erm., a chevron en-

grailed counter-changed.

There are several variations of the field

which are derived from the parting lines

or ordinaries, and named as follows :

—

PALY. An even

number of palescov-

ering the field ; the

number should be

specified ; it is us-

ually six. The Earl

of Athole bears,paly

of six, or and sa.

COLLEONI

PYNCHON

BROWN

ATHOLE CLEVELAND
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RUDBUG

BENDY. An even number of bends.

The family of Zeno, Venice, bears,

bendy of eight, az. and arg.

BARRY. An even number of bars.

The family of Riidbug bears, barry of

six, arg. and sa.

PALY-BENDY. A combination of

pale and bend. The Bucks, baronets

of Lincolnshire bear, paly-bendy or and

az. a canton ermine. For the sake of

contrast az. is rendered in black.

BARRY-BENDY. A combination of

bar and bend.

BARRY-INDENTED, or lozengy

couped in the fesse, or barry-bendy

dexter and sinister. A combination of

bar and bends dexter and sinister. The
Gise family of Gloucestershire bear,

barry-indented arg. and sa.

CHECQUY. A combination of pale

and bar. The family of Winter, Vic-

toria, Australia, bear, checquy or and sa.,

a fesse arg.

LOZENGY. A combination of bends

dexter and sinister,

producing lozenges.

The Earl of South-

ampton bears, loz-

engy, arg. and gu. for

Fitzwilliam. For the

sake of distinctness I

have rendered the gu.

in black.

BUCK

BARRY-BENDY
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FUSILLY. An extreme elongation of

Lozengy. The princes of Monaco,

of the Grimaldi family, bear, fusilly,

arg. and gu. ; but for the sake of dis-

tinctness I have rendered the gu. in

black.

GYRONNY. A combination of gy-

rons covering the field,— six, eight,

ten, or twelve. The Duke of Argyle

bears gyronny of eight, or and sa., for

Campbell. Campbell of Glenorchy is

arg. and sa., and Campbell of Strachur

is sa. and or ; the shield of the former,

therefore, is the reverse of the latter in

order of tinctures. On the shield of

Bassingbourne is a gyronny of twelve,

vair and gu. Gyronny of six occurs

less frequently than gyronny of eight.

The family of Maugiron, Dauphiny,

bear gyronny of six, arg. and sa.

MASCULY, or lozengy masculy, is a

field of mascles ; but it is of such rare

occurrence in heraldry that it is difficult

to find an example. The Quincy shield,

which was previously described, is in

part, an illustration

of masculy. Eight

more mascles, in

fact, would make it

completely lozengy

masculy, as one may
easily see.

BARRY-PILY.
An even number of

WINTER

FITZWILLIAM

GRIMALDI

MAUGIRCN CAMPBELL ofStfachuf
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HOLLAND

piles borne fesswise. The Holland

family of Lincoln bear, barry-pily of

eight gu. and or.

BENDY-PILY. An even number of

piles borne bendwise.

FRETTY. A field of dexter and sin-

ister bendlets interlaced. Lord Bellew

bears, sa., fretty ar.

COMPONY. Sometimes called Gob-
ony. A bordure with one row of

cheques. Humphrey, Duke of Glou-

cester, bore the quartered coat of France

and England, within a bordure compone
sa. and arg. The Wallace family of

New England also bear, gu., a lion ram-

pant arg. within a bordure gobonated of

the last, az. The shield will be found

in the chapter on Charges : Animal Life.

COUNTER-COMPONY. A bor-

dure with two rows of cheques. The
barons Sava, of Italy, bear, barry of six

or and sa., a bordure counter-compony

of the same.

BENDY-PILY

BELLEW
BORDURE-BENDY. A bordure

with bends the same as the field bendy.

HUMPHREY BORDURE-BENDY
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One of the most important Ordinaries, the Cross, is

so extremely variable in character that it will be necessary

to give quite a number of forms to show the extent of the

variation. There are, however, as many
as forty types of the cross.

The Cross of St. George is the simplest

form which extends to the very edge of

the shield. The arms of the city of

London are, arg., a cross gu., in the

first canton a sword in pale point up-

wards of the second. The family of

Randolph of Virginia bear, gu., on a

cross or, five mullets of the field.

Cross Humett^e, or couped, or Greek
cross ; the simplest form which does not

extend to the edge of the shield. The
arms ofthe Kingdom of Greece are, az.,

a cross humett^e arg. I have ren-

dered the arg. in black for greater relief.

Cross Mollne ; a form with ends like

the letter V. The cross ancree is the

same with ends rather more flaring.

The arms of the Copley family in this

country are, arg., a cross moline sa.

The arms of Upton are the reverse : sa.,

a cross moline arg. (sometimes or). copley

31
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BASINGE

The Cross Recercel^e may also be

considered a distinct variety of the cross

moline, with ends or tips broadly curled

inward. The arms of Basinge (England)

are, az., a cross recercelee voided or, a

bend gu. For better relief gu. is rendered

in black and the cross is left white and

not voided. See the cross voided on

page 36.

Cross Patonce ; with ends three-tipped,

the outer tips flaring. The ancient

family of Banester bear, arg., a cross

patonce sa.

Cross Flory or Fleury; with three fleur-

de-lis-like spreading tips, but quite

parallel arms. The English family of

Swinnerton bear, arg., a cross flory sa.,

and Richard Ward, of Rhode Island,

bore, in days of yore, az., a cross flory or.

Cross Fleurett^ or Fleur-de-lisee ; a

cross couped tipped with fleur-de-lis.

The French family of Pereira bear, gu.,

a cross fleur-de-lisee arg. For the sake

of distinctness I have rendered the cross

in black, and the field in white.

Cross T r e fl e or

Botonee ; finished

with trefoils at the

ends. The family

of Winwood bear.

BANESTER

SWINNERTON

WINWOOD

arg., a cross trefle

sa. This is really

a beautiful cross.
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Cross Urdee; with three-pointed ends,

and parallel arms. There are few if

any examples of it in modern English

Heraldry.

Cross Potent ; with ends like the fur

tincture potent^ i.e. like a crutch for

which potent is the obsolete name.

The Duke of Calabria bears, arg., a

cross potent sa.

Cross Pommee ; with round ends, borne

by some of the kings of Jerusalem, and

by the English family of Westley whose
blazon is, arg., a cross pommee sa.

Cross Patee ; with wedge-shaped arms

and straight ends is often but wrongly

called the Maltese cross. The Vis-

counts Bangor bear for Ward, az., a

cross pat^e or. Sometimes the cross

patee is concaved, i.e. the ends instead

of being finished straight are concave.

A cross is also born throughout i.e. it

covers the field to the edge. The
ancient Counts of Comminges bore, arg.,

a cross patee throughout checquy or and

az ; these last rendered black and white.

Cross Maltese ;

often confused
with the cross
patee, invariably

has its wedge-
shaped arms in-

dented at the ends.

The highly es- ward

CROSS URDEE

DUKE OF CALABRIA

WESTLEY

COMMINGES
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MALTESE CROSS

teemed Victoria cross is really a cross

patee but in its institution it was specified

that it " shall consist of a Maltese cross,"

etc.

Cross-Crosslet ; a cross each end of

which is of itself a smaller cross. The
English family of Carroll bear, erm., a

cross-crosslet sa. ; the family of Durant
bear, sa., a cross-crosslet arg. The
American family ofDavenport, descended

from John Davenport (New Haven,
Conn.), bear, arg., a chevron between

three crosses-crosslet fitchee sa. Fitchee

means that the foot is sharpened to a

point. Or, a cross patee fitchee, gu.,

are the arms of Scudamore, of England,

and arg., a cross-crosslet fitchee sa., are

the arms of the Scott family of Kent.

CARROLL

DAVEKPORT

SCUDAMORE

Cross Passion, or Latin cross ; with the

upper and transverse limbs of the same
length. The arms of the See of Dun-
keld are, arg., a cross passion sa., be-

tween two passion nails gu.

Cross Calvary ; a Latin cross upon three

steps. The Scotch

family of Legat,
bear, arg., a cross

calvary on three de-

grees gu. Degrees

refers to the steps,

and a cross de-
graded is a cross

SCOTT with steps.
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Cross Patriarchal ; with two horizontals

above the centre of the beam ; the up-

per one couped. The arms of the family

of Hesme (France) are, arg., a cross

patriarchal sa.

Cross Pierced, or Quarter-pierced ; with

the central portion at the intersection

removed. The arms of the English

family of Whitgreave are, az., a cross

quarter-pierced or. I have rendered the

az., in black and have left the cross

white for a stronger contrast.

Cross Quarterly ; cut by a median line

and the tinctures counter-changed. Sir

Lambton Loraine, in command of the

British ship Niobe, received in 1874
the freedom of the city of New York
for having bravely stopped the " Virgin-

ius" executions at Santiago de Cuba in

November, 1873. He bears a quartered

coat the 2—3 divisions of which are

blazoned, sa. and arg., a plain cross

quarterly counter-changed. My illus-

tration is the reverse of this blazon i.e.

arg, and sa.; but the ancient coat of
Loraine is described

this way in Boutell's

Heraldry, which is

probably correct, as

metal should take

precedence of color.

The shield I give is,

therefore, an ancient

one.

SEE OF DUNKELD

LEGAT

W^
WHITGREAVE LORAINE
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CROSS VOIDED

CROSS FIMBRIATED

Cross Voided ; the cross of St. George
or any other cross with the central part

removed. Voided \stht expression used

to describe an object u^hich shows the

central area completely cut away.

Cross Fimbriated; this is edged with

metal to separate the color of the cross

from the color of the field, or if the two
tinctures are metals, then it is edged

with color. This cross sustains the

rule, of course, that color must not be

charged upon the color. The blazon

of the illustration is, purp., a cross sa.

fimbriated arg. But a most remarkable

denial of this principle is to be found in

the crosses of the Kingdom ofJerusalem,

which are gold upon a silver field, with-

out fimbriation. There is no explana-

tion of this deliberate disobedience to

an established rule, except that it was
perpetrated for the sake of peculiarity.

In olden times the rule was made to in-

sure distinctness of armorial bearings on

the field of battle. Consistent with the

idea that a principle is of value only when
it proves itself valuable, I am of the

opinion that as applied to heraldry con-

nected with stationery this rule reaches

a limitation because both silver and gold

show with absolute distinctness upon

white paper. The rule can, therefore,

be properly cast aside in this instance,

notwithstanding the fact that in Heral-

dry, white is considered the same as arg.

JERUSALEM

LAWRENCE
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Cross Raguly ; a cross with the outlines

of the ornamental dividing line raguly.

The ancient family of Lawrence with

many representatives in this country

bear, arg., a cross raguly gu.

Cross Quadrate; with a square in the

centre. A Cross Nowed would have a

circle in the centre, as though tied in a

knot there.

Cross Double-parted ; a cross of two
pallets and two fillets ; if these are in-

terlaced the cross is double paited and

fretted.

Cross Tri-parted and fretted ; a cross

formed of three pallets and three fillets

interlaced.

Cross Tau ; with concave outlines, in

the form of a T. The Dutch family

of Van Gent bear, arg., a cross tau gu.

Cross Compony ; with one series of

checques. The arms of the American
family of Whitney are, az., a cross

compony or, and gu. (sometimes or, and

sa.), Az. is rendered in black for relief.

CROSS QUADRATE

CROSS DOUBLE PARTED

CROSS TRI-PARTED

^ 4^

WHITNEY VAN GENT
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In addition to the ordinaries, their diminutives, the

subordinaries, and the varied fields, there are innumerable

representations of natural and artificial objects, called charges,

which the ancient heralds introduced into their art, in order

to furnish everybody with a distinctly different coat of

arms. Some of the most important of the life objects and

their positions on the shield are as follows :
—

The Lion Rampant, a favorite position

held by this highly esteemed animal,

whose spirited conventional represen-

tation by ancient heralds is a striking

example of excellence in design which

I cannot too strongly emphasize, is well

illustrated by the shield of the Griffiths,

and their kinsmen the Mathews (Welsh),

whose blazon is, or, a lion rampant sa.

The Morgans in America bear, vert, a

lion rampant or, and the Dudleys, or, a

lion rampant double-queued az. Double

7 queued means double-tailed. The Wal-
lace family bear, gu., a lion rampant

arg, etc. (see page 30). The gu. is

rendered in black for relief. The Rev.

Robert Jordan (Portland, Me.) in Col-

onial times bore, az., a lion rampant

between nine crosses crosslet fitch^e or,

WALLACE and the old family of Jeffreys, sa., a lion

GRIFFITHS

38
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rampant between three scaling ladders

arg. The Philipse family, of Philips-

burg, bear, arg., a lion rampant or. The
Phelps family bear, arg., a lion rampant

sa. between six crosses crosslet fitchee

The Lion Passant is in the act of pass-

ing with profile toward the dexter side.

Charles Chauncey (Cambridge, Mass.),

in Colonial times bore, gu. ,a cross patonce

arg., on a chief az., a lion passant or.

The Lion Passant Guardant is like the

foregoing, but guardant refers to the

face which is affronte (full-face). This

adjective may be added to any position

of the lion. The golden lions of Eng-
land are passant guardant. William

Jeffrey (Newport, R. L), in Colonial

times bore, az., fretty or, on a chief arg.

a lion passant guardant gu. The gu.

is rendered in black for greater distinct-

ness, and for the same reason I have

rendered the shield of Lestrange in

black and white, the blazon of which is,

gu., two lions passant guardant arg.

The term counter-passant means pass-

ing one another in opposite directions.

The American Gardiners bear, arg., on

a chevron gu. between three griffin's

heads erased az. two lions counter-pas-

sant of the field. Gu. is rendered in

black for contrast.

The Lion Sejant Rampant is seated on

the hind-legs only; rarely the dexter paw

CHAUNCEY

JEFFREY

LESTRANGE

GARDINER
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HOHENHAUSER

HARLAKENDEN

ALLEN

WENTWORTH

is raised to support some minor charge.

The Hohenhauser family bear, arg., a

lion sejant rampant sa. Other positions

of the lion are, Statant^ standing on all

fours with tail drooping ; Salient., spring-

ing with fore-paws and tail elevated

;

Sejant., lying full length with fore-paws

extended; Couchant., lying asleep with

head resting on fore-paws. The adjec-

tive reguardant is added to any position

to indicate that the head is turned back-

ward, i.e. toward the sinister.

The Lion's Head is a very common
charge. The head always faces the

dexter, unless otherwise specified in the

blazon. The expression erased indi-

cates that the head or limb of an animal

is ragged-edged, as if torn ofF. The op-

posite expression, couped^ means that

the member is cut off clean and smooth.

The arms of Roger Harlakenden (Cam-

bridge, Mass.), in Colonial times were,

az., a fesse erm. between three lion's

heads erased or. Also Jeremiah Allen

of the same period bore, per chevron

gu. and erm., in chief two lion's heads

erased or.

The Leopard's
Face is of frequent

occurrence as a

charge. The arms
of the old Colon-

ial family ofWent-
worth (WilliamWHITING
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Wcntworth, 1696) are, sa., a chevron

between three leopard's faces or. The
American Whitings also bear, az., a

leopard's face or, between two flaunches

ermine, in chief three plates.

The Tiger's Head also appears in

heraldry. John Hunlock (Boston), in

Colonial times bore, az., a fesse between

three tiger's heads erased or.

The Eagle holds quite as preeminent a

position in heraldry as the lion, and the

position displayed^ meaning with wings

and legs spread, and breast exposed, is

the commonest one. Obadiah Bruen

(New London, Conn.), in Colonial

times, bore, arg., an eagle displayed sa.

The Kendall family, of America, bear,

gu., a fesse checquy or, and az. between

three eagles displayed or. The gu. is

rendered in white for distinctness. The
American Lathrops bear, gyronny of

eight, az. and gu. an eagle displayed or.

Also the old American family of Salton-

stall bear, or, a bend between two
eagles displayed, sa., and the Holton
family, az., on a

bend or, three
eagles displayed,

gu. William Tay-
lor (The Gore
Roll of Arms) also

bore, per saltire or

and gu., an eagle

displayed counter-

HUNLOCK

BRUEN

KENDALL

SALTONSTALL LATHROP
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CHESTER

changed. Frequently the eagle appears

with a double head as in the arms of

Austria and Russia. Sometimes this

is called the Imperial eagle. The arms

of Lieut. Daniel Hoar of Mass., were,

arg., an eagle displayed with two heads sa.

The Griffin, or Gryphon, is a fabled

creature half eagle and half lion, with or

without wings, and only less important

than the lion itself. Its commonest
position is segremit^ that is, erect with

spread wings. The English Beekmans
bear, gu., a griffin segreant or, holding

between its paws an Esquire's helmet

arg. The great family of Morgan bear,

or, a griffin segreant sa. The American

Cooledge family bear, vert, a griffin

segreant or. Kype, or Kip, an American

family of Dutch descent, bear, az., a

chevron or, between two griffins sejant

and confronte in chief and a dexter

hand couped in point, arg. Az. is

rendered in black for greater relief. Con-

fronte means facing each other, and the

expression in point refers to the middle

base point on the

shield. Leonard

Chester(Weathers-

field, Conn
. )

, bore,

erm.,on a chief sa.

a griffin passant
with wings addorsed

arg. Addorsed
sNELLiNG means back to back.
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The Griffin's Head, a common charge,

also is borne in the arms of William

Snelling (Boston), of yore, which were,

arg., three griffin's heads erased gu.

and a chief indented erm.

The Wyvern is another mythical crea-

ture with the head and wings of a

dragon, feet of an eagle or alligator, and

tail nowed^ that is tied in a knot. John
Drake (Boston), in Colonial times, bore,

arg., a wyvern with wings displayed and

tail nowed gu. The gu. is rendered

in black for greater distinctness.

The Falcon is a common charge upon

the shield. The arms of Fawkener
(Andover, Mass.), are, sa., three falcons

arg., beaked, legged, and belled or. Bells

were attached to the falcon's legs.

The Brock, or Badger occasionally ap-

pears on the shield. The arms of

Thomas Broughton( Boston), in Colon-

ial times, were, gu., a chevron be-

tween three brocks, arg. Gu. is ren-

dered in black for relief.

The Boar and the Boar's Head are of

very frequent occurrence. Joseph Bolles

(Wells, Mass., now Maine), of yore,

bore arms, az., three boar's heads arg.,

on dishes or. The English Elphin-

stones with representatives in this

country bear, arg., a chevron, sa., be-

tween three boar's heads gu. The
Owens bear, gu., a boar, arg. collared

FAWKENER

BROUGHTON
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ELPHINSTONE

BULKLEY

PENHALLOW

and chained to a holly-bush on a mount
in base ppr. Gu. is in white for

relief.

The Bull's Head is also of frequent

occurrence. In Colonial days, Peter

Bulkley (Concord, Mass.), bore, arg.,

a chevron between three bull's heads

cabossed sa. Cabossed means affronte

(full-face).

The Coney, or Rabbit is in the arms

of Samuel Penhallow (Portsmouth,

N. H.), of yore, which were, sa., a

coney, arg.

The Dove, is found in the arms of

Joseph Alsop (New Haven, Conn.),

of Colonial days, which were, sa., three

doves volant, arg., beaks and legs gu.

Volant means flying.

The Martlet, or Martin, is an exceed-

ingly common charge. It is used as a

difference for the arms of the fourth son.

The Martlet is a small bird with long

wings and tail, and short legs com-
pletely hidden with feathers. The
arms of George Fenwick (Saybrook,

Conn.), of yore,

were, arg., three

martlets, gu. on a

chief of the last as

many martlets of

the field. I have

rendered g u. in
black for greater

distinctness. The
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arms of the American family of Wet-
more, descendants of James Wetmore
(Rye, N. Y.), 1726, are, arg., on a

chief, az. three martlets or. The de-

scendants of Col. John Page of Virginia

bear, or, a fesse dancettee between

three martlets az. a crescent in chief

for a difference. The character and

meaning of the .difference are explained

in the chapter under that title. The
family of Tyng bear, arg., on a bend

cotised, sa., three martlets or. The
family of Adams bear, sa., a martlet

arg.

The Owl appears in the arms of

Edmund Frost (Cambridge, Mass.,

1635), which are, arg., on a chevron,

sa. between three owls, gu. a quatre-

foil for a difference. I have rendered

the gules in black for the sake of dis-

tinctness. The New England family

of Prescott bear nearly the reverse, sa.,

a chevron between three owls arg.

The Sheep appears in the arms of
the American family of Dutch descent by
the name, De Pey-

ster. The blazon

is, az., on a terrace

a tree vert between

two sheep grazing

arg. The az. is

rendered in black

to obtain better re-

lief.

WETMORE

PAGE

FROST
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SARGENT

GREENWOOD

KORRIS

The Dolphin, an extremely common
charge, is found in the shield of Peter

Sargent, who came to America in 1667.

The arms are, arg., a chevron between

three dolphins embowed (sometimes

hauriant) sa. Embowed means hori-

zontal and curved ; hauriant means
perpendicular. The two terms are

commonly applied to fishes.

The Duck will be found upon the

shield of Greenwood (American) ; which

family bear, arg., a fesse between three

mullets pierced of the first in chief, and

as many ducks passant in base, all sa.

The Raven and Raven's Head fre-

quently appear on the shield. The Norris

family of Pennsylvania bear, arg., on a

chevron between three raven's heads

erased sa., a mullet of the field.

The Bee, which was adopted by

Napoleon as part of his heraldic in-

signia, appears in the arms of the Sewall

family of America, which are, sa., a

chevron between three bees arg.

The Stag often appears as an important

charge in exclusive possession of the

field. He is placed in various positions,

viz., at gaze^ facing the spectator

;

trippant, with one foot up; couranty

running; springing^ with fore-legs raised

;

lodged^ lyifig down ; at speedy running

rapidly. The arms of Davis (Colonial

Boston) mentioned in the Gore Roll of
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Arms are, az. (?) a stag trippant or.

The arms of the Lord family of New-

England, are, arg., on a fesse gu. be-

tween three cinquefoils az. a hind

passant between two pheons, or. The
hind is the female without horns. John
Legg (Boston), in Colonial days bore,

sa., a buck's head cabossed, arg.

Parts of animals, and parts of the hu-

man anatomy are commonly borne upon
the shield. The Scotch Douglas family,

well represented in this country, bear,

arg., a human heart, gu. on a chief az.

three mullets of the field.

The English Viscount Maynard, and

the Maynards in America, descendants

of John Maynard, bear, arg., betw^een a

chevron, az. (sometimes in the Ameri-

can arms, vert), three sinister hands gu.

appaumee and couped at the wrist.

Gu. is rendered in black for better

relief. The French Maynards bear,

az., a dexter hand appaumee or. The
Wilsons of America bear, per pale arg.

and az., three lion's gambs (paws)

erased fessways in pale counter-changed.

The shield is given in the succeeding

chapter.

The expression issuant applies to a crea-

ture which issues from the bottom edge

of a chief. The American family of

Markham bear, az., on a chief or, a

demi-lion rampant issuant gu. (the

latter rendered in black for clearness).

DOUGLAS

MAYNARD
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MARKHAM
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LEWIS

WINTHROP

The expression jessant applies to a

creature issuing from the middle of a

fesse. Jessant-de-lis indicates that a

fleur-de-lis issues from a creature's head.

The American family of Lewis bear,

checquy or and sa., on a fesse, gu.

three leopard's heads jessant-de-lis of

the first. The expression naissant refers

to an animal issuing from the middle of

any ordinary.

Over all is an expression defining the

position of a charge which lies over

everything else on the field. The arms

of Dean Winthrop (Pulling Point,

1 701), were, arg., three chevrons em-
battled gu. over all a lion rampant sa.

Sometimes the chevrons are not em-

battled.

Debruised defines the position of an

ordinary or charge beneath another

ordinary. Thus, the arms of Abernethy,

a family represented in this country, are.,

or., a lion rampant gu. debruised of a

riband sa. I have drawn the lion in

black for greater distinctness.

^
ABERNETHY
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There is a still greater number of common objects

used by the Herald to ornament the shield, some of which

were directly connected with the pro-

fession or occupation of the individual

to whom the arms were originally

granted. Also, there are what may be

called " punning '* charges which sug-

gest the family name without any further

significance.

The guttee are a series of drops of differ-

ent substances. They are blazoned—
guttle d'or, gold, or ; guttle d'eau,

water, arg.
;
guttle de sang, blood, gu.

;

guttee de larmes, tears, az.
;
guttee de

vert, oil, vert : guttle de poix, pitch,

sa. The arms of John Thorndike

(Beverly, Mass.), of yore, were, arg.,

six guttee de sang, three, two, and one,

on a chief gu. three leopard's faces or.

The gu. is rendered in black for greater

distinctness. Frequently the guttee are

represented upside-down ; they are then

blazoned guttee reversed.

The fleur-de-lis, which so commonly
figures in the ancient banners of France,

was borne upon the shield of William

Gayer (Nantucket, Mass.), of yore; gayer

THORNDIKE

? \ ? TMrV
GUTTEE REVERSED
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the blazon was, erm., a fleur-de-lis and

chief sa. Edward Palmes (New
Haven, Conn.), in Colonial days, also

bore, gu., three fleur-de-lis arg. a chief

vair. For the sake of distinctness I

have rendered the gu. in black.

The mullet, which often appears upon
the shield of the third son as a difference,

is not a five-pointed star, but a figure

the origin of which has not been clearly

demonstrated. It is said by some to be

a spur-rowel, but it is a fact that it ap-

peared in heraldry long before the in-

troduction of the spur. Often the

mullet is pierced. (See the shield of

Fiske in this chapter, page 59.) George
Willis (Hartford, Conn.), of yore, bore,

arg., a chevron sa. between three

mullets gu.

WILLIS

LOWELL

The true star of heraldry, called the

estoile, has six wavy points unless other-

wise specified. The arms of John
Hose (Boston), in Colonial days, were,

arg., an estoile of sixteen points gu.

Alternate rays of a star more than six-

pointed are always straight.

The dart, without feathers, is borne

upon the shield of Percival Lowle
(Newbury, Mass.), paternal ancestor of

the poet, James Russell Lowell. The
blazon was, sa., a dexter hand couped

at the wrist grasping three darts, one in

pale and two in saltire arg.
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The apple and various examples of fruit

often appear upon the shield. The old

New England family of Appleton

descended from Samuel Appleton

(Ipswich, Mass.), bear, arg., a fesse sa.

between three apples gu. leaved and

stalked vert.

Matches and other modern objects not

infrequently appear in coat armor.

William Leete (Gilford, Conn.), bore,

in Colonial days, arg., a fesse gu. be-

tween two rolls of matches sa. kindled

ppr.

The trefoil, or three-leaved clover,

possibly originating in the shamrock of

Ireland, appears on the shield of Samuel

Symonds (Ipswich, Mass.). He bore,

az., a chevron engrailed between three

trefoils slipped or. The Underbills of

New England bear, arg., a chevron sa.

between three trefoils vert. In the

same locality the Frost family also bear,

arg., a chevron between three trefoils

slipped gu.

The quatrefoil, or leaf of four leaflets,

appears on the shield

of Eyre, the blazon

of which is, arg., on

a chevron sa. three

quatrefoils or. Both

quatrefoil and trefoil

maybe geometrically

or naturally drawn ;

either way is correct. eyre

APPLETON

LEETE

SYMONDS

UNDERHILL
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The cinquefoil, or leaf of five leaflets

issuing from a central ball or circle, is

borne by the family of Betts in this

country, whose arms are, sa., on a bend

arg. three cinquefoils gu. Another

American family by the name of Cooke
bear, or, a chevron compony az. and

the first, between three cinquefoils of

the second.

f The arrow appears in the shield of the

Hale or Hales family of Beverly, Mass
is

downward, feathered and

The blazon is, gu., three broad arrows

or, pomts

barbed arg. The gu.

black for better relief.

is rendered in

HALE

FOSTER

The bugle is borne on the shield of the

Foster family of this country. The
blazon is, arg., a chevron vert between

three bugle horns stringed sa. Some-
times the blazon is gu. instead of sa.

The lance appears in the very dainty

shield of the De Lanceys (New York),

of French descent, who bear, az., a

lance or in pale, the point in chief, with

a flag flying toward the dexter arg. de-

bruised of a bar or.

A single bar on a

shield is of rather

rare occurrence.

Etrenne de Lanci,

a Huguenot, came
to America in

1681. His de-
DE LANCEY sccndants are few.
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The trident is found in the arms of the

Worthingtons descended from Nicholas

Worthington, who came to New Eng-
land in 1650. He, with another rela-

tive who settled in Maryland, repre-

sents the common ancestry of those who
bear the name in this country. The
correct blazon of the shield is, arg., three

tridents erect sa. A ridiculous error

in a certain American blazon which I

have found makes the tridents dungforks.
Apparently Neptune's spear was not

known to the American writer

!

The pheon was a mediaeval implement

of war designed to take the place of the

spear-head, and do more damage to the

victim by means of the jagged flanges,

which would prevent an easy with-

drawal of the spear from the wound.
The pheon appears on the shield of the

Arnolds of this country, who bear, gu.,

a chevron erm. between three pheons

or.

The caltrap, which was another imple-

ment of mediaeval warfare, designed for

use on the battlefield, where it was
placed for injuring horses' feet, is borne

on the shield of Davis (Ireland). The
blazon is, arg., on a bend gu. between
two caltraps sa. three cinquefoils or.

Barrels, or tuns, occasionally appear on
a shield. The American family of

Norton, New England, bear arg., a

chevron between three barrels standing

11
tii

\i

WORTHINGTON

DAVIS
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on their bottoms sa. the barrels hooped

or.

STAN DISH

BARTON

Dishes are a rarity in heraldry ; but the

descendants of Myles Standish, the

famous captain of Plymouth, bear, sa.,

three standing dishes arg. This is one

of a great number of arms, of a punning

nature, where the charge is in some
measure suggestive of the name.

A garb, or sheaf, of any grain or other

agricultural product, is very frequently

borne as a charge. The arms of the

American family of Field are, sa., a

chevron between three garbs (of wheat)

arg. Sometimes the chevron is en-

grailed. Unless the garb is otherwise

specified, it is generally understood to

be of wheat.

An annulet is a ring which is commonly
used as a charge, and for a difference

upon the shield of a fifth son. The
New England family descended from

John Barton (Salem, Mass., 1672),

bear, erm., on a fesse gu. three annu-

lets or. The Clarkson family of New
England bear, arg., on a bend engrailed

sa. three annulets or.

The Catherine wheel, an instrument of

torture upon which St. Catherine is said

to have suffered martyrdom, has six or

eight spokes terminating with sharp,

curved spikes. The descendants of

Richard Carter, son of John Carter

(Virginia, 1649), bear, arg., a chevron
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between three Catherine wheels vert -,

the wheels, for greater distinctness, are

rendered in black. Matthews (Great

Gobions, CO. Essex, Eng.) bore, gu.,

three Catherine wheels arg. on a chief

of the second a bull's head couped sa.

Sir Philip Matthews bore the same arms,

with the addition of a canton.

Gauntlets occur In the shield of the

Bartletts of New England, who bear,

sa., in chief three sinister (falconer's)

gauntlets pendant arg. tasseled or. In

some shields the gauntlets are arranged

on the general field, two and one.

Crowns are frequently used as charges.

The arms of the Grant family are, gu.,

three antique crowns or ; those of the

Dominicks are, vert, three chevronels

erm. in chief a naval crown between
two lion's heads erased or. Vert is left

white for distinctness.

The castle appears in the arms of the

Higginson family of this country, who
bear, or, on a fesse sa. a tower of the

first. In the arms of Rawson also

appears a castle,

but in a specified

position. The
blazon is, per fesse

az. and sa., a castle

with four towers

in perspective or.

The azure is left

in white for relief. rawson

MATTHEWS

BARTLETT

DOMINICK

HIGGINSON
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The arms of the American Howellsare

gu., three towers triple-turreted arg.

A tree on a mount is a frequent charge.

The arms of Antoine Lispenard (New
York, 1650 ; the family is now extinct

in the male line) were, arg., on a mount
vert a tree of the second between a

small saltire gu. in the dexter base,

and a lion rampant sa. in the sinister

base. The tree also appears in the De
Peyster arms, previously described, and

in the Schermerhorn arms, described

farther on.

A rose bush is the sole charge upon the

Roosevelt shield. The old Dutch-

American family of New York (it now
ROOSEVELT has a famous representative, Theodore

Roosevelt the governor of New York)
bore arms as follows : arg., on a mount
vert a rose bush with three roses ppr.

Vert I have rendered in black for con-

trast.

The rose appears upon the shield of the

Young family of America, whose arms

are, or, three roses gu. Sometimes the

field is arg. For distinctness I have

y rendered gu. in white.

The leaf appears in the shield of the

Greenleaf family of America, descend-

ants of William Greenleaf. His arms,

I find, were engraved by Nathaniel

Hurd, of Colonial Boston, whose work,

with that of Paul Revere, I have re-

GREENLEAF vicwed in another chapter. The Green-

YOUNG
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leaf arms were, arg., a chevron between "s

three leaves vert.

Ships and anchors quite often appeared

upon the shield both in early and late

periods. The arms of the American

family of Wendell were, per pale arg.

and az., in chief a Dutch galleon on

the sea under sail, with royal flag of

Holland flying, flag, sails, and hull ppr.,

in base two anchors in saltire flukes up-

ward sa.

The escallop, which was evidently

brought from the Mediterranean into

England by the Crusaders, is a very

common charge. The American Town-
sends bear, az., a chevron erm. between

three escallops or (sometimes arg.).

Azure is rendered in black for greater

relief. David Phippen (Hingham,

Mass.) in Colonial days also bore, arg.,

two bars, and in chiefthree escallops sa.

The arms of a windmill appear upon a

shield claimed by the famous Dutch-

American family of Van Cortlandt, de-

scended from a young soldier, Olof

Stevense Van Cortlandt, in the service

of the Old Dutch West India Co. of

Colonial New York, in 1637. The
blazon is, arg., the four wings of a wind-

mill conjoined in saltire sa. voided gu.

between five estoiles in cross of the

last. In saltire is an expression exactly

defining the position to be that of an

X, like the saltire.

WENDELL

TOWNSEND

PHIPPEN

VAN CORTLANDT
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HUNGERFORD
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burying-ground the coat of arms shows

the mullets In pale awkwardly placed

between the nebulee curves. This is

obviously incorrect. The arms of the

Wilson family are, per pale arg. and

az., three lions' gambs (paws) erased

fesseways in pale counter-changed. Fess-

ways alludes to a single paw, and in

pale to the relative position of the three

paws. I have rendered the azure in

black for contrast.

The expression in bend refers to charges

directly upon the field. The American
family of Noyes bear, az., three crosses

crosslet in bend arg. For relief I have

rendered the azure in black.

On a bend refers to charges upon that

ordinary, and they must invariably run

parallel with it. The Carletons of co.

Clare, Ireland, with connections in this

country, bear, arg., on a bend sa., three

mascles of the field. John Gallup

(Boston, 1630) bore, gu., on a bend or,

a lion passant guardant sa. James Gary

(Bristol, R. I., 1639) also bore, arg.,

on a bend sa. three roses of the field.

On a pale occurs in

the arms of Fiske,

anAmerican family

which bore, chec-

quy arg. and gu.,

upon a pale sa.

three mullets or

pierced of the third. CARV
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The expression surmounted is similar to

the one over all^ but it is, of course,

used in a more restricted sense. The
arms of the Andrews, a family well

represented in America, are, gu., a sal-

tire or, surmounted of another vert.

HAY

Semee is an expression used to denote a

powdered field. A minor charge re-

peated ten times or more is, properly

speaking, semee. Thus, William Poole

(Taunton, Mass.), of Colonial times,

bore az., sem^e of fleur-de-lis, a lion

rampant arg. The arms of the Pierre-

ponts are, arg., sem^e of cinquefoils

gu. a lion rampant sa. From one to

five charges occupy the field in certain

established positions. A single charge

is placed in the fesse point, the centre

of the shield. The arms of the Ger-
man-American family by the name of

Sterne (later changed to Starin) are,

az., upon a torteaux a mullet or. The
azure is left in white for the sake of

distinctness. Two charges are placed

in pale^ and three in pairle ; that is, in

shape of a Y, or in a triangular posi-

tion. The arms of the American family

by the name of Hay are, arg., three

escutcheons gu. The arms of the Stock-

tons, also American, are, gu., a chevron

vair between three mullets or. The
arrangement of three charges upon a

field divided by a bend is as will be seen

on the shield of Hurd. (See page no.)
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Four charges take the position of the

four corners of a square. The New
England family of Chase bear, gu., four

crosses pattee arg., two and two, on a

canton az. a lion passant or. The shield

of the famous New England family de-

scended from Tristram Coffin, whose
ancestral home, at Portledge, co. Devon,
Eng., has been in possession of the fam-

ily since the year 1254, is a remarkably

simple and handsome example of four

and five charges symmetrically arranged.

The blazon is, az., four bezants within

five crosses crosslet or. Occasionally

the field is described vert and the charges

argent, and again it is described az.,

semee of crosses crosslet or, three be-

zants. The correct blazon, however, is

as I first gave it. (See Journal of the

Ex libris Soc, vol. vi, 1896, page 61.)

The arms of Admiral Sir Isaac Coffin,

differenced from those of his relatives,

are described farther along.

The position of a charge upon either

side of the shield is always specified.

Thus, the Williams family of Virginia

bear, gu., on a mount vert a demi-wolf

issuing from a rock on the sinister side,

all arg.

STOCKTON

COFFIN

WILLIAMS
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NOBLE

BARONET

The helmet, a purely ornamental ac-

cessory of coat armor, is placed directly

above the shield. It varies in design

according to the age to which it belongs,

and in position and character according

to the rank of its owner.

The helmet of kings, or of princes of

royal blood, is gold. It is guarded with

six bars, and stands afFront«§.

That of nobles is silver ornamented with

gold. It shows five bars, and stands in

a three-quarter position.

That of baronets or of knights is steel

ornamented with silver. It is without

bars, the visor is raised, and it stands

affront^.

That of esquires or of gentlemen is

similar, except that the visor is closed,

and it stands in profile.

Some of the early examples of helmets

are extremely simple and excellent in

design, and are incomparably superior

to the ornate models adopted by modern

heralds. I have drawn all four helmets

from ancient types, which are slightly
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modified to conform with heraldic rules.

For the conventional modern helmet it

is sufficient to refer to either Boutell or

Burke ; but I must warn all those who
admire the beautiful engraving in the

latter's "^ Heraldic Illustrations " not to

mistake technical excellence for art, and

I regret to add that there is little of the

true spirit of art in that most elaborate

work.

The crest is next in antiquity to the

shield. It was originally set upon the

helmet as a distinguishing mark for con-

testing knights. The crest nowadays

is borne upon a wreath of the colors^

that is, a wreath of two interwoven

silken cords of the two principal tinc-

tures upon the shield, represented in six

twists, metal, of course, taking prece-

dence of color. The crest also issues

directly from the ducal coronet, or it

stands upon a so-called " cap of main-

tenance." This latter was an ancient

emblem of dignity and rank. It was of

crimson velvet, with a turned-up rim of

ermine.

The commonest support of the crest is

the wreath. The old Dutch-American
family of Schuyler, of Albany and New
York, carried a hawk on a wreath of the

colors for a crest. The family still pos-

sess plate bearing the arms, the hall-mark

of which shows the manufacture prior to

1650. The blazon is, vert, issuing from

ESQUIRE

CARLETON
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WOODHULL

DUKE OF

NORTHUMBERLAND

a cloud ppr. a cubit arm in fesse vested

az. holding on the hand a falcon close, all

ppr. Crest, upon a wreath of the colors

a falcon, as in the arms. The term

close means with wings closed.

Also, the Dutch-American family by

the name of Kip carry the following

crest : A demi-griffin arg., holding in

his paws a cross gu. That of the family

of Quincy is, a plume of three ostrich

feathers arg. (p. 63.) Both of these rest

upon a wreath of the colors; but the

crest of the Carletons issues from a

coronet, and is blazoned, out of a ducal

coronet or, a unicorn's head arg. the

horn twisted of the first and second.

Also, the crest of the Woodhulls
is, out of a ducal coronet or, two
wings gu. The Duke of North-

umberland, of the ancient family

of Percy, carries his crest upon the

cap of maintenance; the blazon

is, on a chapeau gu. turned-up erm.

a lion statant az. the tail extended.

The motto was originally a war
cry. It is usually placed below

the shield, and is a heraldic acces-

sory without hereditary signifi-

cance ; in fact, it may be changed at the discretion of its

bearer.

The mantling, typifying the protective robe thrown over

the shoulders of a knight in stormy weather, is now re-

duced to a series of curling ornaments rendered in the

EDWARD HILL
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HATCHMENT OF THE ARMS OF RALPH IZARD

IN ST. James's church, built 171 1,

GOOSE CREEK, SOUTH CAROLINA.

RALPH IZARD MARRIED ALICE DE LANCEY, OF WESTCHESTER CO.,

N. Y., AND SARAH IZARD MARRIED LORD WILLIAM CAMPBELL,

BROTHER OF THE DUKE OF ARGYLE, AND LAST OF THE

ROYAL GOVERNORS OF THE PROVINCE.
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two principal tinctures of the shield. The mantling of
royalty is draped behind the shield, and is of gold lined

with ermine. That of the peerage is crimson lined with

ermine. The mantling carved about the shield upon the

gravestone of Edward Hill, Esq., of Virginia, 1700, is an

extreme type. That shown in the hatchment of the Ralph
Izard arms, is still farther removed from the original idea

of the mantle. The supporters, which are variously men,

ARMS OF JOHN SUTHERLAND SINCLAIR,

BERRIEDALE FARM, NORTH DAKOTA

animals or birds, hold the shield, in imitation of an ancient

custom of the feudal lord who had his armor carried by a

fancifully dressed attendant. In England, only the shields

of the peers of the realm, Knights of the Bath and the

garter, and those who have obtained arms by royal grant,

are supported. The arms of Sinclair, in this country are

supported by griffins. John Sutherland Sinclair is a farmer

in North Dakota. His farm is called Berriedale Farm.
In the book of the peerage Mr. Sinclair is put down as
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Earl of Caithness, Lord Berriedale and

Baronet of Nova Scotia. All the castles

and vast estates which his ancestors

owned have shrunk to the North Dakota

farm. The earldom of Caithness once

embraced all the northern part of Scot-

land, from sea to sea, and the Sinclairs

were earls of Orkney too. The blazon

of the shield is, quarterly, i, az., a ship

at anchor, oars in saltire and sails furled,

within a double tressure fleury-counter-

fieury or, for Orkney; 2, 3, or, a lion

rampant gu. for Spar; 4, az., a ship

under sail or, the sails arg. for Caith-

ness ; over all, dividing the four quarters,

a cross engrailed sa.

The crown for the sovereign, and the

coronet for the nobility, are usually em-
ployed as their distinguishing attributes.

Coronets of different form indicate dif-

ferent rank.

QUEEN VICTORIA S

IMPERIAL CROWN.

m^mm

MAR<2UIS

The coronet of a duke is a circlet of

chased gold, surmounted with eight

strawberry leaves, only five of which

appear in illustration. See in the next

chapter the coronet in the coat armor of

the Duke of Marlborough.

The coronet of a marquis is like that

of a duke; but surmounting the circlet

are only four strawberry leaves, alter-

nately arranged with four pearls or silver

balls. Only two of the pearls and

three of the strawberry leaves appear

in illustration.
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ARMS OF SIR PHILIP HENRY BRIAN GRAY-EGERTON.

OF OULTON PARK, CHESHIRE. HIS WIFE IS

LADY GRAY-EDGERTON NEE MISS MARY
CAROLYN CAMPBELL CUYLER, OF

MORRISTOWN, N. J.
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The coronet of an earl has eight pearl

balls set upon long spikes which extend

to the top of the cap ; alternating with

these are as many strawberry leaves set

upon the circlet. Only five of the

spikes and four leaves appear in illustra-

tion. My sketch is in part a copy of

the coronet of Thomas Fitzallen, 1445,
which was finished with triple pearls.

The coronet of a viscount has twelve,

fourteen, or sixteen pearl balls set close

together upon a circlet of gold ; only

half of these appear in illustration.

The coronet of a baron has six large

pearl balls set upon a circlet of gold,

only four of which are shown in illus-

tration. This coronet appears in the

arms of Fairfax, of Virginia, and Eger-

ton, of England. The arms of Sir

Thomas, Baron Fairfax, who pur-

chased the title from James I for

;^I500, and who was descended from

Sir Henry Algernon Percy, fifth Earl

of Northumberland, are, or, three bars

gemelles gu. surmounted of a lion ram-

pant sa.; above the escutcheon is the

coronet of his rank, and thereupon a

helmet of his degree , mantling gu. and

or ; crest, upon a wreath of the colors

a lion passant guardant sa. ; supporters,

dexter, a lion guardant sa. ; sinister, a bay

horse ppr. John Contee Fairfax, born in

Vaucluse, Fairfax Co., Va., in 1830,
now bears the title.

EARL

CORONET OF FITZALLEN

VISCOUNT

••'li©
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Usually coronets have a cap of crim-

son velvet, and are edged with ermine;

but of late years a better and simpler

taste has prevailed, and the velvet cap

is discarded.

The ducal coronet or crest coronet

does not indicate rank. It is a gold

circlet surmounted by four large straw-

berry leaves, and is without a cap. Only
three of the leaves are shown in illustra-

tion. It is often charged upon the shield

or displayed upon the crest. Frequently

the crest issues from it, hence it is

termed the "crest coronet." Animals

and birds are blazoned gorged with this

coronet when it encircles their necks.

Illustrations of it are in the WoodhuU
and Carleton crests already described.
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If there are several coats of arms belonging to one

family which are to be combined, this is done methodically

in either of two ways. They may be connected together

by an ornamental setting which will preserve the individual-

ity of each shield, or some fanciful substitute for it, or else

the contents of the different shields may be incorporated

into one shield which is partitioned into halves or quarters

for the separate accommodation of the charges. This
combination of coat-armor, together with its accessory

heraldic embellishments, is called Marshalling of arms.

The first method alluded to is so rarely in use that the

simple illustration given on page 78 of the Adams, Lati-

mer, and Gushing arms, will suffice to make it plain. The
second method needs a full explanation.

Marshalling by impalement divides a shield per paUy

and the arms of one family are placed in the dexter half,

and those of another in the sinister half. Generally a hus-

band impales his wife's arms.

In Colonial days a member of the

Swan family married a Clarke. The bla-

zon of the shield is, vert, three swans
or, for Swan, impaling, arg., on a

bend gu. between three pellets, three

swans ppr. a canton sinister, az. there-

on a demi-ram mounting of the first

armed or, between two fleurs-de-lis of

SWAN-CLARKE the last, over all a dexter baton of the
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CHUTE-BRITTOx\

second, for Clarke. Vert and az. are

rendered in black for distinctness.

The two American families of Chute

and Britton are also combined by impale-

ment. The blazon of the shield is,

gu., three swords barways points toward

the dexter, arg. pommelled and hiked

or, for Chute, impaling, quarterly per

fesse indented arg. and sa., in the first

quarter a mullet sa. for Britton. The
ancient method of impaling arms by

cutting both shields in two and utilizing

only the dexter half of one and the

sinister half of the other resulted in

such incongruous designs that it was

soon abandoned.

Marshalling by quartering is another

common method of combining arms.

^ When two coats are quartered the

more important one is placed in the

I, 4 quarters, and the other in the 2, 3.

The American family of Morris which

inherited on the maternal side the

Scotch Callender arms, bear, quarterly

1,4, gu., a lion reguardant or, for Mor-

MORRis-CALLENDER ris j 2, 3, arg., three torteaux in fesse for

Callender. Gu. is rendered in black

for distinctness.

If there are three coats which require

quartering only^ the most important one

is repeated and placed in the fourth

quarter. Four coats when quartered

are placed in the order of their succes-

sion, and all over that number repeat,
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when necessary, the important coat in

the last quarter.

An excellent illustration of this prin-

ciple will be found upon the shield of

Col. William Byrd, the founder of the

City of Richmond, Va., 1 733. Here

there are five coats of arms combined

by quarterly of six, and the Byrd arms

are repeated in the last quarter.

The impaled shield, according to Eng-
lish law, is not hereditary. Only the

father's shield is inherited ; but if the

mother is an heiress (in the heraldric

sense), that is, if she is an only daughter

without brothers, her arms are borne

upon her husband's shield within the

so-called shield of pretense^ and these

arms are inherited ; but if the mother
is a co-heiress (one of several daughters

instead of an only daughter), her arms
remain in a dormant state until the

right of inheritance is decided by the

College of Arms.

The shield of pretense is illustrated in

the arms of a certain Colonial (Boston)

gentleman by the name of McAdams.
Evidently he married an heiress whose
father, a Kilby, quartered Clarke. The
blazon consequently would be, gu.,

three crosses crosslet fitchee, arg. for

McAdams, upon a shield of pretense,

quarterly i, 4 arg., three bars az. in

chief as many annulets of the last, for

Kilby ; 2, 3 arg., a bend raguly couped

MC ADAMS

and

KILBY-CLARKE

MC ADAMS S

children
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sa. between three pellets, for Clarke.

Tinctures rendered in black for distinct-

ness. The children, therefore, of this

alliance would bear a quartered shield

thus— I, 4 McAdams, and 2, 3 Kilby-

Clarke. Then, if one of the McAdams
sons married a Campbell his arms would
be pushed into the dexter half of his

shield and his wife's arms would be

placed in the sinister half, unless she

was an heiress, in which case her arms

would appear in a shield of pretense set

upon her husband's shield ; and if she

had a son, he would quarter her arms

with those of his father.

MC ADAMS S

grandchildren

quartering

CAMPBELL

MC ADAMS S

great-grandchild

quartering

HUNGERFORD

wmm

MC ADAMS S

great-great-grand-

child quartering

PKYTON-RANDOLPH

The division called quarterly-quartered

is one which grew out of the quarterly

method. This divided division is al-

ready exemplified in the 2, 3, ofthe Mc-
Adams's children's shield. It will be-

come clear, therefore, that if the Mc-
Adams continue to marry into armiger-

ous families and their wives are heiresses,

it will only be a question of time when
the McAdams' shield will be quarterly-

quartered throughout. Thus, a great-

grandchild of McAdams inheriting the

arms of a Hungerford heiress, would

carry the four family coats in their

respective order on his shield ; but a

great-great-grandchild inheriting the

quartered arms of an heiress would

arrive at the completely quarterly-

quartered shield. The arms of this
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heiress (according to my illustration),

in the 2, 3, grand quarters, would be

blazoned, quarterly, I, 4, sa., a cross en-

grailed or, for Peyton; 2, 3, gu., on a

cross or, five mullets of the field for

Randolph.

The shield of the Livingstons (Green-

burgh, N. Y.) of yore, was quarterly-

quartered in the second division. The
blazon would be, quarterly 1,4, arg., three

gilly-flowers, gu. within a double tres-

sure fleury-counter-fleury vert, for Lin^

lithgow; 2, quarterly-quartered i,4gu.,

on a chevron arg. a rose between two

lions passant combattant of the first,

for Hepburn; 2, 3, az., three martlets or,

3, grand quarter, sa., a bend between

six billets or, for Callender.

We have a simple and excellent illus-

tration of the completely marshalled

coat of arms— the shield and its acces-

sories— in that belonging to the old

Dutch-American family of Voorhis or

Van Voorhees. Here are all the parts

properly assembled ; crest, helmet,

mantling, quartered shield, and motto.

The blazon would be— Van Voorhees,

he beareth quarterly, i, 4 gu., a castle or

voided sa. i, 3 arg.; a tree eradicated

vert, above the escutcheon a helmet be-

fitting his degree with a mantling gu.

and arg. Crest, upon a wreath of the

colors, a castle as in the arms. Motto,

virtus casteHum meum.

LIVINGSTON,

LINLITHGOW,

HEPBURN,

and CALLENDER
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Differencing is a term used to define a

certain simple method of distinguishing

the shields of individuals or branches of

one family. It is employed in too

broad a sense to admit of a more specific

definition. Shields of American families

differ considerably from those of Eng-
lish families of the same name, but

whether by authority of the College

of Arms, I am unable to say. Un-
doubtedly many differences were occa-

sioned by an imperfect knowledge of

Heraldry in Colonial days. Still, there

are differences which must have been

duly authorized.

The Skinner family of America bear,

sa., a chevron or between three

griffin's heads erased arg. a crescent

for a difference. The English Skinners

bear a mullet for a difference. The
shield of the American Curwens is,

arg., a frette gu. on a chief az. a cres-

cent of the first for a difference.

rendered in black for distinct-

The English Curwens bear,

fretty gu. a chief az. The
American Coffins bear, az., and some-

times vert ; it is difficult to say by what

authority. The Burgess family, also

American, bears, checquy arg. and gu., a

chief or, etc., but the English family

of that name bear, checquy or and gu.,

a chief arg., etc. Apparently the tinc-

tures are reversed for the difi:erence.

Gu.
ness.

arg.
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It is evident that at some time in its

history the arms of the Thompsons, a

family well represented in this country,

were differenced by the addition of a

canton. The canton and the bordure

were considerably used for differencing

by ancient heralds. The blazon of the

American Thompson shield is, or on a

fesse dancett^ az. three stars of the

field, on a canton of the second, the

sun in its splendor ppr.

Cadency is a term applied to the differ-

encing of shields of different members,

or branches of the same family. The
difference is usually a minor charge

placed in chief, Capt. Henry Crafts

(Boston, 1702) son of the Duke of

Monmouth, bore, lozengy arg. and

az., a crescent for a difference.

Joseph Lemmon, bore, az., a fesse be-

tween three dolphins hauriant arg. an

annulet of the last for a difference.

The shield of the oldest son carries a

label for a difference ; the second son, a

crescent ; the third, a mullet ; the

fourth, a martlet ; the fifth, an annulet

;

the sixth, a fleur-de-lis ; the seventh, a

rose ; the eighth, a cross moline ; the

ninth, a double quartrefoil. These
marks are usually placed in chief and

only remain on the shield until the son

succeeds to the titles upon the death of

his father. When this occurs, the dif-

ferences are removed.

THOMPSON

XXXl

CRAFTS

LEMMON
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SIR EDWARD
DE MONTAGUE

However, in some ancient families these

cadency marks have become a fixture.

This is the case with the label, with

pendants charged with eagles found

upon the shield of Sir Edward de Mon-
tague, who bears, erm., three fusils con-

joined in fesse gu. a label of three

points or, charged on each point with an

eagret vert. The shield of the Mon-
tague family in America is blazoned,

arg., three fusils conjoined in fesse gu.

a bordure sa.

There are many other differences ap-

parent in the shields of great and

ancient families. The Scotch Suther-

lands, in one branch, bear gu., three

stars or (there is considerable diversity

of opinion among heralds as to whether

these charges were intended for stars or

mullets). The Sutherlands of Forse,

CO. Caithness, bear, gu., three mullets

or, within a bordure wavy of the last.

(Gu. rendered in black for relief).

A most striking example of differencing

(a difference really of augmentation by

the addition of charges) is to be found

in the shield of Admiral Sir Isaac Coffin

who bore, az., semee of crosses crosslet

or, two batons in saltire encircled with

laurel branches of the second, between

three plates. These arms were granted

by the king in grateful recognition of

the Admiral's services in the English

Navy. The Admiral, however, was

MONTAGUE

SUTHERLAND
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justly entitled to the arms of the dis-

tinguished family to which he belonged,

although not by any authority of the

College of Arms, for there is no proper

record of the right of the Coffins,

American or English, to the arms of

their ancestors. Hence, one of the

most remarkable instances of negation

connected with armor-bearing is demon-

strated in the Admiral's case. The
College of Arms, in other words,

could not grant him the arms of his

ancestors without altering them by a

radical difference. It is a fact that there

is no American family which is more
justly entitled to coat-armor through

prescriptive right than the Coffins of

New England ; but that right was lost

in the social confusion of the period

preceding Cromwell's time.

Another excellent example of differenc-

ing, will be found in the celebrated

augmented shield of Pelham, which was

borne by Herbert Pelham of Cambridge,

Mass., in Colonial days. In this case,

there is a difference of augmentation by

the method of quartering. The Pelhams

bear, az., three pelicans arg. vulning

themselves ppr. But in commemor-
ation of the capture of John, King of

France, at Poictiers, by Sir John
Pelham, the latter was granted— gu.,

two demi-belts palewise in fesse, the

buckles in chief, arg. which were placed

SIR ISAAC COFFIN

PELHAM
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in the 2, 3, quarters. The family have borne this quar-

tered shield ever since.

Still another example of a difference by augmentation is to

be seen upon the shield of the Duke of Marlborough.

John Churchill, first Duke of Marlborough was granted

as an honorable augmentation, an inescutcheon. The
husband of the present Duchess of Marlborough, nee Miss

Consuelo Vanderbilt, of this country, bears, quarterly i,

4 sa., a lion rampant arg. on a canton of the second a

cross gu. for Churchill; 2, 3, quarterly arg. and gu., in the

2, 3, quarters a frette or, over all on a bend, sa. three es-

callops of the first, for Spencer, and as an honorable aug-

mentation, in chief an inescutcheon, arg., charged with the

cross of St. George, gu. and thereon an escutcheon of the

arms of France, namely, az., three fleurs-de-lis or ; the

whole arms borne upon an imperial eagle as Prince of

the Holy Roman Empire, surmounted by his princely cor-

onet ; above the escutcheon is placed the coronet of his

rank, and thereupon a helmet befitting his degree with a

mantling sa. and arg. Crests, i. Upon a wreath of the

colors, a lion couchant guardant arg. supporting with dex-

ter paw a banner, gu. charged with a dexter hand apaumee

of the first, and staff or, for Churchill. 2. Out of a ducal

coronet or, a griffin's head between two wings expanded

arg. gorged with a bar gemelle and armed gu. for Spencer.

Supporters, two wyverns gu.
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IPiaitlng Car&6 anb IDarloua llnvftatione

HE visiting card, an insignificant but

very necessary medium of inter-com-

munication in society, certainly ought

to be of the finest quality, and its

engraving should be perfect in both

style and execution. There is no bet-

ter way of educating one's self in

matters related to art— or any thing else, I might add—
than by comparative examination. If we are not sure a

thing is as good as it ought to be, the best way to find

that out is to compare it with something else of its kind.

One can find ample room for imperfection in even so

simple a thing as the visiting card. A discriminating eye

will soon detect the faults of a poor card. The good one

should exhibit a graceful script with a firm sweeping curve,

a moderately shaded line, and a clean hair line, not too thin.

It is permitted now-a-days to use, also, a Roman or styles of

an Egyptian style of letter in place of script, I consider lettering

the so-called Caslon Old-Style of Roman type, the best

model. But there is one thing that is essential to good

taste— there should be but one kind of lettering on a card.

Also, in a set of cards belonging to one family the rule

requires that the lettering should be alike. It would be

the height of bad taste in architecture to associate a Gothic

window with an Egyptian doorway, and the association

of inharmonious lettering should be condemned upon the

same ground.
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Of course, the sizes of different visiting cards must

be decided by the competent stationer ; but the forms of

the three family cards should be as follows :
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Names should properly be engraved in full, and

residence numbers should be spelled when space will

permit.

The prefix Mr. should always appear on a visiting prefixes

card. A gentleman's business card, of course, would not ^^°

contain that formality. Even a clergyman, nowadays, '^^"^'^^s,

sets aside his formal title, if he chooses, and adopts the
^^^*

plain Mr. for a card used in visiting his most intimate

friends, and the familiar members of his parish. But this

is simply a matter of taste and judgment, about which

there is no rule. On the other side of the Atlantic, formal

where social intercourse is strictly conventional, the visit-
'^^'^l^

ing card of a clergyman, doctor, lawyer, musician, artist,

or person of any other profession, may consistently bear

any number of prefixes, suffixes, or other explanatory

additions, because in formal society, and among strangers,

the card becomes a sort of welcome introduction.

A club or society membership is indicated in the

lower left-hand corner of the card and the address in the

right-hand corner.

A written card should carry neither prefix nor suffix, autograph

as it implies the fact that the owner has temporarily ex- cards

hausted his supply. Besides, it is certainly not proper for

one to affix any kind of a title to his autograph.

A lady's card always carries the prefix under any con- ladies'

ditions, and if it belongs to one with a profession, that cards

should be indicated with the full name, thus :

2)r, cHoazif aoent yallajtin,

The married lady's card invariably carries her hus- married

band's name in full, with reception day and address in the lady's card

customary places. It is usual, sometimes, to indicate the

time of day, thus :
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But the day alone would indicate that the time includes

both afternoon and evening. The young lady's card does

not bear a calling day.

Only the eldest married lady of the elder branch of

the family is privileged to omit all Christian names on her

card if she chooses to adopt that simple formality.

YOUNG The young Miss who has not yet entered society is

Miss's permitted to use a card only among her school acquaint-

CARD ances and youthful friends who would find such a card a

convenient reminder of the full name and address.

UNMARRIED For a year or two after the young lady enters society,

daughter's when she visits exclusively with her mother, her name
CARD appears directly under that of her mother upon a special

card bearing both reception day and address. If the

young lady is the eldest daughter, her Christian name is

usually omitted, but a younger daughter's name appears in

full. If other daughters subsequently enter society, the

eldest usually uses a separate card for herself, and the

younger ones succeed to the place on the mother's card.

Frequently, the daughters' names are combined and placed

beneath that of the mother, thus :

uVo%6, S%a 2)ean (^aUdbuty,

^ke ST&ldded S^aLidbuty,

That is when the two young ladies enter society

simultaneously; but if it is preferred, the names may ap-

pear in full one under the other.

MARRIED During the first year after the daughter is married it is

daughter's customary for her to have a special card engraved with a

CARD combined name, thus :

STSz, and cJlozd, &\Da%zingtoa ^tawelL
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but no reception day is given because the married couple

are supposed to visit together during that time. This
card is convenient for the discharge of social duties which
concern both bride and groom. In addition to this card it

is necessary for husband and wife to have his and her

own special card.

While a widow may prefer to use her husband's widow's

Christian name, her right to it is not legally acknowledged, card

But society permits its use for excellent reasons which it

is unnecessary to explain.

In the case of a married son bearing the same name
as his father, it is better form for the widowed mother, as

distinguished from her daughter-in-law, to omit the Chris-

tian name on her card and use only the last name, thus:

cJibtd, Jbwin^dton.

It has become a custom of late years to announce the birth

birth of a child by a dainty little card attached to the announce-

parents' card in this wise :
ment card

iSTtcvcn (-jaif ibazLeton

(May 20, igoo.

97Gt, and cfRozd, SGemij ^ay Satleton.

<Sf evenly d'ooyai 'X^eizace.
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BETROTHAL It is HOt infrequently a custom, where the circle of
ANNOUNCE- acquaintances is large, to issue a betrothal announcement
MENT CARD ^ard in the event of a daughter's engagement. The form

is as follows

:

cff^t, and STiotd, ^^UUatn &6emy dDWiricjdtoa

announce t/te hettotliat of tketz dau^riter"

cflozence uUoay

to

Sff&x, 9Sazzid Stedcott fatten,

of San Francisco.

\Dwenty JjtoApect ^azk,

AFTERNOON Thc aftcmoon tea card which is issued in the name
TEA CARD of the lady of the house, is a simple extension of the visit-

ing card ; in fact the latter may be used in place of the

former with the date and time specified in writing in the

lower left-hand corner. The form for such an invitation

would be this :

&Wtd, SSatoLd cFLoyd Jowin^dton

S'xiciay, ^anuaty the tenth,

from fouz until dix o' clock. ijweniy ^zodpect it>atA.
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For a series of receptions the date would appear in

two lines, thus :

^kuzddayd, afternoon,

in tOecembez.

If the hostess is assisted by her daughter or a friend,

the name or names of such assistants would appear under

that of the hostess on a specially engraved card.

When a formal tea, musicale or reception is given in afternoon
the afternoon, the invitations are properly issued by the ^^^ evening
hostess alone. But if the entertainment is given in the reception
evening, then the husband's name should appear on the cards

card, as he would receive with his wife. Such an invita-

tion requires a special card again, and the character of

the entertainment is specified in the lower left hand

corner, thus:

cJHozd, uGatoid cFloyd £i\Hagdton

at &Sonie

^kuzddaij aftetnoon, S)ecembez the tfittd,

from fouz until d'lx o' clock,

Sweaty Mzodpect Zhazk,

dlhu^ic.
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For the evening entertainment the wording would be

SUdz, and Sfflotd, &6atold c/loi/d JDwingdton

zeqaedt tke pleadute of youz company

on cXnoonday evening, January tke twenty-flftk,

ftotn eight until eleven o'clock,

^iQcnty Soxodpect Sazk,

Gaxdd.

For formal afternoon receptions the Jt Home card is

used and issued in the name of the hostess. When she is

assisted, the names of those who assist appear also on the

card :

cfHoxd, SGatold cFloyd Jowinydton

ST&idd Jowinydton

at oGome

^ednedday afternoon, Sanuaty tke tentk,

ftotn fouz until deK>en o'clock,

twenty Sozodpect zSazk,
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When receptions are given in honor of some distin- distin-

guished guest, it is usual to preface the invitation vi^ith the guished

following form

:

guests

^0 meet

^ke 9€)on, '^/leodoze cfaltfax,

Sx-yoi>etnoz ofvizcjtnta.

This may appear engraved, or it may be written at

the top or bottom of the regular reception form. Fre-

quently a special card is engraved with a blank space

arranged for filling in the guest's name

:

ST^z, and ST5zA> O&azold cflot^d Jpwlngdton

zequedt the pleadtize of

company on

^edneddai/ e\>ening, 2)ecembez ike tentk,

at half aftez elgkt o'clock,

to meet

^ke 9&on,

twenty <£zoApect J^azk,
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Aside from the informal written note extending an

invitation to an informal dinner, there is an engraved form

for those w^ho are accustomed to give frequent dinners^

which requires only the insertion of the guest name and

the date, in writing. Here is one :

c)TSz, and STbtd, ffSarold cHoi/d Jbwlncjdtori

tcqaedt the pleadtize of

orapaay at dtatiez

on

at o clock.

twenty J^todpect Matk,

When the dinner is given in honor of some distin-

guished person the fact is mentioned in the invitation by

prefacing it with To meet .... In the event of another

person less distinguished receiving the same honor, his or

her name appears beneath that of the more distinguished

guest and the conjunction and is placed between. Care

should be taken to have both names appear in script of the

same size, without deference to foreign custom. We are

in honor bound to sustain our more advanced principle of

Republican social equality. The form of invitation given

above answers for all occasions where the guests are to

meet with equal courtesy.
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The card bearing the name of the guest which is used dinner

to designate the seat at the table is either a simple one cards

with a gilt beveled edge upon which the name is inscribed

or painted in simple and neat characters, or it is more or

less elaborate, illuminated, perhaps, with a picture or

design appropriate to the occasion, and inscribed with the

guest's name in legible letters. Sometimes the profession

or special interest of a guest is suggested by a dainty device

upon his card. At formal dinners designation cards en- designa-

closed in a directed envelop are sometimes furnished for
'^^^^ cards

the gentlemen and delivered to them in the dressing-room.

Such cards bear the name of the lady whom the gentleman

is to take in to dinner.

A luncheon or breakfast card is used only when the luncheon

affair is of a formal nature. If luncheons are of frequent invitation

occurrence the following form is used

:

ST&td, a§azold cfloyci JDWingdtca

teqacdtd tke pUadute^ of

company at Lanckeoi\c>

on

ato 0' clock,

hwenty ^zodpect tioatk.

A similar form of invitation is used for a breakfast, breakfast

but substituting the word breakfast for luncheon. invitation
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INVITATION The form of invitation for a house-ball or cotillon,

TO A BALL which is engraved on a generous sheet and enclosed in two
^^ envelops, is as follows :

COTILLON

STSz, and dWzd, oGatoid cFLoyd £wlngdton

zeqaedt the pLeadute^ of

company on ^uedday evening, lOovembet tke

tenth, at nine o'clock*

twenty Mtodpect J:>atk,

Gotillon.

For a greater occasion, when a ball is given in a public

hall, in celebration of some particular event, the usual

form of invitation is as follows :

(d/ic^ pleadure of

company id zequedted at tke

Subliee Bait

to be Qwen at tke ^aldozf-ubdtozia,

on c)TSonday eventny, c/fbazck tke tktztietk,

at nine o'clock,

J^atronedded :

3mz6 3mt6,

876x6 dJBxA..
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If a dance is to be of an informal nature the word
informal may be engraved in the lower left hand corner of

the sheet.

Club members, bachelors, or army and navy officers gentlemen

giving balls or parties, issue invitations worded, request the inviting

pleasure or the honor of your company.

The reception form of invitation is also used for a musicales,

musicale or a theatrical entertainment. The word Musi- oR private

cale or Theatricals is engraved in the lower left hand corner theatri-

of the sheet, and the invitation appears in the name of the ^^^^

hostess if the entertainment is in the afternoon, and of

the host and hostess if it is in the evening.

An Invitation for a Garden Party is engraved on a garden

note sheet, and when the entertainment is given out of parties

town, a card stating the hours of the arrival and departure

of trains should be enclosed.

An extension of the hours of a garden party into the

evening, necessitating an illumination of the grounds, is

termed a " Fete Champetre."

A calling card with the date and hour, and the word theatre,

theatre^ tennis^ golf skating or cards in the lower left hand tennis,

corner will be a sufficient invitation for parties of this ^^^^ ^^'^

kind, although it is perhaps better form to use the regular seating

at home or evening reception form, printed from an en-
^^^"^^^^

graved plate on a card of moderate size. It would be

questionable taste to recommend anything different from

the plain card and simple script for all ordinary occasions

;

but it should be remembered that society customs are not

laws which define the boundaries of aesthetic taste. There-
fore, one who is capacitated to invent and employ some
simple and artistic form for such an invitation, especially

when it is issued from the summer home, is at liberty to

do so. Good taste demands that lettering should be ab-

solutely simple, and that any decoration accompanying it

should be equally simple. A true artist never forgets this.
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The following is the proper form for a Garden Party

invitation :

cffhid, &Satold cfLoijd Jowingdton

zeqaedtd the pleaduze of

coiupaay on ^edneddaij aftetnoon,

^uae tke twentieth,

fzom four until de\>en o^ciock,

STboiitclaix, ^loew ^exdey.

Qaxdcii Joaxty,

ABOUT THE The old custom of putting R. S. V. P. on an invi-

R.s.v.p. tation has almost if not quite gone out of fashion. It is to

be presumed that every one is polite enough to answer an

invitation — and promptly too— especially, when, to

every thoughtful person it must be evident that the hostess

would like to know beforehand for whom she must

provide. It is rightly esteemed nowadays, therefore, that,

as R. S. V. P. really reminds one to be polite, the omission

of it is in better taste.
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Meb&ing llnvitatione anb Hnnouncementa
MERICAN good taste in wedding sta-

tionery is amply demonstrated by its

character of simplicity. That there

should be some difference of judgment

regarding what might be considered the

best taste is unavoidable so long as cir-

cumstances differ. The form of both in-

vitation and announcement, therefore, varies with the re-

quirements of the case ; but it is quite evident that the latest

tendency is toward a short and concise form, distinguished

for its practicahty and independence of all foreign conven-

tionality.

There are few rules to be observea in the make-up of

the form, and in a number of instances these are of an

elastic nature. The style of the script should be rather firm,

black, and of a good size ; the matter should be grouped

symmetrically, a trifle 1 Vvver than in the middle of the sheet,

and the folding line of the latter should not cross the text.

It is unnecessary to add that a generous-sized sheet always

looks best. The prefix Miss is only placed before the -^he prefix
young lady's name, when the invitation is issued by her and
guardian, grandparent, uncle or aunt; but Afr. is invariably titles

added to the gentleman's name, which is given in full.

Regular Army and Navy officers above the rank of

Lieutenant have their titles prefixed in full on invitations.

A lieutenant uses the prefix Mr. His rank and the

branch of the service with which he is connected are en-

graved on a separate line, directly beneath his name.

Honorary titles are never used, but for ministers the

word Reverend is spelled in full.
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The names of city and state are properly omitted ex-

cept in the case of small cities and towns. The wording

of the invitation is variable : request your presence^ or the

pleasure ofyour company^ or, ofyour presence is usual for the

house wedding, and request the honor ofyour presence for the

church wedding. The complete form of the latter is com-

monly as follows

:

ofVot, and STbzd, &6azoLd cfioyd jSwingdtoa

tcqiicdt the fionoz of youz prcdcnce^

at ike maxttage of their, daugktet

(fLotence^ cXfiDan

to

cffbr, ffoazzid Sredcott ^azxen,

on ^kutdday, ^tinc the twclftli,

at twelve o'clock noon,

S^aint Kokoniad' d (Shuzch,

Often the English form high noon is used.

Sometimes an invitation has, in addition, the year

spelled in full just beneath the day and month. Also,

some church invitations are worded invite you to be present

and request your presence. The word honor^ in fact, is not

a necessary courtesy, and I think in the future the simpler

form will predominate.
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There is no sufficient reason, nowadays, for spelling

honor with a u. It is reprehensibly affected. The Eng-
lish honour^ and other words of that form, have long since

been rejected by the orthographists of this country ; even

Worcester years ago said, " the rule which entirely ex-

cludes the u from this class of words, and which is in

accordance with prevailing usage in the United States, is

the most convenient."

If a reception or breakfast is given with the invitation reception

after the church ceremony a separate card of moderately and

large size is enclosed with the invitation to the desired breakfast

guests. Wedding Breakfast is the term employed when ^^^^

the wedding takes place in the forenoon or early afternoon,

and Reception for late afternoon or evening. Several forms

are as follows :

STbz. and albzd. 9&azoLd cf'Loifd J^tvlngdton

(jDt aSome

on ^liuzddaij, c) tine tkc twelftk,

at lialf aftez twelve o'clock,

twenty Zhzodpect Sazk,

or this :

cBzeakfadt

fzoni half aftcz twelve until tkzee o'clock

twenty Mzodpect Mazk,
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or this :

cfheceptlon

fiom deven until nine o clock,

"Waldotf-eb^totla.

The expression half after is a conventionality, not a

rule. The correctness of half past^ however, cannot for

one moment be questioned.

Separate Breakfast and Reception cards are never

issued with house invitations, as such entertainments in-

variably follow the ceremony.

A small card is sometimes used to exclude an inquisi-

tive public from the church. This card is about the size

of a small calling card, and bears one of the following

forms :

Joleade ptcdent tkid cazd at tlie Gkuzcli,
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or this :

<K>IU pleade pxedent tfitd caxd at

<^atnt 'Kokomad d (ofitizcfi,

cFlftfi Cbvetiue and d'ifty-tkird (^ftzcet.

or this :

MLeade pzedent tliid card at

<^alnt ^komad' d (Sliuzcli,

on ^kuzddaij, ^junc tfie twelftk.

FORM FOR.The form of invitation for house weddings is com-
, ,

° HOUSE
monly thus :

WEDDING

cJmz, and cJIEz.h oKDazoLd a'Loifd Juwingdton

zeqiiedt trie pieaduze of youz conipany

at t/ie v?eddtny zeceptton of tkelz dauyktez

cFlozence^ STbaij

and

c/JIdz. SGazzld ^zedcott ^K^azzen,

on cfmonday eK>eniny, ^anuazy tke tentk,

fzoni half aftez eiykt until ten o clock,

twenty J^zo^pect Sazk,
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A separate card, the size of a small calling card, bear-

ing the words Ceremony at eight o'clock^ accompanies the

invitation in the case of those whom it is desired to have

present at the ceremony.

An open form of Reception invitation is also fre-

quently used, upon which the guest's name is written in

the blank space allotted for the purpose ; the three first

lines appear as follows

:

cXHoz, and cJtbzd, oGarold d'ioijd JSioin^dton

zeqiicdt tke pleadtitc of

company at tke wedding of tkett dau^ktez,

Of course the choice of this form is a matter of taste.

But the handwriting is far from improving the appearance

of the page. It is too nearly related to script, which, it

must be remembered, is writing itself scientifically perfected.

If the reception is to be given in a hall or hotel, the

usual House form of invitation is used, and the time and

place appear as follows :

6n ^acdday e\yening^ October tke tentk,

at dlx o' clock,

^aldoxf-UDdtotia,
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A reply card is often enclosed with this invitation, in-

dicating the address to which replies should be sent

:

zSleade addzedd lepLy to

'twenty Zhtodpect Mazk,

%ew yozk (Slty.

In a less desirable form the address would appear in

the lower left-hand corner of the invitation^ thus :

Sfo. S. %l ^,

iDwenty ^rodpect Joaxk,

%ew yoxk Glty.

When the wedding is a suburban one, it is usually the train

custom to enclose with the invitation a small train card cards

for the benefit of guests living in town ; the form of such

a card would be :

^ozain Lea\>ed yzaad (SentzaL (^tattoa

foz ihew ff§avert at 8, SO £b, S7B.

cnDetuzfiiny, tzaln leaK>ed ibew BBaveii

foz %ew yozk at 3. a5 S. (97S.

If a special train is provided a special card serves as a

ticket or pass, with the following form :
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ub dpectal tzala <xnii leave

yzand (Sentxai (Station, lOew l/ozk, on the

i5ew yoth, ibew &6aven and SSattfozd Si:>, Si),

at 8,30 £b,c)W,

and zetuzning anU leave lOew cf§aven

^leade ptedent tkid catd at the &^tation doox, and to the

(oonductot.

WEDDING The usual form for a wedding announcement note is

ANNOUNCE- as below ; the names of the church, city, and state are
MENTs sometimes given, and the year is always spelled in full :

uUdz, and cfflozd, &6azold d'loifd Jawingdton

announce the raazztage of tkelz daugktez

cFlozence^ (ylbaij

to

STSz, &6azzld Zhzedcott ^azzen,

on ^kuzdday, ^une the eleventh,

l^lneteen handzed,

Sazid,
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In one recent invitation before me the names of the

town and state are in the lower left-hand corner j but the

symmetry of the sheet, as a consequence, is marred.

Still another plain form simply announces the mar-

riages and the date. This form is usually printed on a

large card and is issued when no parent, relative, or

guardian is available to make the announcement

:

cffbz. &Sazzu zSzedcott %Vazren,

STBldd ff^Lozence cXIbay JDtvtngdton,

cflbazzied,

^ktitddai/, ^une tfie ele^entk,

noineteen kundted,

Jjazid,

In another form the words announce their marriage is

used instead of married and the conjunction and is placed

between the names. Also on and at are added in the

proper places. It is, of course, consistent to introduce all

the conjunctions and prepositions or else leave them all

out. If the ceremony occurred at a church the name
would immediately precede that of the city.

Another form of announcement which is in use now-
a-days reads :
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cJUot. and cJUozd, SfSazold aLoyd Jhwin^dton

kaK>e tke konoz of announcirtg

the inatxiage of tfietz daa^kter^

cflozence cfHSay,

to

cJTBz. &Sazzld J^zcdcott ^V^azzetis>

on ^kuzddai/, Sum tke eleventk,

iBineteen kundzcd,

Cp '

But it is a question whether such a formal invitation can

be defended on the side of good taste. The honor of such

an announcement is unavoidably an assumption on the

part of parents.

AT HOME The form of a card usually enclosed with the wedding
CARDS invitation or announcement indicating the receiving day

and the future address of the bride and groom is as follows :

Cot aSonie

iokazddayd, after Octobez tentk,

121 cBendonkuzdt UDK>enac,
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This form is sometimes engraved in the lower left- I

hand corner of invitations ; but it is only correct to have

a special card for each social occasion, and this at home

must certainly be considered as such.

It is a lack of courtesy to omit At Home cards, except

when a prolonged bridal tour is contemplated ; and in this

case a formal reception is usually held by the bride and

groom upon their return.

If a formal reception is to take place on a given date first

at the future residence of the newly-wedded couple, the reception

At Home card as noted above is omitted and a Reception

card is issued instead, with the following form :

c)Vo%, and SUoxd. Sfoazzu zSredcott ^^azten

cbt aSoine

on cFziday e\'>ening, iBovetnhez tke fiftk,

fzom etqfxt until ten o'clock.

ISI ooendonkuxdt UDi;>enue,

%e<o yozk.

These cards are not enclosed with wedding invitations

but are sent separately at a later date. They may, how- j

ever, be enclosed with announcements.
I

The invitation or announcement of a lady who is a widows'

widow should be sent out in the name of her parents, if invitations

they are living, and should read as follows :
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c)T5z, and cJlotd. ^okn J^etty yxeetx::>

xeqtiedt the Ixonoz of youz pzedence

at the tnazziaye of tkelt daugkter'

STSatij d'addett

[STBzd. ffSazold cFLoyd JSi\>inydtori)

to

cJTSz. uSowazd zUe^eze <£oyntez,

on ^kuzdday e<ceniny, ^iine tke eleventk,

at dix o'clock,

ii5 (Skedtnut S^tzeeto

Otherwise it is proper for her to issue the invitations

herself and use the following form :

^ke konoz of yoiiz pzedence id zeqaedted

at tke niazziacje of

STbzd, c/Gazold cfioyd Jhwinydton

[nee cfHoazy cJ'addett yzeen)

to

uT5z. &§owatd 2)e^eze tSoyntez,

on ^kuzdday eK>eniny, ^iine tke eleventk,

at dix clock,

Ii5 (Skedtnut Stzeeto
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The introduction of the husband's name in either in-

stance is a matter of taste. Preferably it should be

omitted as it is without legal significance, and it is to be

presumed that the invited guests would be sufficiently well

acquainted with the prospective bride to recognize her

own name.

In most of the invitations before me, the legal name
alone is used with the prefix thus :

STBrd, 31bazy S-addctt JjivingAton.

A widow may also use the simple Married announce-

ment form previously described.

Should there be no relative nor guardian to issue the orphans

wedding invitations of an orphan, she may properly issue

them herself; and should the wedding take place at the

house of one of her friends, the residence and name of the

friend must appear on the invitations, at the end, thus :

UDt half after el^/lit o'clock,

at the zedidence of

STBr, and STbid, a&entij Zhazkez cBtowfi::>

ij (olinton 6bi>enue,

If the invitation is only to a reception, then the words

wedding reception and and take the places of marriage and

to^ in the usual form, beginning with The pleasure ofyour

company^ etc.
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SILVER AND
GOLDEN

ANNIVER-

SARIES

The Styles of invitations used for wedding anniver-

saries are the regular Jt Home or Reception forms printed

in black script on plain white cards or note sheets, with

the monogram stamped in silver or gold (from a die) at

the top in the centre, with the dates in black arranged on

either side. The words Please omit presents may be en-

graved in lower left-hand corner. A suggestion of the

gold or silver wedding is given by the tincture of the

monogram ; but it is not in good form to use the expres-

sion Silver Weddings Golden Weddings etc.

The maiden name of the wife and the full name of

the husband may appear either at the top on opposite

sides or in the lower left-hand corner of the invitation.

For another anniversary than the silver or golden one

it is better to have all the matter in the invitation printed

in black. Cards of wood, tin, etc., are no longer in use.

Anniversaries are as follows :

At the end of the First year

Second year

Third year

Fifth year

Seventh year

Tenth year

Twelfth year

Fifteenth year

Twentieth year

Twenty-fifth year

Thirtieth year

Fortieth year

Fiftieth year

Seventy-fifth year

Cotton.

Paper.

Leather.

Wooden.

Woolen.

Tin.

Silk, Fine Linen.

Crystal.

China.

Silver.

Pearl.

Ruby.

Golden.

Diamond.
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The following are the two most approved forms for

invitations :

'85I6DO S*,^-'-,*! 1Q00'9'

cTnDt. and STozd. ^^ilLiam SGeiiztj JDWingdton

Cut d^ome

on aVoonday, STSai/ tke twelft/i,

front fouz until Jtx o'clock,

and fzorn eiglit until tea o' clock.

'twenty Siodpcct Mazk,

^leaae omit glftA.
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Crhemy fjay Jhivingdton, cJlbazy cTaddeit yzecn,

i85o i8j5

uVox, and cTnDzd, ofSemif ^ay £wlngdtoa

xequedt the pUaAuxe of youz cotnpariy

on the twenty-fiftk annivetdatt/ of tliett maztiage

on cffBondaij ciyenincj, cJmay the twelfth,

fzom eigkt until ele\>en o clock.

"twenty Joxodpect JSazk,

5tyleade omit pzedentd.

All invitations and announcements, if mailed, should

have inside and outside envelops. The outside envelop

may have the address of the sender, stamped from a die,

upon the flap.
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When it is desirable to be formally courteous in issu-

ing invitations and announcements, it is proper to send

each member of a family residing at the same address a

separate invitation or announcement.

But it is the usual custom to send one to the father and

mother, with the address on the inside envelop, Mr. and

Mrs. James Brown Stanley^ and on the outside envelop

thus :

aiOxd, ^amed cJDtown (STtanUy,

54o choivezdate J^tacc,

%e^ yoxk.

And one for all the sons, addressed on the inside

envelop : — The Messrs. Stanley
.^
and on the outside envelop

the elder brother's full name and address. The same rule

applies to the unmarried daughters.

W
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Colonial an& fIDo&ern jengravtng

BooRplatee, flDonograme, etc

IITH the dawn of the twentieth

century the art of the engraver

seems to have reached the culmi-

nating point of its development.

But it is very evident that its field

of operation has become con-

pj ima(S)/^^°^(^7^^^m i
tracted. Camera and process have

Eff gJxMxolr^l supplanted it except where it is

employed for interpretative illus-

tration, and for the elaboration of bank notes, stock cer-

tificates, and postage stamps, all of which require an

exactness of technique not attainable by mechanical

methods.

It is apparent, therefore, that the American engraver has

held his own against processes of a superior order, and it

is not surprising to find that to-day he holds the standard

for technical excellence in the estimation of the whole

world. The beginning of the art in this country dates

back about a century and a half ago, to the time of

Nathaniel Hurd and Paul Revere, who may be justly

called the pioneers of engraving in America. Both men
possessed considerable artistic ability, but in these ad-

vanced times, it must be confessed, the work of either

appears both primitive and crude. Nathaniel Hurd was

probably the first to engrave upon copper in this country,
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and among the few examples of his work that still exist

is a most creditable miniature engraving done in linear

style, in 1764, of the Rev. Dr. Sewall of the Old South

Church, Boston. He also engraved an excellent though

unpretentious seal for the University of Harvard, which

may be seen in many of the old volumes belonging to its

library. Hurd scarcely attained middle age, and as a

consequence his artistic ability was never fully developed.

He was born in 1730 and died in 1777. A good portrait

of him as a young man with a smooth face and rather

clerical appearance, appears in the third volume of Buck-

ingham's New England Magazine, Boston, 1832. It is

copied from a painting by the celebrated Boston artist,

Copley, which is now in possession of one of the family.

Hurd's contemporary, the famous patriot of the Revolu-

tion, Paul Revere, was also an engraver of no mean repu-

tation. The most notable and elaborate piece of work
from his hand is the well-known engraving of the Boston

Massacre, which, notwithstanding its quaint and primitive

appearance, is not without artistic merit. Revere's designs

of book plates also bear the impress of an artist's hand.

Certainly the two specimens which I have had reproduced,

the one for himself and the other for William Wetmore,
are very fair examples of that kind of Art.

As a matter of fact, there was little in the Colonies

about the middle of the eighteenth century which could

foster art. Certainly there was nothing inspiring about

the unbroken forests and the primitive life upon its borders.

Hurd and Revere evidently got their ideas of art else-

where. Unquestionably London was the source of sup-

plies, and art came with the immigrant or not at all. As
a matter of fact quite a little did come, and Chippendale

as well as Sheraton were fairly represented in this country.

The refined art of Chippendale appealed to the engraver,

and as both Hurd and Revere seemed to work almost ex-
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clusively in that style it must be reckoned as the fountain-

head of their inspiration.

Chippendale was an artist cabinet-maker of great fame,

who exerted a strong modifying influence upon English

art of the eighteenth century, at a time when it had de-

veloped a most aggressive and extravagant character. The
social degeneracy of the period found its correspondence

in art, and even Chippendale could not escape it, for

although much of his work was beautiful, some was ugly.

In addition to the Revere book-plates, I have had

reproduced several excellent examples of the work of

Nathaniel Hurd, which are a sufficient evidence of his

superior skill as a pioneer engraver. The plates he made
for Robert Hale, Lewis De Blois, John Lowell and

Andrew Oliver are not only creditable representations of

the rococo art that was fashionable in London and Paris

in his day, but they compare very favorably with some

of the best specimens of this kind of art from the hand

of the talented French artist, Delagal. Indeed, I consider

that they contain about all the excellence which this florid

and extravagant style is capable of exhibiting. Certainly

they breathe of summer and the rose garden, even if they

do remind us of those artless souvenir books, containing

the medley of flowers, poetry and sentimentality, familiar

to our grandmothers, so I should be inclined to view the

clumsy C's and festooned cloth with an indulgent eye.

It is important also to remember that the rococo book-

plate is not without a grace and freedom which would be

commendable in many a modern design bound together

by prison bars of ruled lines. The rendering of the coat

of arms of the Hurd family (vert, a bend erm. between

three escallops arg.), embellished with rococo ornaments

is distinguished for the freedom of its design; that could

never have been attained without those graceful clustering

curves which I have copied from old designs. (See pagei lO.)
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Perhaps these old book-plates are too often injured

with the silver engraver's meaningless flourishes, but that

does not matter so long as they are distinguished for their

fanciful grace and swinging curves. There is no lack of

grace and swing, however, to the modern design by Paul

BOOK-PLATE BY PAUL WOODROFFE

WoodrofFe; but beyond its breezy treeaom it bears no
resemblance to that lawless luxury of ornament which
characterizes the Chippendale designs. In contrast with

such lawlessness is the orderly, dignified design by M. E.

Thompson, which to my eye suggests simplicity and
grace of another kind. The orderliness of this design
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however, is perhaps exceeded by that in the prim little

picture of an English house by E. H. New. There is

everything to admire in the quaint, old-fashioned wood-

cut appearance of this simple design, and nothing to find

fault with. As a rule the extravagance of modern book-

plate designers puzzles us. We are left in as much doubt





BOOKPLATE BY HENRY OSPOVAT
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The design by Henry Ospovat is a bit of idealism;

but no one can possibly mistake its meaning. There is

art and poetry in every line of the drawing, and skill in its

arrangement. This design furnishes a strong contrast

with the Chippendale ideal of a book-plate which was our

starting point. But true art is full of variety ; its methods

EX LIBRIS

EDNX^ARD
MORTON

BOOKPLATE BY E. H. NEW

and means for the presentation of beauty must be mani-

fold, because beauty itself is an infinite thing. Art is

intolerant of monotony. For this reason it is essential

that the stationer should avoid a stereotyped style in the

decoration of his letter paper, and draw inspiration from

other sources than those which he is accustomed to think
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are the only ones fitted to his need. The die-cutter and
stationery engraver are inexcusably conservative. They
need to be shaken up with some of our aggressively orig-

inal poster designers ! Posters and book-plates are worth

study; they are anything but conservative. It seems to

me that the few ex libris designs introduced here contain

J.WSIMPSON
HIS BOOK

BOOKPLATE BY J. W. SIMPSON

more of the true spirit of art than do all the modern
decorations of letter sheets that I can call to mind. Per-

haps the responsibility for this lack of art lies with dicta-

torial society rather than the stationer ; at any rate we
may be sure society never was responsible for any of the

world's great paintings.
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That the printer has already received some impetus

in the direction of art, it is not necessary for me to de-

monstrate. The fact is perfectly evident, and we must
remember, also, that the art of the printer is not inferior

IWIiEXLlBRIS f*-'
g s

^^^>v>»N^tc^^v>c»^^^»Yk'^i^^t^\;t»^>i^v^K^KK<g^^^^^

BOOKPLATE BY F. SCHUYLER MATHEWS

to that of the engraver. Art is in no measure beholden

to the method of its reproduction. A technically perfect

bit of printing is artistically equal to a technically perfect

stamp from a die. The art in either case is exclusively

the embodiment of thought in the design. The drawing
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of the book-plate on page 117 contains birds, flowers and

heraldic shields ; in the abstract these are quite unrelated,

yet the design has drawn them into harmonious relation-

ship. If we discern the thought or meaning of the draw-

ing, we have found all the art that there is in it. Origi-

nality is therefore, in a certain measure, art. The modern

stationery designer who seems lacking in originality might

learn something from Mr. Frederic Singleton who drew

these crossed cornucopias, as well as the initial at the

head of this chapter, and the tailpiece on page 142. They
are all representative of a thoroughly interesting time of

art — the Colonial period. The originality of these de-

signs is not in their character^ for that is not new, but in

the application of an antique idea of art to modern uses

!

The following form is an adaptation of an old principle,

and it must be admitted that it is essentially original.

Mr. Singleton is to be credited for the beautiful tail piece,

and although I cannot particularly recommend the printer's

type because of its mechanical perfection, it is proper to

call attention to its simple style. With less heavy bars to

the letters and a few slight changes the character of the

type would be greatly improved. The Q should have a

longer, straighter tail, the E its middle bar higher up, the

M its v part shorter so that the point should not touch

the base line, and the R a smaller loop and longer tail.
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MR. & MRS. JOHN DAY
REQVEST THE

PLEASVRE OF YOVR COMPANY AT
AN AVTVMN PARTY, ON TVESDAY

EVENING, OCTOBER TWENTIETH,
AT EIGHT O'CLOCK,

AT
MAPLEWOOD FARM.

CHETWOLD.
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Also some new element of art must be thrown into

the modern monogram to break its lifeless monotony, lest

that conventional ornament be condemned, with its graces

as well as its faults, for all time. I do not care to define

the extent or the character of the change which is neces-

sary. We can afford to leave that for the ingenious

stationery designer to determine; but change the mono-

gram and the "curly" cypher he must, or his work will

become insufferably tedious and his monogram a bore.

I have sketched a simple A-D-M. with the crest

perched upon the M. That is one way of making the

letters interesting. Note also that in every case where I

have drawn a monogram, the letters are inseparable— one

runs into the other. They are not separate letters woven

together. The word monogram means one drawings and

we should adhere to that principle.

Another monogram departing less from the style of

letter which has been accepted by exacting society for

some twenty-five years past, is the G.M.F. which I have

confined to a lozenge, an appropriate setting for a lady's
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initials. The S.F.M. which follows, is a plain and simple

twining of three letters confined to an oblong shape. I

think it would be difficult to separate the three, they are

merged into one character— a good point.

The monogram S.H. is not without significance, the

heron stands literally for the surname " Henshaw," and the

S. does not in the slightest disturb the serenity of straight

upright lines in the rest of the drawing. The mono-
gram in this instance bespeaks the name with unmistakable

emphasis.

The next drawing, elliptical in shape, is a heraldic

conception, combining the charge from the field of a shield,

a dragon with the initial M. This is an appropriate

design for a lady, who, as I have already explained is not
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privileged, according to heraldic law, to display a shield.

It is but a step now from the monogram to emblematic

designs of a more serious nature.

Not many years ago, everyone interested in art was

more or less startled by the extravagance of imagination

and aggressiveness of color displayed by the animated

poster. Very naturally so extreme a departure from con-

servative principles was neither understood nor accepted

by common-sensible people. Undoubtedly the bounds of

propriety in art werg overstepped; but the innovation,

or rather the reformation, was a sincere and creditable

one. It proved that the revulsion against photographic

literalism was complete ; and it was a satisfaction, at least

to the designer of the tempestuous poster, to know that

by his efforts a very tame and lifeless ideal of art was

broken down. It is just as well to remember that art

and the camera behold truth from opposite points, and that

art is creative not imitative. I have introduced a number

of examples of Mr. Will Bradley's work, to illustrate this

creative principle in its simpler form. His heraldic lion

which is at the head of the first chapter in this book, is

not a natural lion except in nature ! Mr. Bradley shows

the savage character of the beast by a sort of ornamental

activity. He tells just so much of the truth and no more.

It is well done, and that is enough. Opposite this page

is Mr. Bradley's design for a Colonial book j its simplicity

and refinement need no words of commendation from me.

There is nothing about it which a camera facing the real

thing could copy with half as much resulting interest.

Certainly no one ever saw two figures in life exactly

like the quaint Colonial personages which are depicted on

the page nearby (opp. 1 24) . But the fact remains, that these

figures are full of life and character, and the artist has

rendered them truthful\y and artistically, with no little

grace.
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Another quaint colonial conception is embodied In the

autumnal design (opp. page 126.) There is no good reason

why such a bit of decoration should not be adapted to

some social occasion in the autumn when an order of

dances or a novel invitation Is needed. But neither the

stationer nor his customer seems to think that art is

applicable to stationery in just this way. In my opinion

it is !

There is also a way of adapting heraldic designs to

stationery with some degree of originality. I have

already pointed out the lozenge as the proper setting of

the coat of arms borne by a lady. There is no reason,

of course, why an American lady should not adopt any

part of her husband's or her father's armorial insignia
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with which to decorate her note-paper. If she chooses

to use the crest alone, that is her own affair, she is an

American, and is not amenable to either English law or

custom. We are so remotely removed from the original

significance of coat armor in these late days, that the

meaning of the crest, or the motto, is at best but vaguely

understood. Still, the fact remains that the artistic side

of heraldry consistently demands a proper regard for its

symbolism, and in the face of this fact it is difficult to see

any propriety in the use of crest and motto by one who
should properly have no place upon the battle-field of life.

The coronet is a woman's by right of her nature and sex.

She may be the queen of hearts, but not a queen of

Amazons, at least that is the way we feel about it now-
a-days. My drawing, copied from an old engraving, of

the arms of Magdalene of France impaling Scotland and

France, and surmounted by the queenly coronet, is, I

think, a far more feminine appearing design than a chival-
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rous crest could be. The odd lion is very cleverly fitted in

the triangle, and all the proportions are graceful and slender.

The design I give entitled Rev6 Marie, is another

lozenge which is admirably adapted to the accommodation
of the bend and the six fleur-de-lis. But the lozenge is

not the only form in which a lady may place her heraldic

insignia with satisfactory artistic results. There is the

curling form (a modification of the ancient symbol called

the Swastika) which carries the Otis arms, Japanesque in

its oddity, but suggestive of the classic simplicity and

dignity of the Colonial style ; the Otis blazon is, arg., a

saltire engrailed between four crosses crosslet az. : also,

there is the far simpler form of the circle in which I have

placed the arms of the Dutch-American family by the

name of Rapaljie; at least the modesty of this design

carries with it a wholesome lesson. The Rapaljie arms

are, az., three bars or.
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The ellipse is also an excellent simple form in which

to place insignia which are adapted to that shape. The
arms of the Twinings, an English family with an American

|lV\PAL]lEa

branch, are, gu., two pallets arg., on a chief or, three fleurs-

de-lis. The crest, which I have barely suggested by the

leafy ornament at the top, is the stump of an oak tree,

sprouting out new branches ppr. thereon an escutcheon

pendant gu. The arms of the Marvins of Pertwood,

Wiltshire, Eng., and of this country, I have set in a shape

less common than the ellipse, but one occasionally found
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in heraldry ; it is undoubtedly a type of shield. The style

of this design smacks of the eighteenth century. The

•OSBOHN-
blazon of Marvin is, arg., a demi-lion rampant sa. charged

on the breast with a fleur-de-lis of the field. The Marvins
of Hampshire, Eng., bear, sa., three lions passant guardant

in pale per pale arg. and or. The Osborn arms are some-

what modified and set within a shape common among
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nineteenth century seals. The blazon of Osborn is slightly

different from the drawing, i.e., it is doubled, so to speak,

®STRPNG®
thus : quarterly quartered erm. and gu. over all a cross or.

I have taken the liberty of inserting the Strong crest

within the confines of a border or setting, at once sug-

gestive of a shield. At the same time the design can be

called neither crest nor shield; it is rather the suggestion
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of a means whereby a lady may use a crest without im-

propriety. The whole design is capable of a reduction to

about an inch in height. Another lozenge shape orna-

mented with suggestions of the fleur-de-lis is the setting

of the Schermerhorn arms. The blazon of the shield is,

az., on a mount vert a tree of the last. As the species

of the tree is not indicated in the blazon, one is at liberty

to suit his own taste in that direction.

FoLSOA

The arms of Foljambe or Foliambe and Folsom, the

former of England and the latter of this country, are, sa.,

a bend or between six escallops arg. These are placed

within a decidedly colonial figure remotely suggesting a

shield. The whole setting with its flowers and leaves, is,

however, feminine in character. There is a certain simple

charm about colonial art which a modern designer might

well emulate. The quaint and graceful character, for

instance, of the Van Rensselaer coat of arms is something
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which one does not often meet with in modern engraving.

The print is a remarkably good reproduction of a "rub-

bing" taken from an ancient silver salver in the possession

of one of the family. Every line of the old engraving is

preserved with absolute fidelity, and the design is worthy

of the hand of a modern artist. The Van Rensselaer

arms are in the first quarter of the shield, gu., a cross

moline arg. The other quarters contain insignia authenti-

cally connected with the family.

Not the least thing of importance which concerns the

art of the engraver is lettering, and if it were only possible

to convince engravers that a letter is a plain thing with a

plain duty to perform, it would be better for our eyes and

for art into the bargain. To be able to read a sign while

you run, or an inscription at a glance is the best proof of

the excellence of the lettering. We are not every one of

us, however, familiar with English alphabets of different

periods, and all except our commonplace Roman letters

are more or less unintelligible; but that is our own fault,

every English-speaking person should be familiar with old

English text. One of the best models I know of is that

engraved by William Caslon, opposite. The initial T
is one designed by William Morris; naturally it can

afford to be ornamental, as we can read the sentence with-

out its help. But the lower-case letters are simplicity

itself and the characters are not only agreeably and artisti-

cally uniform but are perfectly legible.

Ornamental lettering on the other hand is dangerously

near bad taste ; the ornament is out of place. Consistency

is a jewel. A letter, if it is to be read, should be nothing

more nor less than a letter ! Even the rustic initial (which

has no art about it) is an unreasonable circumvention of

the simple duty of a letter to be plain. As for the mono-
gram, that has a symbolic nature which is justified in being

ornamental, and if we choose, a bit mysterious.
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jOT the least matter of importance after

one has obtained an artistic design of a

monogram or a coat-of-arms, is the ac-

quisition of a steel die which will do

justice to the original drawing. It is

one thing to draw or paint a dragon, but

quite another to cut an intaglio of him
in metal ; the engraving, in other words, must be in many
respects interpretative, it can not be a slavish copy without

actual loss somewhere. Just as surely as an engraver

thoughtlessly and mechanically follows the artist's pencil

or brush, just so surely will he miss the spirit of art which
the original design possesses. I do not mean by this that

the sweep of the brush or the vigorous curve of a line

from pencil or pen can not be copied with technically

good results, but I do mean that the engraver should keep

abreast of the artist with his thought. The curling tail of

a dragon, for instance, must not suffer the slightest deteri-

oration at the hands ofthe engraver : whatever sweeping

curve it got by brush or pencil must all be there in the

engraved copy, in addition to the force and depth of

modeling which engraving makes possible. That is just

where the engraver's art tells ; it has the advantage of

drawing because it can make the dragon's tail not only

" lash " as well, but make it stand right out from the

paper. It is too often the case that the die cutter's ren-

dering of an original drawing is a very feeble copv, though

it may be difficult to tell exactly what is the matter.

Nothing is really copied wrong because it is apparent that
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the die-cutter has been playing a game of follow my
leader, but it is also plain that he has followed miles be-

hind ! There is every indication of a weak and inade-

quate method of copying; the tongue of the dragon has

lost some grace in its curve, the eyebrow has no " snap,*'

the eye is shallow, the ears are flat, the sharpness of each

claw is gone, the whole body of the creature is lifeless and
heavy ; indeed it is a clear case of loss, in every instance

where subtlety of line and modeling should have counted.

The drawing at least suggested that subtlety if it was not

actually replete with it ; but the die-cutter's copy is as flat

and dead as a glass of champagne from which all the

sparkle and activity has fled.

It is not necessary that a die should be deeply cut to sus-

tain the vigor and character of the drawing it imitates

;

that is by no means essential. I do not need to cite more
than one instance to prove the correctness of this state-

ment. The most casual examination of the modern gold

coin bearing the head of Napoleon III shows a remark-

ably low relief but a correspondingly high character to the

delicate modeling. Exactly the same thing may be said of

the Victorian coins, and it is a pity I can not conscien-

tiously add, those of the United States ; but it will evi-

dently take some time yet to convince Uncle Sam that

his silver dollar is not morally and artistically the equal

of his two-cent postage stamp.

The copies of antique coins of Asia Minor and Rome
which accompany these pages, are from the celebrated

Perkins Collection now in the Boston Museum of Art.

It is rarely that one may run across more perfect examples

of ancient die-cutting than these outside of the British

and Naples Museums. They offer an excellent oppor-

tunity for a comparison of modern with ancient art of this

character. Your modern artist is particular about having

his coin perfectly round and evenly milled at the edge,
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but he is not one-half so particular about having his eagle

instinct with life and character. To tell the truth, it is

not so easy to make the eagle look as though he breathed

;

one does not always have the genius, the knack, to make
an eagle look alive on a coin ! The same facts apply to

the rather well outlined Indian's head on our one cent

piece. It is absolutely devoid of life and interest, not,

either, because it happens to be in extremely low relief,

for the Victorian head on the English coin is infinitely

better although cut not a bit higher.

The life and expressiveness of the face on the central

large coin in PI. A by no means depends upon the excep-

tionally high relief in which it is cut ; the artist devoted

all his power to the attainment of a life-like likeness—
and he evidently got it ! What mattered it if the beaded

edge of the coin only half printed, any skilful machinist

could turn out a perfectly round silver coin, but it would

require all the care and skill of an artist to model features

that would look like life, so the die-cutter set himself

about doing that. The coin (at the left of this one)

stamped with the image of the Emperor Galba is another

extraordinarily well modeled piece ; the features remind

one of the profile of Washington. To be convinced of

the fact that the ancient artist could work skilfully under

the narrowest limitations, it is only necessary to look at

the tiny coin in the upper part of the same plate which

shows an eagle with a far more stately bearing than that

which decorates our American coins. Just to the right

of it is a larger piece containing a lion whose hind-quarters

suggest a remarkably good bit of heraldic carving. The
eighth coin in this set— the man's face with a beard—
is also remarkable for the well carved curly hair; above

it is a smaller piece containing a splendid classic profile of

a woman's face, not the least attraction of which is the

gracefully waving hair over the forehead. Of the three
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coins in next to the bottom row, the left-hand one is dis-

tinguished for its classic profile and the strongly modeled

helmet, and the right-hand one (without a helmet) for

the expressive face.

On PI. B is a collection of coins with wonderfully

fine profiles. The large central one (of Arethusa), a silver

piece from Syracuse, contains a head with a perfection of

grace in every line ; the features are simply beautiful, and

the hair is charmingly arranged. To the left of this is a

smaller coin (head of^tolos) resembling a modern French

piece in the time of the last empire. The features have

a strong Napoleonic cast, and the modeling resembles the

low relief of later times. This coin is really an extra-

ordinary example of the refinement of ancient die-cutting.

The upper and first four coins on this plate are distin-

guished for the strong character of the profiles, and the

three lowest ones for the simply cut helmets and faces

;

each of these coins possesses a marked individuality. One
of the most interesting pieces of this exceptionally fine

group is that containing the double profile. The two

heads are exquisitely modeled, and it will be well to

notice that neither one is in high relief; in fact, the

second face is barely raised above the surface of the coin.

The nice bit of suppressed modeling in this subordinate

face is worth study; I have seen nothing better in any

modern medal of the same character.

Perhaps PI. C contains some of the strongest and

most vigorously handled coins of the whole Perkins Col-

lection, which numbers about one hundred and forty-five

pieces. The second and third rows on this plate are

composed of the face and reverse of three coins of Lysi-

machus (Thrace); the three noble heads in the second

row are all of Alexander, and the modeling, especially

that of the third coin, is beyond question as powerful and

masterly as anything of that kind which the world has
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ever seen. The reverse of these coins is stamped w^ith

the image of the goddess Minerva, who bears in her ex-

tended right hand a figure of Victory, to the left of which

is the name of Lysimachus (AY2IMAX0Y), one of Alex-

ander's first generals. He obtained the province of Thrace
after Alexander's death, B.C. 323, and assumed the title

of king in 306. It is therefore an astonishing and sig-

nificant fact that after a lapse of over two thousand years

the world still finds itself struggling to equal the almost

inimitable art of ancient Greece. There is certainly

every evidence of instinctive art in all the coins upon this

plate ; one can easily see the strength of character which

they possess. The lion in the upper right-hand corner

is as full of life as it is of good modeling ; the artist must
have had a pretty fair knowledge of anatomy if we may
judge from the way he cut those muscular legs. In the

lower right-hand corner are equally well-developed muscles

in the legs and breast of the figure of Mercury. In the

left-hand corner is an eagle whose feathers have received

quite as careful attention as the muscles in Mercury's legs,

and it is also an eagle possessing twice as much vitality as

the modern one on our fifty-cent piece. The remarkably

delicate profile and strong head in the first coin upon this

plate are further proofs of the instinct of ancient art.

The old artists did not putter over insignificant details,

they handled the curly head so that every lock was an im-

portant and indispensable part of it, and they were careful

not to make too many ; they reduced the number of the

eagle's feathers so each one would count; they minimized

the number of complex muscles in limb and body so that

the most important ones would stand out to better advan-

tage ; in other words they seized upon the salient points

of the object they chose to represent, and let unimportant

and confusing details go.

The lesson which it is evidentlv necessarv for the
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modern stationery designer to learn is one the cardinal

point of which is simplicity and truth. These ancient

coins are excellent examples of simple treatment in which

the feeling of art is exceptionally strong. My drawing

above of the two lions supporting the Curzon shield sug-

gests another method of simplicity so far as the drawing

goes. Notice that not one single line is used to express

the roundness of the lions' figures ; every bit of grace and

life they possess is wholly dependent upon outline. The
modeling of such a design it would be quite unnecessary

to suggest unless the drawing was made especially as a

guide for die-cutting. But the die-cutter should need

very little help of this kind from the artist ; for, naturally,

he should be the better sculptor of the two.

It is frequently the case with modern art-workers that

they do not properly heed the strict limitations of their

particular art. Technical excellence is too often admired

and copied. Pen drawing, water-color painting, engrav-

ing, etching, and die-cutting, are all distinctly different in
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method, and any attempt to make one look like the other

is sure to end in disaster because the limitation of each is

sure to be overstepped. Opposite page 138 is an abso-

lutely flat rendering by pen and ink drawing of the mag-
nificent seal of Lord Percy, which, with others of its kind,

appeared a few years ago in the Edinburgh exhibition of

Ancient Heraldic art. Of course this seal was mainly

dependent for its beauty upon the delicacy of its carving,

but enough of the well-balanced design remains in my
simple drawing to prove that pen-work as a method of

reproduction is preeminently satisfactory. Yet it should be

noticed that scarcely a single line in the drawing (aside

from the slightly shaded helmet) suggests modeling ! That
shows what one can do in a very simple way with the pen.

Undoubtedly this seal drawing reduced to the size of a

silver quarter would look a great deal better, and repro-

duced by the method of photo-etching or by photogravure.
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it would assume a look of refinement to a surprising de-

gree ; so also would my flat drawing of the St. Andrew
Club's seal (p. 137 ). Bui all this has nothing to do with

the art of the Percy seal ; that was conceived years ago

by the artist who cut the die. The fact which I wish to em-
phasize, however, is, that a drawing is one thing, and a

carved die is another, and when a letter sheet is decorated

through the medium of either, the distinct individuality of

each art should be preserved. A pen drawing in imitation

of the engraver's method is bad ; and a die impression

which is not distinguished for its delicate relief, but which

is the clumsy, lumpy copy of a shaded drawing, is also

bad.

Another element of art connected with the impression

from a die is color. It is a common custom to color a

stamp with assorted tints and then restamp it with bronze

;

thus, the background of a design appears in color and the

raised portions in metal, or vice versa. There would be

no objection to this custom if the combination of color,

metal, and the tint of the letter sheet would always prove

harmonious ; but this is seldom the case. Such a promis-

cuous and haphazard method of producing a thing which

aspires to a direct connection with the arts is reprehen-

sible. No artist ever takes any chances with accidental

effects, he generally has his ideal in full view, and his

effx)rt is always directed toward its attainment. It is safe

and conservative advice to suggest that all color harmonies

should be analagous, that is, blue for a blue-tinted paper,

and tan for a bufF-tinted one. Violent or brilliant colors

it is best to avoid, and the more delicate and sober-toned

the hue is which is employed to decorate the stamp, so

much the better. Silver and blue are always pretty (es-

pecially the robin's egg blue), and so are gold and terra-

cotta. Copper is extremely beautiful w^ith allied tints, and

some of the colored bronzes are very dainty if they are
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arranged by skilful hands. But it is wise to stick to gold

and silver if one is not confident of exceptional ability in

combining colors. It would be worth while to make a

study of some of nature's color work in the insect world,

if newer effects are desired than those common to the

letter sheet. There is the gorgeous little dogbane beetle

(Chrysochus auratus) whose green, gold, and red is a

combination at once bold and delicate. There is also the

tiny golden beetle (Cassida aurichalcea)^ whose golden

opalescence is as remarkable as it is refined ; and the big

goldsmith beetle (Cotalpa lanigerd)^ whose yellow wing-

covers, gold shoulder-plate, and copper chest suggest a

symphony in yellows the richness of which it would be

impossible to describe. There are also wonderful tropical

beetles whose metallic and lustrous greens, turquoise blues,

and steely purples are a joy to behold. Indeed our com-
monest bug of the autumn season, the floundering beetle,

is a splendid indigo blue, which, as we see it among the

blades of grass, appears all the more beautiful because of

its green environment. Blues and greens are far from

unfriendly. Subtle effects of magenta, purple, and steel-

blue are also less strange than they might seem ; nor are

yellow, gold, and burnt orange uncongenial associates.

The peacock's feather with its rich green, blue, violet and

copper tones is a study in color of which the true artist is

never weary, and the sapphire blue and aquamarine green

of the open sea are hues which he delights to paint. Ir

we would discard the time-worn baby blues and pinks

which have been fashionable in stationery decoration for

the past twenty-five years, and try some of these less

common colors, the result would certainly prove satisfac-

tory to the most critical eye.

I have drawn, from examples in the Boston Art

Museum, a few Egyptian scarabees, with the hope that

some modification of their ornamental forms may be ac-
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ceptable in the decoration of stationery. Most of them
are rude stone relics the use and beauty of which wc are

inclined to be skeptical about. The actual Egyptian

beetle (^Ateucus Egyptiorum) is about one inch long, with

green and golden tints. In ancient days the beetles were

considered symbolic of the world because of the globular

form of their egg-balls ; of the sun from the raylike pro-

jections of the head ; and of a warrior from the belief that

all were males ; on this account they were also worn as

symbols by the Romans. But they are not without

deep interest aside from their symbolic significance. They
bore in ancient days the insignia of princes and kings, and

thousands of years ago were invariably carried by persons

of rank and education, precisely as one nowadays would

carry a pen or pencil. In the shape of a seal they took

the place of the modern autograph,— a name or device

well known as belonging to a particular individual was

engraved on the scarabeus, and this was stamped on papy-

rus or parchment with ink, or was impressed upon clay or

wax, which was attached to the document. There is a

famous piece of clay bearing the impression of both the

Egyptian and Assyrian kings' seals in the British Museum,
deposited there by Layard, who found it in Assyria,

and who believes it to be the compact of Sabacho and

Sennacherib.

Of course sealing-wax is the only medium used in

modern times for seal impressions, and it is remarkable to

what extent it has been perfected, and how great is the

variety of its colors. Good taste, however, would natur-

ally prompt one to be very conservative in its use. The dis-

criminating eye would find nothing to recommend assorted

colors, whatever the tint of one's stationery. It is best

always to match the wax with the color of the paper, and

use some very pale tint for white paper. There is some-

thing aggressive about sealing-wax which needs suppres-
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sion, and I am sure that aggressiveness is its strong color.

We do not wish a letter to look like a sealed document,

and the only way to prevent that is to hold the wax in

subordination. The one thing which ought to catch the

eye is the impression, and not the color of the wax.

Now, the finer this impression is the nearer it will

resemble an artistic cameo, and that it ought to emulate

all the good points of a well-cut cameo goes without say-

ing. The frontispiece is a fine photographic copy of one

of the most famous antique cameos in the world ; it be-

longs to the well-known Marlborough collection, purchased

in June, 1899, by the Boston Museum of Art, with the

generous bequest of the late Henry L. Pierce. The mag-
nificent Tyszkiewicz collection of intaglios was also pur-

chased with the same fund, and the two groups of splendid

gems are exhibited together in the same case. The charm-

ing Marlborough cameo represents the nuptials of Cupid

and Psyche ; the infantile couple is veiled and preceded

by a wonderfully well modeled and posed boy carrying

the bridal torch. It is the beauty of this particular fig-

ure which gives the cameo its greatest charm. I wonder

what modern gem-cutter could do better ! It is certainly

hard to say, but we must not forget that the innate talent

of the undeveloped American artist is equal to the task ;

that may seem a bold thing to say, but there are incon-

trovertible facts enough to support the statement. The
real reason why a beautiful cameo or intaglio is not oftener

produced in this country is because it is not wanted— that

is to say, it is not wanted enough for people to pay what

it is worth. The education of an engineer is an expen-

sive matter, the education of an artist is even more ex-

pensive ; we must have the engineer, but we can thrive

without the artist. What wonder, then, that our machines

are infinitely better than our intaglios !

In this double collection of antique gems there is a
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comparatively modern example, cut by N. Marchant in

1 8 1 2, representing the Cupid of the Vatican ; the model-

ing of the features is extremely delicate, and the likeness

faithful. It is also worth while to examine carefully the

stone bearing the tiny stork with one leg lifted, the fine

head of Medusa with the snakes tied about the neck, the

dove with outspread wing, cut in crystal, the deer with its

head down, and the life-like dog scratching his ear with

his hind leg. There is also an exceedingly beautiful gem
bearing a crouching warrior, the pose of which is very

graceful ; but every one of the stones without exception

is of rare merit, and all deserve the close study of our

American seal-cutters. The opposite illustration is one

taken from the famous cameo in the Naples Museum,
which is remarkable for its higher relief. The stone was

drilled in the centre for the introduction of a metal

standard, so the cameo could be used as a dish. The
hole shows in the illustration.
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Mrlting papers

|F it is true, as some writer has said,

that " the consumption of paper is the

measure of a people's culture," then

America may consider herself the far-

thest removed from barbarism ; for, of

the million and a half tons which is a

conservative estimate of the annual pro-

duction for the world, she produces nearly one-half. But,

of course, this is not writing-paper alone, and we are less in-

terested in gigantic figures than in the quality of what may
be considered the very cream of this invaluable commodity
having so much to do with culture, the paper which is

manufactured exclusively for correspondence.

The astonishing perfection at which the sheet of

American writing-paper has arrived in this twentieth cen-

tury is a matter deserving an unprejudiced consideration.

Time flies rapidly, and popular opinion is slow to change.

Probably there are many Americans of excellent judg-

ment who still believe that the writing-papers of the old

country are in many respects superior to those made in

this country. It is probable, too, that these same conser-

vative home critics have not only not visited any of our

own paper-mills, but have failed to make a practical com-
parison of the American product with the foreign one.

But we are not naturally a conservative people, and we
should not lose sight of the fact that our skill in the art of

paper-making has rapidly advanced within the last quarter
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of a century. It is only a question of time, after all,

and one thing after another of home manufacture pretty

surely takes the lead through American wit and enterprise.

It is only necessary to witness the methods of home
industry to recognize the fact that they are progressive,

and quite unhampered by tradition and conservatism.

The American manufacturer thinks there is room for im-

provement, but the foreign manufacturer generally thinks

differently ; he believes, in fact, that he has arrived at the

ultimatum of development. Hence it is that methods of

art manufacture in Italy remain the same as they were one

hundred years ago, and one may see to this day, standing

in the doorways of that famous old street of Naples, the

Santa Lucia, ancient beldames, holding the still more

ancient distaff, and spinning thread by twirling the spool,

just as used to be the custom over three hundred years

ago.

In the pretty little village of Dalton, Mass., snuggled

at the foot of a long ridge belonging to the Berkshire hills,

are the modest-looking but extensive mills belonging to

the Messrs. Crane, where some of the best paper in use in

the world is manufactured. In one of these mills all that

marvellous " silk-threaded " paper, familiar to us in the

government bank-bill, is produced ; this is called " Bank
note," and it is exclusively used for the United States

government currency and bonds. But that paper is

scarcely more remarkable for the perfection of its manu-

facture than the so-called " Extra-Fine " writing-papers

which are made in another mill near by. Let us enter

this scrupulously neat mill for a moment, and see

the way the paper is made ; perhaps a better knowledge

of what perfect paper really is will enable us to discrimi-

nate between the good and the bad on the retail stationer's

counter.

In the first place, all good paper has its origin in pure
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white rags, and not in wood pulp. Unfortunately a great

deal of the cheap paper now placed upon the market is

largely made up of wood-fiber. A man learned in the

ways of book-making once told me that a hundred years

hence, the book made of wood-pulp in these days, would
be brown with decay and fall to pieces in the hand that

held it ! There are so many methods by which it is

possible to imitate the superficial appearance of good paper

that the public is very easily deceived, and, sometimes,

even experts are puzzled. But the papers turned out

from the Dalton mills are honest and stocky, containing

a very large percentage of linen, with no intermixture of
vegetable fiber, and with no filling of clay, starch or other

foreign matter. In their tinting I find that the colors

used are quite identical with those of the artist's paint-

box, in which never a suspicion of fugitive color is allowed

for one moment a place. In this regard the paper manu-
facturer is less hampered by the experimental products of

the color-maker than the lithographer, who must constantly

be on his guard against brilliant reds and blues, a large

percentage of which are aniline of a most unreliable

nature.

The sheet of writing paper begins with rags and tat-

ters, but rags of a new and untried nature— quite an

anomaly in the strictest sense of the term. These rags

are curiously made up of all sorts of clippings and trim-

mings, evidently gathered from the mills of white clothing

manufacturers, quite as well as from the rag-bags of well-

ordered households ; here are bits of linen collars, cufFs,

and shirt-bosoms, triangular pieces of cotton suggestive of

the gore and gusset of the seamstress, and no end of

snippings v/ith tucks, pleats, seams and the like ; indeed,

for the moment one quite forgets that one is in a paper

mill, and it would not seem a bit strange if the next room
should reveal a busy row of sewing girls. But there is a
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smell like washing day in the air, and we are presently

shown into a room where the rags are boiled, after being

cut up into very small bits, dusted, and cleared of every-

thing like a button or a hook and eye ! Succeeding the

boiling process comes the long bleaching process, which,

with the aid of lime (I shall have more to say about this

farther on) reduces all the rags to a uniform cream-color,

and at the same time softens them.

The next step in the process is an interesting one, for

the rags must now be beaten, and stirred, and thrashed,

in unlimited supplies of clean water, into a pulp. The
big oval tubs or vats are filled with the purest of spring

water, clear as a crystal, drawn from the hill above the

village ; in this the rags are kept in constant circulation,

until, by dint of no end of chasing and hustling about the

tub, they are brought to a fresh and clean mushy state, re-

sembling half-melted sherbet, good enough, so far as looks

go, to eat.

After a considerable amount of further manipulation

the details of which would not be of particular interest, the

thoroughly disintegrated rags, bleached to the whiteness

of snow, cleared of every suspicion of dirt, and reduced

to a pulp the fineness of which it would be almost

impossible to exaggerate, take their way to a wonderful

machine invented by a French workman, named Louis

Roberts, which will turn them into actual paper. This

paper-making machine, called the " Fourdrinier '* (that

was the name of the two brothers who purchased the

rights in the original patents, and spent nearly ;^300,000

in making improvements), is an immensely long affair,

which after preparing the pulp receives it on a very fine

brass-wire (called Deckle wire) cloth, and finally delivers

it from a steel cylinder in the form of a sheet of paper.

The pulp approaches this machine in a state of unremit-

ting agitation, and the machine keeps up the agitation
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until the paper is actually formed. Like cream or whitish

soup of even consistency the unformed paper is spread

uniformly over the delicate Deckle wire platform, the

width of which is regulated by adjustable rubber bands

;

the Deckle wire itself is a continuous band which moves
over rollers quite a distance apart, and shakes laterally as

it progresses. Next the half-developed paper passes un-

der the dandy roll, a cylindrical contrivance which im-

presses upon the yet soft and wet surface the so-called

water-mark and a sort of structural pattern. If the paper

is to be " wove " the dandy roll is of the same wire-cloth

as the Deckle wire itself; if it is to be " laid " the dandy

roll is composed of many wires laid close together, run-

ning parallel with the roll and crossed by other wires

about an inch apart. The newly formed paper now pro-

ceeds over " couch rolls " and " press rolls," to a system

of drying cylinders heated by steam, which quickly give

the long, continuous " web " the appearance of fine and

smooth paper. By this process the paper is squeezed clear

of most of the water, and brought to a state of dryness

sufficient to have its surface properly finished ; this is

done by platers and calender rollers which, by tremendous

pressure, impart to the surface additional hardness and pol-

ish. After this the slowly progressing web is received

by final rollers which, adjusted to knife wheels similar to

the circular saw, cut it into proper widths, which are again

laterally divided by another knife into regular sheets ; the

dimensions of these are generally twenty-one by thirty-

three inches, and four hundred and eighty (rarely five

hundred) of them form a ream. The speed of the web
in the Fourdrinier machine that turns out this kind of

paper is about fifty feet per minute.

But our sheet of writing paper is not yet quite com-

plete ; it must be sized, or else ink would spread upon its

surface as it does on the blotter. The sizing is composed
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of a gelatine manufactured on the prenniises from the clip-

pings of hides, mixed with dissolved alum ; this solution

is placed in a large vat and the sheets of paper are dipped

into it. In some kinds of paper the sizing is done in the

machine, and the w^eb of paper is made to pass through

the vat immediately after it comes from the first set of

drying cylinders ; but in the case of fine w^riting papers

the sizing is done after the machine has finished with

them, and each sheet is hung on a rack in a large artifi-

cially-heated drying room. Hence it is that, before finish-

ing, across the middle of all very fine hand or machine-

made paper is the mark of the stick over which the sheet

hung. Papers with a " rep " or uneven surface are pro-

duced by the web finally passing between rollers upon
which the surface pattern is embossed.

Now, although this process of manufacture is not ma-
terially different from that employed in the making of

foreign papers, in many respects the details vary through

certain advantages possessed exclusively by the Ameri-
can manufacturer. The unrivaled quality of the papers

made in American mills is mostly due to this circum-

stance. For instance, it is an acknowledged fact that

Yankee machinery, of almost any description, is so un-

questionably superior to that of foreign make, that the

delicacy and accuracy of the work it turns out is a tangi-

ble gain to those who possess it, consequently the Ameri-
can Fourdrinier under American management does its

work better and more quickly than similar machines in

the old country. The absolute purity and perfect texture,

too, of the papers from these Dalton mills exist by a local

advantage. The water used in the mills is crystal clear,

and purer than any that may be found in all of England.

New England skies for their blueness, and New England

springs for their purity are not to be excelled the world

over. Furthermore, the very rags which pass through
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the Dalton mills share the excellent mechanical advan-

tages of the establishment ; they are not permitted to enter

into the process of manufacture without passing through

a rigorous overhauling. They are first dusted by ma-
chinery, then cut and assorted by hand, then dusted again

by machinery, and after boiling and washing, are finely

ground and subjected to a liquid chlorine bleaching pro-

cess in which they are allowed to remain full two weeks

;

then, after the chlorine has expended itself, nothing

remains but the absolutely pure pulp. No wonder paper

made with such exceptional advantages secures for itself

an enviable reputation among those who know what
really good paper is. But that is not all ; American in-

genuity and skill are always producing innovations which
secure superiority in manufacture, and by ingenious

methods the Cranes have succeeded in obtaining a surface

texture to their papers which is inimitable. No one else

in the world can make a paper at once as tough, as

beautiful, and as finely finished as that upon which our

handsome bank bills are printed ; no one else has produced

a paper with the remarkable so-called " Kid Finish
*'

(originated by this firm) which so perfectly imitates the

subtle surface of the kid glove ; and few if any can pro-

duce a paper with the lustrous yet subdued surface of the

*' Extra Superfine."

These names mav, perhaps, mean anything or nothing

to the inexperienced public, but that is immaterial ; be-

hind the name is the accomplished fact which is a direct

result of innovation, and innovation is the bitter antago-

nist of conservatism. Emerson has summed up the stag-

nant and lifeless nature of the latter in these significant

words :
" There is always a certain meanness in the argu-

ment of conservatism, joined with a certain superiority in

the fact ... Its fingers clutch the fact, and it will not

open its eyes to see a better fact. . . Of course conserva-
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tism always has the worst of the argument, is always

apologizing, pleading a necessity, pleading that to change

would be to deteriorate. . . It makes no poetry, breathes

no prayer, has no invention ; it is all a memory. . . Con-
servatism never puts the foot forward." This precisely

defines the reason why American industry has the advan-

tage of foreign industry. It has never found itself satis-

fied with results, and it has always been ready to attempt

new methods. Consequently the writing-papers of the

Dalton mills have advanced in excellence regardless of

the established standards of the papers made abroad. It

would be idle, therefore, to make any comparison between

the kid-finished paper and the finer grades of paper made
on the other side. The American paper is a unique thing,

which is only subject to a comparison with its own stan-

dard. So much for American innovation !

Now let us see what the general character of these

finer writing papers is. The so-called " Extra Superfine
"

grade, a remarkably smooth-faced paper, appears in both

the " wove " and the " laid " forms. It is also produced

in a great variety of delicate tints, and even decided hues,

including a turquoise and a mazarine blue. Nearly all of

these papers bear the simple watermark in plain letters

without ornamental accessories, which will enable one to

identify the manufacture at once by holding the sheet up

to the light. The watermark is produced by deftly ar-

ranged wires, which are inserted in the dandy roll ; trans-

lucent lines mark its general character, and it should be

distinctly understood that the simpler that is, the better for

the surface of the paper, because a complexity of impressed

lines is far from acceptable to the rather sensitive point of

the pen. In the manufacture of water-color paper for

the artist, the maker is careful to place the watermark on

the extreme corner of the sheet, otherwise we might be

able to read his name across some carefully tinted blue sky !
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The paper called " Crane's Distaff Linen " is another

grade adapted to all the requirements of a fastidious writer.

The test of excellence in the Distaff Linen is made by
the eye ; not only the translucency of the sheet appears

perfectly even when it is held between the eye and the

light, but by reflected light the surface is as smooth as a

billiard table, notwithstanding the fact that it is a dead-

finish laid paper. Compared with the best foreign linen

paper obtainable it is certainly superior to a surprising

extent. Let us take, for instance, the quality labeled,

" Cream, fifty-four pounds to the ream," and place it be-

side an English paper of the same color, texture, and
weight. The cream-color of the foreign paper is gray in

comparison, and the surface is decidedly and unpleasantly

rough by reflected light. Now let us take a fine steel

pen— the severest kind of a test for a " laid " surface—
and write with it upon both papers. Well, the pen tells

the story perhaps better than the eye ; in fact it is worth
while to close the eyes and feel the paper with the pen.

It is hardly necessary for me to say that the pen has a

pretty rough time of it picking its way over the miniature

hills of the foreign paper ; of course, there may be some
people who like that way of progressing in a rapid bit of

correspondence,— and what American does not write

fast ? — but I venture to say that most of us prefer to

take the level road ! The least that can be said in ac-

counting for this fact, is that American machinery in

American hands turns out better work than that which is

produced on the other side of the Atlantic.

But it is not my object to draw comparisons; that, in

all except the instance just related, is wholly unnecessary.

So let us pass to the next paper of merit, which is one of

an unusually stocky character, known as " Crane's Parch-

ment Vellum." This has an exceedingly smooth and

plain surface, with absolutely no gloss, but yet with a
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suggestion of parchment in its texture. It is produced in

cream, white, and azure, and its weighty character fits it

for a variety of uses where sumptuous paper is desired.

A paper with a somewhat similar surface, but one not

quite so smooth, is that called the " Kid Finish." I have

already called attention to the unique character of this

writing paper, but perhaps it will prove not unworthy of

some further commendation.

Unlike the Parchment Vellum, over which the steel

pen glides lightly and easily, the Kid Finish receives the

point with evident sympathy ; there is a sufficient feeling

of texture to the paper to gratify a writer with a some-

what bold hand. It is not rough, there is not even a sug-

gestion of that, and it fortunately escapes excessive smooth-

ness ; even the finest kind of a drawing pen runs over it

without the slightest resistance ; in that respect it resem-

bles the finest imaginable drawing paper. Furthermore

it is a heavy paper, with a distinguished appearance, and it

is produced in a great variety of delicate tints, not the least

attractive of which is the one called Royal Worcester, an

exceedingly delicate buff tone.

But there are those who really fancy a rough surface

to write upon, and who delight in anything with a flavor

ofantiquity. For such people the Cranes have produced

a really handsome letter paper by the name of" Old
Style," which has hills and dales enough upon its remark-

able surface to suit an Alpine tourist I These are not so

very apparent, though, until one holds the sheet between

the eye and the light ; then the singular beauty of the

paper is revealed, and one sees what an uneven but de-

lightful country the pen has been travelling over. I ven-

ture to say, some of our foreign friends who are skilled in

the art of paper-making would experience considerable

difficulty in getting their Fourdriniers to do better and

more artistic work than that, for the Old Style exactly
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imitates the look of paper made centuries ago ! But there

is one vast difference between the old and the new ; in

the present case we have a paper made to imitate the ap-

pearance of the old, with a surface so thoroughly perfected

by modern machinery that the pen glides as smoothly

over all the apparent inequalities as if it were a ball roll-

ing across a billiard table. That was more than a pen

could do one hundred years ago, even though it was the

smooth and oily quill. To tell the truth, one should be

consistent in the use of the Old Style paper and stick to

the quill ; then, and only then, will the excellence of this

modern production be fully appreciated. But such a

statement may possibly imply a limitation that is quite

unwarrantable, for nowadays the stub pen so admirably

emulates the quality of the quill pen, that some consider

the one quite as good as the other.

There are two other papers belonging to the " old

times " class which are known as " Crane's Hand-Made
Style," and "Early English." These have the unmistakable

characteristic finish of a modern unglazed paper, yet they

are decidedly reminiscent of an old-fashioned hand-made

paper, brought within the refining influence of twentieth

century methods. No one would ever guess that they

were old-fashioned until they are held up to the light,

then the beautifully mottled texture shows itself to full

advantage. These two kinds are certainly very attractive

and artistic.

It is scarcely worth while to waste time and space

tacking superlative adjectives upon papers of such unques-

tionable merit. They are all beautiful, and, what is bet-

ter, they are all preeminently practical; not one is open

to criticism as a mere novelty with a passing interest.

But there is yet one more paper upon which it would

seem impossible to lavish too much praise. Perhaps it is

a matter of taste, but for one who likes an absolutely
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simple, yet elegant, laid paper, the one called "Crane's Un-
derglaze," would seem to be the best of all. The name
is taken from that kind of porcelain which is characterized

by a soft and subdued glaze. There is really no gloss to

the paper, yet its surface is one of perfect finish, like un-

polished ivory ; but it is not monotonously fiat, it possesses

texture, and it is also watermarked with name and date.

Naturally such a surface is remarkably well adapted to

almost any kind ofa pen, so it may be equally recommended
for the quill, stub, gold, or steel pen, coarse or fine, it

makes no difference which. After experimenting with

an almost limitless amount of what goes by the name of

fashionable stationery, it seems to me safe to predict that

the unique Underglaze will take a high place among the

writing papers of the present age. It is rarely that one

finds a paper surface which is not strictly limited to some
especial purpose ; either it is peculiarly adapted to a par-

ticular kind of pen, or it is exclusively fitted to water-

color work, or it is exactly what is needed for the pencil.

But it would really seem as though the inventor of the

Underglaze intended it for all kinds of pens and pen-

cils, if not paint-brushes. It is undeniably a perfect

paper, which American ingenuity might possibly im-

prove, but which, doubtless, it will not improve.

But there is still another fine paper which deserves

especial notice in passing. As a rule it is a conspicuous

and uncomfortable characteristic of bond papers in gen-

eral that they possess a sort of greasy surface which is so

unyielding and unsympathetic that the pen slides over it

without making a firm continuous line. This is not the

case with papers of this class which are produced in the

Dalton mills. I find that the ones named " Crane's Bond "

and " Old Style Bond " take the point of a very fine

steel pen better than any others I know of. The crucial

test of the bond paper is to draw a continuous, unbroken
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line rapidly across its surface with a fine steel pen. If,

under a magnifying glass, this appears even and without

any breaks, we may be assured that the paper is the best

of its kind. By just this severe test the Bonds described

show a perfect, wire-like line. These papers are made
for municipal and railroad bonds, as well as for ladies'

stationery ; they are particularly liked for the purpose of

writing because of their resemblance in fibre and strength

to fine cloth.

Not the only thing of importance, however, in a fine

writing-paper is its superior texture and surface-finish.

Color is also a factor which is paramount to excellence.

There is no excuse for the paper that fades, nowadays ; if

it does that it is either tinted with fugitive aniline, or it is

made of some deleterious vegetable fibre. This is cer-

tainly not the case with any of the fine writing-papers

bearing the water-mark of Crane. Exposed to strong

sunlight in a window they remain practically the same for

an indefinite period. The great variety of tints which
have been produced it would of course, be unnecessary to

describe, it is enough to say that they are permanent, but

in passing, there are two pronounced hues which deserve

especial notice. We will find for those who like an un-

compromising hue, the richest possible blue is in the

handsome so-called Underglaze lapis lazuli. Here is a pure

ultramarine blue, diluted in tone and remarkable for the

softness of its surface ; but that I am sure is entirely due

to the underglaze finish of the paper. Scarcely less attrac-

tive and probably more restful to the eye is the refined

tint employed in the Kid Finish Wedgwood blue; it

is exactly the same color as some of the famous Wedg-
wood porcelain, and strangely enough, it also imitates its

surface texture.

Leaving the tinted papers now, and turning to the

white ones, perhaps it maj occasion surprise when I say
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that a simple white paper is almost a novelty ; but such is

the fact. The average so-called pure white paper has a

pinkish or a huffish cast. Before me are no less than

forty kinds of " white," laid and wove, not including

the class called " cream." It is astonishing to see the

variety of tints in this large collection. There are

homoeopathic doses of brown, gray, blue, pink, and yellow

to a greater or less degree in nearly every example. My
standard of judgment is based upon the incomparable

Chinese White of Winsor & Newton, which is used by

all artists ; before that, the fine white writing papers turn

all colors of the rainbow— but not all of them ; for it is

undoubtedly due to extreme care and the extraordinary

clear water of the Berkshire hills that the manufacturer is

enabled to turn out about as pure a white paper as the

world has ever seen. The kind called " Crane's Kid

Finish Dresden white" is certainly absolutely white;

and I might add that just here, in regard to color, is the

point which shows the unquestionable superiority of the

Underglaze paper, about which I cannot speak with too

much praise ; for the kind known as " white " is as truly

white as it can be.

It is also a fact that the fine Bristol boards manufac-

tured by the Cranes for visiting cards and various invi-

tations are whiter on the average than any of foreign

make. In this respect the superiority of their finer card-

board is apparent at a glance. It goes without saying

that paper-pulp washed by the purest water in the world,

and bleached with all the painstaking and patience that is

possible in an exacting process, must be remarkably white

and perfect. No one could be more critical in judgment

regarding the quality of cardboard than the artist illustrator,

who works with the pen
;
yet some of the Bristols manu-

factured in the Dalton mills are held in higher esteem by

several artists that I know than the English cardboards
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that are made expressly for the draughtsman. It is the

same with the wedding papers; both surface and color

are unimpeachable ; and the entire absence of that pinkish

tone characteristic of glossy and vulgar paper, which fre-

quently passes for something refined, is in sufficient evi-

dence. It is apparently very easy to produce a delicate

tinge of pink; it is not so easy to obtain an immaculate

white. It seems that there are few reputable stationers

in this country who would risk using any other make of

Bristol board or wedding invitation paper than that which

comes from the Dalton mills ; and this is really less

surprising when one becomes cognizant of the fact that

the American people are quick to insist upon having the

best thing when they know it, and it is within the limit of

their purse. The habit of diligent comparison may not

yet be fully inculcated in the mind of the people ; too

many are prone to depend upon the judgment of a few

with unquestioning faith ; but time will show that inde-

pendence and self-reliance are American traits before

which deception can not flourish.
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Color in Mriting paper
HERE is a quite general prejudice

against color in connection with

many things belonging to our prac-

tical modern life. Any attempt to

bring color into unrestricted use

invariably results in its complete

banishment. The dress suit will

probably remain unalterably black,

notwithstanding repeated efforts to

break away from its funeral appearance. Every at-

tempt at a revival of the beautifully colored table-glass of

Murano has resulted in an obstinate return to the heavy

cut-crystal of England. Table and bedroom linen have

each failed to be thoroughly practical in color, and the

spotless white of the cleanly housekeeper remains. But

notwithstanding the universal use of white and cream-

colored papers for the writing table, there has never been

that insistance upon their exclusive use. Unquestionably

the eye is in a measure responsible for this liberality of

taste, and very possibly it has demanded some relief from

the glare of uncompromising white. Hence a cream-

colored paper is more popular than a pure white one,

although, as I have already shown, the absolutely pure

white is not for one moment to be discounted by any
tinted substitute. It is merely a matter of taste, and

those who prefer an immaculate white paper can certainly

obtain it in this country without difficulty. I have before

158
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me a milk-white paper, called "Hurd's Royal White "
; it

is neither that cold colorless type ofwhite which might be

regarded by some as unassthetic, nor is it cream-color. It

is rather that soft ivory or milky tone which is peculiarly

acceptable to the eye. Among the colorless papers whose
merits I have thoroughly investigated, there is one called

" Hurd's Swastika," which stands a most rigorous test for

purity remarkably well. Its white is without blemish;

and if it is true that spotless white must ever be held in

highest esteem by the representatives of the world's highest

civilization, then the perfectly white writing paper is the

paper of the future. We are likely, therefore, to see the

day when the crystal springs of American hills will be the

means of furnishing us with the whitest thing in the world
except snow

!

The reason why color in connection with modern
civilization is generally eschewed, is because it has been
so often employed in a vulgar way. A vulgar thing is

simply a thing " out of place "— a definition which has

been applied to a weed. Brilliant color, in nine cases

out of ten, is quite out of place wherever we may happen
to place it. To tone it down without reducing it to a

dirty appearance is no very easy matter ; to dilute it and
evade a weakly pure tint on the one hand and a faded one
on the other is a still less easy task to perform. But
color can be used in writing paper without becoming vulgar,

and what is more, it can be used in considerable strength

without breaking any rule of good taste. What is often

called a faded color is largely a color so broken and re^

duced in force that beside some " raw recruit " in yellow,

red, or blue, it stands not a ghost of a chance of looking

refined. But if we succeed in obtaining the so-called

faded color in the first place, and secure a true aesthetic

quality, in the end it will put the raw recruit to shame.
A toned color means refinement, a raw one, vulgarity.
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To be sure, all color tones down with time, but it

should never fade— that is, lose itself. More than half

the charm of the old masters is the tone which their pic-

tures have acquired by the softening influence of time;

the same fact applies to paper, it gains a tone by age

which is possessed of a peculiar charm. The blues of the

celebrated Gobelin tapestries were originally not the same
subdued color that they are to-day. I will admit, of course,

that they have faded some : but that is a matter of little

consequence, as, in addition, they have gained a refined

tone for which the hand of Time is alone to be credited.

Precisely this exquisite subdued hue is to be found in

the paper called " Hurd's Russian Blue "
; there is a cer-

tain refinement about it which needs no recommendation

of mine. Here is a remarkable instance of a somewhat
strong-colored paper, which combines every quality of

excellence ; its surface is irreproachable, its texture firm

and durable ; and its color exceptionally aesthetic. It is

certainly a pioneer among papers of its class, and an artis-

tic departure from all conservative ideas regarding color.

In this respect we are again brought face to face with the

fearless character of American independence in little

things as well as great ones. The French or English

paper-maker would have scarcely dared to depart from his

traditional ideas of color; the American does not hesitate

to make the venture. But there are still other colors

before me as I write, which are scarcely less attractive

than the Russian Blue ; among these is the pure-toned

" Hurd's Royal Purple,'* a color divested of every atom

of crudeness, and yet preserved from insipidity. It is as

soft in tone as the petal of an English violet, although by

no means as dark.

For one whose taste inclines toward a delicate and

pure tint quite unbroken in quality, the paper before me
called " Hurd's Prince of Wales beryl," ought to be par-
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ticularly pleasing. There is a marked absence in this tint

of that purplish tone which robs blue of its purity. But

the Prince of Wales writing-papers are made in cream,
" bleu du Roi," silver blue, steel gray, and French gray as

well, and it is difficult to say which color seems most at-

tractive. Naturally black ink on a colored paper produces

an effect different from what might be expected. These

tints, which I have described, all have a certain beauty which

is partly dependent upon the ink, and it is not so plain that

the grays mentioned are beautiful in tone until the combi-

nation of black and gray is effected. After all, it would

be advisable for one to experiment with a number of

tinted papers and discover what the best colors are, for it

is not possible to compass what may be considered good

taste by recommending a few things in a random choice

made among a bewildering assortment of writing papers.

The best way to knovv' a good paper is to make one's

self familiar with a great variety of paper. Nor will one

be able to arrive at an unbiased and intelligent conclusion

without trying various styles of pens.

" I cannot write with that kind of a pen," a young

lady once said to me when it happened that the pen in

question was the only available one for miles around.

" Very well, then," I replied, " you are so much the

less an artist !

"

"Why, what do you mean ?
"

" I mean that if you were a true artist you would

force an inadequate instrument to do your will. If an

artist had no paint-brush he would still paint his picture

;

whether by the aid of a palette-knife, or his finger and a

bit of rag, I cannot say ; but I am sure he would produce

the picture. If he had a stub pen instead of the usual

fine one, he would still make his pen sketch, and un-

doubtedly with just as much of the spirit of art in it. It

is conservatism and a lack of wholesome experience that
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dwarfs the ability of many a skilful hand. To write well

means to be able to write with any kind of a pen on any
kind of respectably good paper."

Probably the immense number of superb writing-papers

which may be procured nowadays at reasonable cost tends

to minimize the efforts of a letter-writer in overcoming
difficulties of a purely technical nature. With a paper

whose perfect surface-finish makes a smooth way for every

kind of a pen, how is a writer to profit by a wholesome
experience with obstacles ? But, on the other hand, if

perfect writing-paper is a means of fostering perfect pen-

manship, then Americans have no excuse for not being

the best writers in the world, because their supply of fine

writing-papers is not only the best, but the most exten-

sive, that the dawn of the twentieth century finds upon
record.

For the convenience of those who might wish to know
what are the sizes which have now become established for

fashionable wedding invitations and for correspondence

papers, I append a carefully prepared list which will cover

the ground completely. The shape of the sheets ap-

proaches the square rather than the oblong, and in that

respect the papers appear additionally attractive. It is not

at all likely that these sizes will vary for many years to

come.
WEDDING SIZES.

71 — 9 sheet measures 67/16x51/8
71 — 9 envelop **

5 5/16 x 3 3/8
71 — 8 sheet ** 6 13/16 x 5 3/8
71 — 8 envelop **

5 9/16 x 3 9/16
71 — 10 sheet ** 7 13/16 X 5 13/16

71 — 10 envelop ** 6 x 41/16
71 — II sheet *< 5 1/2 X 7 1/16

71 — II envelop " 33/4x53/4
71 — 12 sheet ** 7 1/4 X 6 1/2

71 — 12 envelop ** 6 5/8 x 3 3/4
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CORRESPONDENCE
Club sheet measures

Club envelop

Lenox sheet

Lenox envelop

Royal sheet

Royal envelop

Imperial sheet

Imperial envelop

Gladstone sheet

Gladstone envelop

SIZES.

5 1/2

3 3/4
7 1/4

65/8
67/16
55/16

' 13/16 X 5 13/16
6x4 1/16

6 13/16 x 5 3/8

5 9/16 X 3 9/16

1/16

1/2

3/4

5 1/8

3 3/8

THE END.



A COMPREHENSIVE INDEX
IN ADDITION TO WHICH ARE
THE NAMES AND BLAZONS OF
NUMEROUS AMERICAN FAMILIES

Abercromby. Arg., on a chev,

gu. betw. three boar's heads

erased az. an antique crown
or.

Abernethy 48
Adams 45> 78
Aldworth. Arg., a chev. gu.

betw. three boar's heads

couped within an orle of

eight crosses crosslet fitche

az.

Alexander 7, 27
Allen 40
Allen (Co. Kent, 1610). Or, a

chev. betw. three blood-

hounds pass. sa. collared of

the first, armed gu.

Alsop 44
Ambler. Sa., on a fess or betw.

three pheons arg. a lion pass,

guardant gu.

Ames. Potent counter-potent

gu. and arg. a chev. or.

Amory. Barry nebulee of six,

arg. and gu. a Uon pass, of

the last in chief.

Anchor 57
Anderson. Or, on a chev. gu

betw. three hawk's heads

erased arg. three acorns

slipped of the last, on a can-

ton sa. three martlets of the

third.

page
Anderson (Co. Herts, 1643.)

Arg., a chev. betw. three

crosses crosslet sa.

Andrews 60
Annulet 54
Apple 51
Appleton 51
Apthorp 58
Archer. Az., three arrows

points downward, or.

Argyle, Duke of 29
Arnold 53
Arrow 52
Aston 8
Athole, Earl of 27
At home cards 86
Autograph cards 81

Babington 21

Bacon. Gu., on a chief arg.

two mullets sa. pierced of

the second.

Bailey. Erm, three bars wavy
sa.

Baker (Co. Sussex, 1825).
Arg., a tower betw. three

keys erect az.

Balch. Barry of six or and
az. on a bend engr. gu. three

spear-heads arg.

Baldwin. Arg., a chev. erm.

betw. three hazel sprigs vert.

Ball invitation cards .... 90
Balliol 17

164
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PAGE
Banester 32
Bangor, Viscounts of ... 33
Bar 12

Barclay. Gu., a chev. arg.

betw.three crosses pattee arg.

Barker. Az., five escallops in

cross, or.

Barr (France). Az., a sinister

bend arg. betw. two stars of

the last.

Barr (Scotland). Az,, an
eagle displayed arg. sur-

mounted by a fess (another,

a bar sa. charged with two
mullets of the second).

Barrett 58
Barrulet 13
Barry 28
Barry-bendy 28
Barry-indented 28

Barry-pily 29
Bartlett 55
Barton 54
Bartow. Or on a bend sa.

betw. six annulets gu. three

plates.

Bassingbourne 29
Basinge 32
Baton 15

Bayard. Az., a chev. betw.

three escallops or.

Bee 46
Beekman 23,42
Beetles, Colors of 139
Belasyse 14
Bell. Az., a chev. erm. betw.

three bells or.

Bellew, Lord 30
Bellingham. Arg., three bugle

horns sa. stringed and gar-

nished or.

Bend 11

Bendlet 14
Bend sinister 1

1

Bendy 28
Bendy-pily 30
Benigni II

page
Betrothal announcement . . 48
Betts 52
Billet 18

Bird or Byrd 71
Birth announcement .... 83
Bishop. Erm. ,on a bend cotised

sa. three bezants.

Bissell. Gu., on a bend arg.

three escallops sa.

Blake. Arg., a chev. betw.

three garbs sa.

Bland. Arg., on a bend sa,

three pheons or.

Blandin 18

Blazon 2

Boar's head 43
Bolles 43
Bolton. Sa., a falcon close

arg. armed or, on the breast

a cross.

Bookplate by Mathews . . .117
Bookplate by New . . . .115
Bookplate by Ospovat . . .115
Bookplate by Simpson . . .116
Bookplate by Thomson . . . 1 14
Bookplate by Woodroffe . .113
Bordure 19
Bordure-bendy 30
BowEN. Az., a stag arg. with

an arrow stuck in the back
and attired or.

Boyle 10
Brackenbury 24
Bradford. Arg., on a fess sa.

three stag's heads erased or.

Bradley, Will, Designs of . .122
Bradstreet. Arg., on a fess

sa., three stag's heads erased

or.

Breakfast invitation cards . . 89
Brechin 25
Brewster. Sa., a chev. erm.

betw. three stars arg.

Bridgman (co. Warwick) . Sa.,

ten plates, four, three, two,

and one, on a chief arg. a

lion pass, ermines.
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PAGE
Bright. Sa., a fess arg. betw.

three escallops or.

Brinley. Per pale sa. and or.

a chev. betw. three escallops

all counterchanged within a

bordure arg. charged with
eight hurts.

Britton 70
Brock or Badger 43
Broughton 43
Brown 27
Browne 27
Browne (Rye). Sa., three

lions pass, in bend betw. two
double cotises arg.

Bruce 22
Bruen 41
Buck 28
Bugle 52
BuLFiNCH. Gu., a chev. arg.

betw. three garbs or.

BULGARINI 25
BULKLEY 44
Bull's head 44
Burgess 58, 74
BURNES. Ermine, a bend az.

Burnet. Arg., three holly

leaves in chief vert, and a
hunting horn in base sa.

stringed and garnished gu.

Burnham. Gu., a chev. or

betw. three lion's heads
erased or (or arg.),

Butler. Or, a chief indented az.

Cadency 75
Calabria, Duke of .... 33
Callender 70, 73
Caltrap 53
Calvert. Paly of six or and

sa. a bend counterchanged.
Cameo. The Marlborough . 141
Cameron 12
Campbell 29, 72
Canton. The .16
Cap of maintenance . . . . 6^
Cards. Visiting and other . . 79

•ffubes

page
Carleton 59, 63, 64
Carpenter. Arg., a greyhound

pass, and a chief sa.

Carroll 34
Carter 54
Gary 59
Caslon, Wm., engraving . . .130
Castle 55
Catherine Wheel 54
Champernon. Gu., a saltire

vair betw. twelve billets or.

Champney 17
Chandler. Checquy arg. and

az. on a bend engr. sa. three

lions pass. or.

Chandos 19
Chase 61

Chauncey 39
Checquy 28
Chesebrough. Gu., three

crosses pattee in fess arg.

betw. as many water bou-
gets or.

Chester 42
Chevron, The 12

Chevronel, The 15
Chew. Gu., a chev. arg. on

a chief az. three leopard's

faces or.

Chichester. Checquy or and
gu. a chief vair.

Chief, The 10

Child. Gu., a chev. engr.

erm. betw. three eaglets dis-

played arg.

Chippendale. Artist cabinet-

maker Ill

Churchill 78
Chute 70
Cinquefoil 52
Clarke 70, 72
Clarkson 54
Clayborne. Arg., three chev-

ronels interlaced in base sa.

a chief and bordure of the

last.

Cleveland 27
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PAGE
Clinton. Arg., six crosses

crosslet fitchee sa. upon a

chief az. two mullets or, a

crescent for a difference.

Closet, The 13

Coat-armor 2

Coat armor in America ... v

Coffin 61

Coffin, Sir Isaac .... 76
CoGGESHALL. Arg., a cross

betw. four escallops sa.

Cogswell (1635). Arg., a

cross betw. four escallops sa.

Coins 132
COLLEONI 27
CoLMAN (1673). Az., upon a

pale rayonee or a lion ramp,
gu.

Color in writing paper . . .158
Color. Method of stamping in 138
COMMINGES 33
Compony 30
Coney or Rabbit 44
CONOVER. Arg., a cross az.

upon the dexter canton three

leopard's faces erased gu.

CooKE I4j 52
cooledge 42
Copley 31
Coronet 66,68
Cotise, The 14
Counter-compony 30
Couple-close, The 15
COURTENAY 21

Craddock. Arg., on a chev.

az. three garbs or.

Crafts 75
Crane 8

Crane paper mills 144
Crane writing papers . . . .150
Cranston. Gu., three cranes

within a bordure embattled

arg.

Crest ......... 63
Cromwell. Sa., a lion ramp.

arg.

Cross, The 12, 31

page
Cross- crosslet. The .... 34
Cross, Kingdom of Jerusalem . 36
Crown 55» 66
Cruger. Arg., on a bend az.

betw. two greyhounds ppr.

three martlets or.

Curtis. Arg., a chev. betw.

three bull's heads cabossed

sa.

CuRWEN 74
CURZON shield. Arg., on a bend

sa. three popinjays or col-

lared gu 136
Gushing 78
gustance 18

GuYLER. Per pale embattled
gu, and az. an arrow in bend
or. barbed and flighted arg.

point upward.

Dana. Sa., on a bend arg.

three chevrons vert.

Dart 50
Davenport 34
Davis 46, 53
Deane. Gu., a lion couch,

guardant or, on a chief arg.

three crescents of the field.

DeBlois 112
De Bary. Gu., three fish's

heads two and one arg.

De Gluseau 16
De Laci 18
De Lancey 52
Delano. Arg. fretty sa. on a

chief gu. three wolf's heads
erased or.

De Manny 15
Denison. Arg., on a chev.

gu. betw. three pellets, a
torteau.

De Normandie. Arg., on a

fess gu. betw. three martlets

sa. in chief and three black-

birds of the last two and one
in base, three bezants.

De Peyster 45
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PAGE
Designation cards .... 89
Dickenson. Vert, a cross betw.

three hind's heads erased or.

Die-cutting 131

Difference of augmentation . 77
Differencing 74
Diminutives, The 13

Dinner cards 89
Dinner invitation cards . . . 8S

DiNWiDDiE. Per fesse, in chief

a landscape, therein an In-

dian with bow and arrow

shooting at a stag pass, re-

guardant all ppr.; in base, on

the dexter, a castle and flag,

on the sinister, rocks, betw.

them the sea, on it a ship with

one mast sailing, all ppr.

DiSBROW. Arg., a fess betw.

three bear's heads and necks

erased sa. muzzled or.

Dish 54
DixwELL. Arg., a chev. gu.

betw. three fleur-de-lis sa.

Dodge. Barry of six or and
sa. over all on a pale gu. an

eye arg. weeping and drop-

ping or.

Dolphin 46
dominick 55
Douglas 47
Dove 44
Drake 43
Du Bois. Arg., a lion ramp,

sa. armed and langiied gu.

Duck 46
Dudley 38
DuER. Erm., a bend gu.

Duke of Marlborough . . 78

Dumaresq. Gu., three escal-

lops or, a mullet of the last

in chief for a difference.

Dunkeld, See of 34
Durant 34

Eagle 41

PAGE
Eaton (co. Nottingham). Or,

a frette az.

Eddy. Sa., three old man's
heads couped at the shoul-

der arg. crined ppr.

Edwards. Per bend sinister

erm. and ennines, over all a

lion ramp. or.

Elphinstone 43
Emerson. Per fess indented

or and vert on a bend engr.

az. three lions pass. arg.

Endicott. Arg., on a fess az.

betw. three fusils gu. a

grififin pass. or.

Endorse, The 14

Escallop 57
Estoile 50
EvRE 51

Fairfax 67
Fairvveather. Gu., six billets

or, three, two, and one, on

a chief of the second a lion

pass. vert.

Falcon 43
Farnham. Quarterly or and

az. in the i and 4 a crescent

of the second.

Farrar. Arg., on a bend
engr. sa. three horseshoes of

the first.

Fawkener 43
Fenwick 44
Ferguson. Az., a buckle arg.

betw. three boar's heads

erased or, within a bordure

of the second charged with

four crosses crosslet fitchee

gu.

Ferris. Erm.,onabendcotised

gu. betw. a cross moline az.

and an anchor erect sa. three

horseshoes or.

Fesse, The 1

1

Fesseways 59
Field 54
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PAGE
Fielding. Arg., on a fess az.

three lozenges or.

Fillet, The 13
Fish 23
Fisher. Az., a fess dancettee

betw. three lions pass, guar-

dant or.

FiSKE 59
Fitch. Vert, a chev. betw.

three lion's heads erased or.

FiTZ (co. Cornwall) . Arg., two
bars sa. in chief three escal-

lops of the last.

FiTZ-HuGH. Az., three chev-

ronels in base interlaced or,

a chief of the last.

FiTZWALTER 22
FiTZWILLIAM 28
Flanch, The 19
Flasque, The 19
Fleur-de-lis 49
FOLJAMBE or FOLSOM . . . I29
Forsyth. Arg., a chev. engr.

gu. betw. three griffins segre-

ant vert, armed and mem-
bered sa.

Foster 52
Fourdrinier machine . . .146
Fowler. Az., on a chev. betw.

three lions pass, guardant or,

as many crosses formee sa.

Foxcroft. Az., a chev. betw.

three fox's heads erased or.

Franklin. Arg., on a bend
betw. two lion's heads erased

gu. a dolphin embowed of

the field betw. two martlets

close or.

French. Arg., a chev. betw.

three boar's heads erased az.

Frette, The 17
Fretty 30
Frost 45, 51
Fusil, The 17
Fusilly 29

Gallatin. Az., a fess arg.

betw. three bezants.

PAGE
Gallup 59
Gamb, lion's 47
Garb 54
Garden party invitation cards 91,92
Gardiner 39
Gardner or Gardiner (R. I.).

Sa., a chev. erm. betw. two
griffin's heads in chief, and
a cross pattee arg. in base.

Garfield. Or, three bars gu.

on a canton erm. a cross

formee of the second.

Gauntlets 55
Gayer 49
GiBBS. Sa., three battleaxes in

pale arg.

Giles. Per chev. arg. and az.

a lion ramp, counterchanged,
collared or.

GiLMAN. Sa., a man's leg in

pale couped at the thigh arg.

Gilpin. Or, a boar pass. arg.

Gise 28
Gloucester, Duke of ... 30
Gobelin tapestry 159
Gobony 30
Golf invitation cards, etc. . . 91
Goodrich. Arg., a fess sa. in

chief three crosses crosslet

fitchee of the last.

GooKiN. Gu., a chev. erm.

betw. three crosses or.

Gordon. Quarterly, i az., on
a fess arg. betw. three boar's

heads couped or, a wolf's

head couped sa. 2 or, three

lion's heads erased gu. for

Badenoch. 3 or, three cres-

cents within a double tres-

sure floiy counter-flory gu.

for Seton. 4 az., three frases

arg. for Fraser.

Gorged 68
Grant 55
Graves. Gu., an eagle dis-

played or, a martlet of the
second for a difference.
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PAGE
Green. Arg., on a fess az.

betw. three pellets each
charged with a lion's head
erased of the first, a griffin

pass. betw. two escallops or.

Greene. Az., three stags trip,

or.

Greenleaf 56
Greenwood 46
Gregory. Arg., a fir tree grow-

ing out of a mount in base

vert, surmounted by a sword
in bend ensigned by a royal

crown in the dexter chief

point, all ppr. In the sinis-

ter chief and dexter base a

lion's head erased az. langued
gu. Quartering Forbes. Az.

three bear's heads couped
arg. muzzled gu.

Griffin or Gryphon .... 42
Griffiths 38
Grimaldi 29
Griswold (1639). Arg., a

fess gu. betw. two greyhounds
courant sa. within a bordure
or, as a difference.

Guion. Arg., a vine stock sa.

laden with grapes gu.

Guttee 49
Gyron, The 16

Gyronny 29

Hale 52, 112
Hallett. Or, a chief engr. sa.

over all on a bend engr. gu,

three bezants.

Hamersley. Gu,, three ram's

heads couped or.

Hamilton 19
Hanbury 23
Hancock. Gu., a hand couped

and erect arg. On a chief

of the last three cocks of the

first.

Hand 47
Harlakenden 40

PAGE
Harleston 13
Harley 14
Hatch. Gu., two demi-lions

ramp. or.

Hawkes. Az., three bends or,

a chief erm.

Hawkins. Arg., on a saltire

sa. five fleurs-de-lis or.

Hawley 24
Hay 60
Hayden. Quarterly arg. and

az. a cross engr. counter-

changed.

Haynes. Arg,, three crescents

barry urdee az. and gu,

HaYWARD II

Hazard. Az., two bars arg. on
a chief or three escallops gu.

(another, az. a garb or.)

Heart 47
Heathcote 21

Helmet 62
Henshaw 7
Hepburn 73
Herbert. Per pale az. and gu.

three lions ramp. arg.

Herrick. Arg., a fess vaire,

or and gu.

Hesme 35
Hickman 9
Hicks 23
HiGGiNSON 55
Hill 65
Hillhouse, Sa., achev. betw.

in chief a lion ramp, on the

dexter side and a unicorn on
the sinister facing each other,

betw. them a star of five

points, in base a heart sur-

rounded by three bezants.

HiNMAN. Vert, on a chev. or

three gu. slipped and leaved

of the first.

Hoar 42
Hobart 19
Hohenhauser 40
Hohenzollern 7
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PAGE
Holland 30
Holt. Az., two bars or, in

chief a cross formee fitchee

of the last.

HoLTON 41
Hopkins. Sa. on a chevron or

betw. three pistols of the last,

three roses gu.

Hose 50
Houghton 7j 12

Howard. Gu., a bend betw. six

crosses crosslet fitchee arg.

HowLAND. Arg., two bars sa.

in chief three lions ramp, of

the last.

Howell 56
Hubbard. Quarterly arg. and

sa. on a bend gu. three lions

pass. or.

Hull. Sa., a chev. erm. betw.

three talbot's heads erased

arg.

Humphrey 30
Hungerford 589 72
HuNLOCK 41
Hunt 7, 27
huntercombe 1

3

HURD 60, 112
Hurd, Nathaniel, Engraver, 56, 1 10

Hurd writing-papers . . . . 1 60
Hutchinson. Per pale gu.

and az. semee of crosses

crosslet or, a lion ramp. arg.

Inescutcheon, The .... 16

Inglis. Az., a lion ramp. arg.

on a chief of the second three

mullets of the first.

Irving. Arg., three small clus-

ters of holly each with as

many leaves slipped vert

banded gu.

Introduction i

Izard 65

Jackson. Gu., a fess betw.

three shovellers tufted on the

PAGE
head and breast arg. each

charged with a trefoil slipped

vert.

Jaffrey (N. H.). Paly of six

arg. and sa. surmounted by a

fess of the first charged with

three stars of the second.

Jay. Az., a chev. or. In chief

a demi-sun in its splendor

betw. two mullets of the last,

in base on a rock two birds

all ppr.

Jeffrey 39
Jeffreys 38
Jenkins. Or, a lion ramp, re-

guardant sa.

Jesup. Barry of six arg. and
az. nine mullets gu. three,

three and three.

Johnson. Gu., on a chev.

betw. three fleurs-de-Hs arg.

three escallops of the field.

Johnstone. Arg., a saltire sa.

on a chief gu. three cushions

or.

Jones (1692, L. I., N. Y.).

Per bend erm. and ermines

a lion ramp, or, \vithin a

bordure of the last.

Jordan 38
JosSELYN. Checquy gu. and

az. on a fess of the first an
annulet or.

Kearny. Arg., a lion ramp.

ppr. on a chief gu. three

pheons or.

Kendall 41
KiLBY 71

Kip or Kype . . . .42, 63, 64
Kinsman. Per pale az. and

gu. three saltires arg.

Knight 19, 26

Label, The 18

Ladd. Or a fesse wavy, betw.

three escallops sa.
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123

52
41

78

37
56

Ladies' coat-annor ....
Lance
LaTHROP or LOTHROP . . .

Latimer
Lawrence
Leaf
Le Barbier
Lee (Lee, Eng.). Arg., a

chev. betw. three leopard's

faces sa.

Lee (Virginia). Gu., a fess

checquy az. and or, betw.

ten billets arg. four in chief,

three, two, and one in base.

Leete
Legat
Legg
Leggett. Az., on a bend arg.

three hearts gu. on a chief

of the second three martlets

sa.

Lemmon or Lemon . . .

Leonard. Or, on a fess gu
three fleurs-de-lis of the field

Leopard's face . . .

Lestrange ....
Lettering ....
Lettering, Old English

Leverett. Arg. , a chev
three leverets courant sa.

Lewis 48
Lewis (Virginia; from Wales,

1633). Arg., a dragon's

head and neck erased vert,

holding in the mouth a

bloody hand ppr.

Lindsay. Quarterly. 1-4 gu.

a fess checquy arg. and az.

2-3 or, a lion ramp. gu. the

shield debruised of a riband

in bend sa,

Linlithgow 73
Lion 38
Lisle. Or, on a chief arg.

three lions ramp, of the first.

LiSPENARD 56
Livingston 73

betw,

51

34
47

75

PAGE
Lloyd. Gu., a lion ramp, or,

within a bordure of the last.

Lloyd (Pennsylvania). Quar-
terly. 1-4 sa., a he-goat

passant arg. 2-3 az., three

cocks arg. armed and combed

LOHEAC DE TrEVOASEC . . . i8
London, Arms of .... 31
LoRAiNE 35
Lord 47
LORING. Quarterly, arg. and

gu. a bend engr. sa.

Loweli 50, II

2

Lowndes. Arg., fretty az. on
a canton gu. a leopard's

head, erased at the neck, or.

Lozenge, The 17
Lozengy 28
Ludlow. Arg., a chev. betw.

three bear's heads erased sa.

Ludwell. Gu., on a bend
arg., betw. two towers or,

three eagles displayed sa.

Luncheon invitation cards . . S9
LuQUER. Arg., a chevron betw.

two cocks affrontee in chief,

and a lion pass, in base gu.

Lyman. Quarterly. 1-4 per

chev. gu. and arg. in base an
annulet of the first for Lyman.
2 gu., a chev. betw. three

sheep arg. for Lambert.

3 quarterly-quartered, erm.

and gu. over all a cross or

for Osborne.
Lynch. Az., a chev, betw.

three trefoils slipped or.

Lynde. Gu., on a chief or,

three crosses tau of the field.

Magdalene of France . . .124
Mantling 64
Manufacture of writing paper . 145
Markham 47
Marshalling 69
Martlet 44
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PAGE
Ogden, Gyronny of eight arg.

and gu. in chief in the dexter

gyron arg., an oak branch
fructed ppr.

Oliver (see book plate by
Hard) 112
Arg., a hand and arm issuing

from out of clouds on the

sinister side fessways, and
grasping a dexter hand
couped at the wrist all ppr.

Ordinaries, Honorable . . . lO

Orle, The 17
OSBORN 127
Otis 125
Owen 44
Owl 45
OxENBRiDGE. Gu., a Hon ramp,

arg. tail double queued vert,

on a bordure of the last eight

escallops or.

Page 45
Paine 24
Pale, The II

Pallet, The 14
Palmes 50
Paly 27
Paly-bendy 28
Parsons . Gu

.
, two ch evron els

enn. betw. three eagles dis-

played or.

Parting lines 6
Peabody 58
Peck. Arg., on a chev. engr.

gu. three crosses formee of

the field.

Peirce. Arg., on a fess humet-
tee gu. betw. three raven's

wings displayed sa.

Pelham 77
Pell. Erm., on a canton az. a

pelican or \'ulued gu.

Pendleton. Gu., an inescut-

cheon arg. betw. four escal-

lops or.

Penhallow 44

page
Penn II

Pennington. Or, five fusils

conjoined fesswise az.

Percy .... 26,64,67,137
Pereira 32
Perkins (co. Warwick). Arg.,

an eagle displayed sa. on a
canton or, a fesse dancettee

betw. six billets ermines.

Perkins collection of coins . .132
Peyton 73
Phelps 39
Pheon 53
Philipse 39
Phillips 6
Phippen 57
Pierrepont 60
Pile, The 19
Plantagenet 18

Polhemus. Quarterly. 1-4

az., a Hon pass, or a canton

of the last. 2-3 arg., a fesse

gu. betw. a wheel sa. in chief

and a heart of the second in

base.

Poole 60
Poore. Arg., a fesse az, betw.

three mullets gu.

POPHAM. Arg., on a chief gu.

two stag's heads cabossed

or.

Porter. Arg., on a fesse sa.

betw. two barrulets or, three

church bells of the first.

PoULTNEY. Arg., a fesse dan-

cettee gu. in chief three leop-

ard's heads.

Preble. Gu., on a pale or,

betw. four lion's heads erased

arg. three diamonds sa.

Prendergast 25
Prescott 45
Provost. Az., a dexter arm in

fesse issuing from a cloud in

the sinister fesse point grasp-

ing a sword erect ppr. pommel
and hilt or.
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PAGE
SCHERMERHORN 1 29
SCHIEFFELIN. Tieice (divided

into three equal parts), per

fess, sa. and or, on three

piles— two conjoined with

one between transposed —
invected, counterchanged, as

many crosses crosslet of the

first.

ScHiNDEL, Die iS

Schuyler 63
ScHWERiN 17
Scotland, Arms of .... 17

Scott 34
Scott (Ancrum). Arg. three

lion's heads erased gu.

SCUDAMORE 34
Seal. Lord Percy .... 137
Seal. St. Andrew Club . .137
Sealing-wax 140
Sears. Gu.,a chev. arg. betw.

three eaglets ppr. on a chief

erm. an escallop betw. two
mullets of the first.

Semee 60
Seton. Or, three crescents

within a tressure flory coun-

ter-fiory gu,

Sewall 46
Sheep 45
Sheraton. Artist cabinet-

maker Ill

Shield, The 4
Shield of pretense 71

Ship 57
Shippen. Arg., a chev. betw.

three oak leaves gu.

Shirley. Paly of six or and
az. a canton erm.

Sims. Gu., a chevron betw.

two spur rowels or pierced

of the field in chief and a

battle-axe palewise of the

second in point.

Sinclair 65
Singleton, Fredk. Designs of . 118

Sizes of paper and envelops . 162

page
Sizes of wedding invitations . 162
Skinner 74
Smith. Sa., six fleur-de-lis arg.

three, two, and one.

Smith (Portsmouth, N. H.
1740). Or, a unicorn sa-

lient az.

Smith (Scarsdale) . Or, on a
chev. gu. betw. three crosses

crosslet fitchee sa. three be-

zants.

Swelling 43
Snow 23
Snowden. Arg., on a fess az.

betw. three escallops gu. three

mullets az. pierced of the

field.

Southampton, Earl of ... 28
Spencer 78
Stag 46
Standish 54
Star 50
Starin 60
Stationery connected with her-

aldry 36
Stawell 26
Sterne 60
Stetson. Arg., a bend az.

betw. two griffins sejant sa.

Stockton 60
Stoddard. Sa., three stars

within a bordure arg.

Storrs. Or, a fess dancettee

gu. betw. three stars az.

Stourton 21

Strells 22
Strong 128
Strycker. Paly of four or and

gu. three boar's heads sa.

armed az.

Sturgis 24
Stuyvesant 7

Subordinaries, The .... 15

Sumner. Erm. two chevronels

Supporters 65
Surmounted 60
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PAGE
Sutherland 76
Sutton 16

Swan 69
Swastika, The . . . . . .125
swinnerton 32
Symonds 51

Taylor 41
Tea Card. Afternoon ... 84
Temple. Arg., two bars sa.

each charged with three

mullets or.

Thatcher. Gu., a cross mo-
line arg. on a chief or, three

grasshoppers ppr.

Theatre invitation cards ... 91
Theatricals, Invitation Cards to 91

Thomas 12

Thomas (Maryland, 1651).
Arg., a chev. lozengy, or and
sa. betw. three ravens close

of the last.

Thompson 75
Thorndike 49
Throop. Gu., a bar betw. two

chevs. arg.

Tilden. Az., a saltire emi.

betw. four pheons or.

Tilghman. Per fesse sa. and
arg. a lion ramp, reguardant,

counter-changed crowned or.

Tinctures 4
Tollemache 17
Tompklns. Az. on a chev.

betw. three cock-pheasants
close or, as many crosses

crosslet sa.

Townsend 57
Tracy. Or, an escallop in the

chief point sa. betw. two
ben diets gu.

Tree 56
Trefoil 51
Tremaine. Gu., three dexter

arms conjoined at the shoul-

ders and flexed in triangle or,

fists clenched arg.

PAGE
Tressure, The 17
Trident 53
Tromenec 17
Tuckerman. Vert, on a bend

engr. arg. betw. three arrows
of the last, three hearts gu.

Tun 53
Turner. Sa., a chev. erm.

betw. three fers-de-moline or,

on a chief arg. a lion pass. gu.

Tuttle. Az., on a bend arg.,

doubly cotised or, a lion

pass. sa.

Twlnixg 126
Tyler. Sa., on a fess erminois

betw. three mountain-cats
pass. erm. a cross moline
betw. two crescents gu.

Tyng 45

Underhill 51
United States, arms of . . 10
Upion 31
Usher. Arg., three lion's

gambs couped and erect

sable, a crescent for a differ-

ence.

Van Alst. Az., a bend arg.

Van Cortlandt 57
Vandyne. Quarterly. 1-4 gu.

a cross flory or, 2-3 arg.

three torteaux.

Van Gent 37
Van Nort. Az. a fesse wavy

arg. betw. two stars or.

Van Rensselaer 129
Van Voorhees or Voorhis . 73
Vassall. Az., in chief a sun,

in base a chalice or.

Vernon. Or, on a fess az. three

garbs of the field.

Visiting cards 79

Wainwright. Gu., on a chev.

az. betw. two fleur-de-lis of

the field a lion ramp, within

a bordure engr. sa.
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PAGE
Wallace 30, 38
Walton. Arg., a chev. gu.

betw. three hawk's heads
erased sa,

Walworth. Gu., abendengr.
arg. betw. two garbs or.

Ward ...... 25,32,33
Warren. Gu., a lion ramp,

arg.achief checquyor and az.

Watts. Arg., an oak tree

growing out of a mount in

base vert, over all on a bar

az. a crescent betw. two mul-

lets of the first.

Wedding anniversaries . . .106
Wedding announcements . . 100
Wedding. At home card . .102
Wedding. Church admission

cards 96
Wedding. First reception card 103
Wedding invitations .... 93
Wedding invitation. Orphan's 105
Wedding invitation. Widow's 103
Wedding invitations. Sizes of 162

Wedding reception and break-

fast cards 95
Wedding. Reply card ... 99
Wedding. Train time card . 99
Wells. Or, a lion ramp,

double-queued sa. armed and
langued gu.

Wendell . 57
Wentworth 40
Westley 33
Wetmore 45> 1 1

1

Wheeler 13

White (Maryland). Arg., on
a chev. betw. three wolf's

heads erased sa. a leopard's

face or.

Whitgreave 35
Whiting 41
Whiting (Boston, 1608). Per

saltire az. and erm. a lion's

head erased or in chief three

bezants.

•ffubej

page
Whitney 37
Wilder. Gu,, from a fess or

charged with two barrulets

az. a demi-lion ramp, issuant

of the second.

Wilkinson. Az., a fess ermi-

nois betw. three unicorns

pass. arg.

Willard. Arg. a chev. erm.
betw. three flasks ppr.

Williams 61
Williams (Roxbury). Sa., a

lion ramp. arg. armed and
langued gu.

Willis 50
WiLLOUGHBY. Or, fretty az.

Wilson 47. 59
Windmill 57
WiNSLOW 26
Winter 28
Winthrop 48
Winwood ....... 32
WoLCOTT. Arg., a chev. betw.

three chess-rooks sa.

WooDHULL crest 64
WooDHULL. Or, three crescents

woodville 22
Worthington 53
Wreath 63
Wright. Sa., a chev, engr.

arg. betw. three fleurs-de-lis

or, on a chief of the last as

many spear-heads ppr. all

within a bordure wavy erm.

Writing paper, American . . 143
Writing paper, White , . .156
Wyvern 43

Young 56

Zeng [de], Sa., a field-mar-

shal's baton in bend or.

Zeno 28














